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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
/
i.i GENERAL
The information presented in this report represents the results of a seven-
month investigation (combining theoretical and experimental approaches)
into advanced digitaltelevision techniques having potential application to
future manned spacecraft missions. The information is presented in two
volumes. Text Volume I incorporates in Sections 2 through 5 the summary
results of the various study tasks. Program conclusions and recommenda-
tions are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively, and the detailed results
of the study tasks appear in Appendices A through F. Volume If, the
photographic volume, includes the pictorial results obtained in several
of the supporting experimental areas.
1.2 PROGRAM SCOPE
The central theme throughout this entire program is digital video data
compression, and the compression approaches studied assume several
diverse forms when applied to different elements within the total television
system.
The major program task, identified in the Statement of Work as Task I -
Compression Technique Studies, is specifically concerned wi_h the theoretical
study and experimental investigation (as required) of four compression
techniques having the potential of achieving gross data compressions of
six to one relative six-bit PCM video. These techniques are:
o Frame-to-frame coding
o Area coding
o N-dimensional processing
o Linear-approximation coding
Three additional, related tasks also specified in the Statement of Work have
been pursued in parallel with the principal compression study effort. These
are:
o Task II - Digital Communication Channel Analysis
i-I
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o Task III- Digital Color Television Iz,vestigations
o Task IV - Digital TV Equipment and System Capability
Improvement Studies
Task II is purely an analysis effprt, while Tasks III and IV include both
analysis and experimental efforts in achieving the study objectives.
Experimental support essential to the success of this overall study program
was provided by the almost daily use of the experimental digital television
system (EDITS) developed on a company-sponsored program during the past
three years. The bulk of the statistical and pictorial data obtained in the
Task I compression study area was obtained from the combined EDITS/ASI
digital computer system. The design and checkout of the EDITS/ASI interface
equipment was accomplished as a company-sponsored effort in direct support
of this MSC study program. A description of this support hardware is given
in Appendix A.
An additional company-sponsored effort related to the initial design work
accomplished on the linear-approximation compression coding system is
included in Appendix F in order to make this final report as complete as
pos sible.
I.3 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
As given in the Statement of Work, the overall objectives of this program
have been:
o To investigate the feasibility (and desirability} a of implementing
for manned spacecraft applications the advanced digital TV techniques
included in the study.
o To estimate the performance to be e:cpected by employing these
technique s.
o To carry the definition of the most promising techniques through
the preliminary logical design stage, where applicable.
o To recommend future promising courses of development in the
above areas.
, ,,,,
aNot directly stated, but implied.
1-Z
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SECTION 2
SUMMARY OF COMPRESSION-TECHNXQUE STUDIES
2. i STUDY OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this study task was to determine a technique which can
achieve a gross average data compression of 6 to i relative to a 6-bit PCM video
source, while producing a subjectively acceptable output picture.
2. ? SCOPE OF OVERALL COMPRESSION STUDY
Four general categories of promising data compression techniques were included
in this study. They are:
o Frame-to-frame coding
o Area coding
o N-Dimensional processing
o Linear approximation
Z. 3 STUDY APPROACH
Th_ general approach followed in investigating the compression techniques was as
follows. First, a mathematical model was formulated for the technique and the
average compression was calculated baued on the entropy of the model. Next, if
compression on the order of 6 to i were indicated from this analysis, the particu-
lar approach either was simulated directly on EDITS or on the ASI-2i0 computer
(processing stored video frames obtained from EDITS) to obtain actual signal
statistics. Then, if the calculated compression val_es based on these measured
statistics approached 6 to i, the computer simulation program was expanded to
permit transmission of the compressed data back to EDITS for photographic record-
ing, and subsequent subjective image evaluation.
2.4 INDIVIDUAL STUDY TASK SUMMARIES
2.4. i Frame-to-Frame Coding
Three approaches to frame-to-frame coding were considered. These are:
2-i
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Frame-difference coding (FDC)
Zero-difference frame coding (ZDFC)
, Zntraframe difference coding (IFDC)
Frame -Difference -Codin_ Study
In this technique, successive frames are compared and the amplitude and position
data are transmitted to identify only those elements which do not have the same
amplitude as the corresponding elements in the previous frame.
From the mathematical model derived for this codh_g method, it was determined
that for 4-bit video encoding, 96.6_0 of the corresponding elements on successive
frames must be identical in order to achieve a 6 to i gross average compression.
Assuming no image movements the corruptive effer_ of sensor noise alone was suf-
ficient to require a 55-db video signal-to=noise ratio in order to maintain the re-
quired element redundancy. Therefore, due to excessively high sensor signal-to
noise requirements plus the equally _-e_trictive limitation on allowable image move-
ment between frames, this tecl_,-_ique was ruled out.
Zero-Difference Frame-C_
In this method, successive frames are compared and a sin_le_ unique code word
is transmitted if the two frm are identical.
The same limitations discuss,_d in connection with the FD_ _proach apply here
also (to an even greater degree since identical frames a_ b_ing sought). Based
on the mathematical model derived for the ZDFC meth¢_l_ if 100 consecutive 4=bit
video frames are considered (of 256-line resolution)_ _30/_ o_ the frames must be
identical in order to achieve a 6 to I compression. Tht_ assumes a unique code
word of 60 b_ts. Therefore, based on these factor_ this technique was eliminated
from further consideration,
Intraframe - Differ ence - Codin_ Study
This approach combines a technique which achieves data compression within each
given frame with the ZDFC method in an attempt to reduce the requirement on
identical frames to a more manageable number. The intraframe compression was
assumed to be 2 tc l; then_ from the mathematical model it was found that 68 out
of i00 successive frames (selected as a basis for the calculation) still must be ident-
ical to achieve a 6 to i compression. Therefore, this approach was similarly ruled
out.
2-2
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C onclu,'-.'ion
Frame-to-frame coding techniques do not meet the 6-to-i compression goa_ due
to the large amount of redundancy requ_.redbetween successive frames and to the
impractibility o£ achieving this redundancy with operational TV systems.
2.4.2 Area Coding
Four coding methods, which utilize both horizontal and vertical correlation within
a TV frame, were included in this study; each is an extension of the previous
method. They are:
Flat Area Coding (FAC)
Huffman Area Coding {HAG)
Area Coding with Previous-Element Coding (ACPEIC}
Previous-Area Coding (PAC)
In addition, an area-coding computer _imulation was performed to provide the
necessary area-statistic data to permit calculation o_ FAC compression values.
Description of Area-Codin_ Techniques
In the FAC method_ a video frame encoded to B bits per element is effectively
divided into subras_ers which are sequentially scanned. I_ all the elements in a
given subraster area are of equal intensitye this area is enccded with (B + i) ors.
H any element: within a given area is different_ each element is encoded, with
(B + i) bits. This asfAigvment of the s._me number of bits to each event is known
as flat coding.
The HAC method was studied as a possible means of increaaing compre ssion by
efficiently encoding the area blocks corresponding to each quantizing l_vel based
on their probability of occurrence within a TV frame,
The ACPE'C method extends the eHicient encoding concept to include those elements
which ax'e not within area blocks but do quali_y as previous elements (PEts).
The PAC method further extends the efficient encu&ing concept to include adjacent
area blocks which are of the same intensity by applying the previous element
(PE) concept to previous (similar and adjacent) areas.
2-3
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Selection of Best Area-Coding Techniques
Although the latter three efficient coding methods potentially offer some increase
in compression relative to the FAG approach, the FAC approach was selected for
more detailed study since it represents the best compromise between compression
and implementation complexity.
Computer Simulation of FAC
A computer program based on the FAC technique was prepared and implemented
in order to analyze selected frames of video data generated by EDITS. By means
of this program, it is possible to determine the number of Z x Z a 3 x 3, 4 x 4,
or 5 x 5 area blocks in a _,iven frame and from this, calculate the FAC compression.
Due primarily to the disorganizing effects of sensor noise, compression of video
data encoded to 6 bits is quite low (an average of about i. 5 to i). However, corn-
! pression of 4-bit data is considerably greater. A compression ratio of 5 to i is
I obtained by encoding 5 x 5 size area blocks of 4-bit data representing a relatively
low detail scene. Similar encoding of a higher detail scene produces a compression
of 3.5 to i (both of these ratios are relative to 6-bit PCM video. If they are made
relative to 4-bit PCM, there is a corresponding reduction in compression values).
,_ Conclusions
Area coding, as typifiedby FAC, does not meet the 6-to-I compression goal set
for this study. However, for some applications ithas a compression potentialin
excess of previously studied techniques, b Also, it is an information-preserving
method, which may be of importance for certain applications.
Z.4.3 N-Dimensional Processing
Scope
i Three processing techniques having da_a compression potential wer_ investigated
t in the study phase. They are:
, Two-dimensional optical pr oce ssing
One-dimensional digitalproces sing
j_ One-dimensional analog processing
a Two scan elements wide by two scan elements high
b Such as delta modulatio,_, Roberts coding, PE coding, and run-length coding
Z-4
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The optical method is applied to the visual image in advance of the TV sensor, the
digital method is applied to the video signal following analog-to-digital encoding,
and the analog method is applied between the sensor and the analog-to-digital encoder.
Two-Dimensional Optical Processing
/
Two optical spatial filtering methods were analyzed, namely, the coherent illumin-
ation method and the incoherent illumination method. The objective of these analyses
was to determine whether or not spatial filtering applied to the optical image could
effect significant compressions, either independently or in conjunction with other
c ompr e s s ion t e chnique s.
It was determined that sets of filters (for the coherent and incoherent cases) can be
synthesized to provide a theoretical increase in data redundancy and thereby increase
the effectiveness of certain other compression methods. However, practical consid-
erations severely limit the effectiveness of the filtering process Lu a conventional
television system. Here, sensor noise effects establish the upper limit on signal
redundancy, virtually independently of the optical filtering action. For this reason,
optical processing was ruled out as a potential compression technique for spacecraft
video transmission.
_One-Dimensional Digital Processin_
For purposes of this study, digital processing assumes the specialized form of a
technique identified as p.revious-element qualification and of an associated item
of hardware, known as the Previous Element Qualifier (PEQ) unit. This equipment
was developed and integrated into EDITS during this study program The PEQ
unit essentially performs a "noise-cleaning" function on the digital video output
from the analog-to-digital encoder. This is accomplished by initially comparing
the value of successive elements i and i + i. If they are equal, i + i is identified
and coded as _ previous element (PE). If they are not.equal, the value of element
i+ 2 is compared with the (stored) value ofi. If i+ 2 andiare euual, i+ t is qual-
ified as a PE. That is, it is assumed that the i + i value has been corrupted by
noise. If i + 2 and i are not equal, the actual value of i + i is transmitted.
The PEQ action has the effect of increasing the signal redundancy, and thus the PE
count, for a given video signal-to-noise ratio. It is not in itself a compression
technique; however, when used in conjunction with a compression method, the re-
sultant data compression is increased with negligible subjective degradation in
picture quality attributable to the PEQ process. The percentage of increase in com-
pression is a function of the operating video signal-to-noise ratio and the compres-
sion coding method employed. As one example, with PEC/Huffman 4-bit coding at
30 to 40-db signal-to-noise ratios, an average compres/ion' increase 8£ 35 to 40 g0
was obtained.
2-5
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One-Dimensional Analog Processing
The simplest form of one-dimensional analog processing applied to a television
system is a low-pass filterwhich is inserted immediately after the sensor. This
filteracts to a_tenuate the higher-frequency video signal components including
the sensor noise components, providing increased signal redundancy. Of course,
this desired effect is accompanied by an undesired image "softening" effect.
The initialobjective of this study task was to evaluate the trade-off between the
above factors for a digitalTV system. After additional study, however, itbecame
evident that a pure digitalTV system of the type represented by EDITS places
certain restrictions on the application of low-pass filteringapplied to the sensor
output signal. This is due to the pulse-type nature of the sensor signal which re-
sults from the digitalscanning process. Through previous analysis, ithad been
determined that there is an optimum video bandwidth related to the digital type
video signal which provides a maximum video signal-to-noise ratio; this bandwidth
is designed into EDITS. Thus, placement of a separate low-pass filter, to pro-
vide additional signal redundancy, is limited to the point in the system between the
output of the sample-and-hold circuit and the input to the analog-to-digital converter.
A series of measurements were performed with this particular filter placement.
Filter cutoff frequency was decreased in step fashion from the nominal video base-
band frequency down to approximately i/i0 this value. The resulting increases in
PE probability and decreases in subjective image quality were recorded and com-
pared with similar measurements made with the PEQ system. This comparison
showed that at higher video signal-to-noise ratios, PEQ is a more effective and
desirable method and provides greater increases in PE than the specialized one-
dimension analog filtering method for equivalent image qualities. At video signal-
to-noise ratios nearer Z0 db, the analog filtering method is judged superior to PEQ
on the basis of slightly better picture quality _due to a more general softening of
visible picture noise) for equal PE's.
Conclusions
None of the N-dimensional processing methods provides an independent data-
, compression capability.
Due to sensor noise-corrupting effects, optical filtering is not considered a promis-
ing supplementary compre s sio_ te chnique.
One-dimensional analog processing has very limited usefulness for the pure digital
TV application, due to restrictions placed on the location of the filter.
One-dimensional digital processing (1-._Q) shows promise of being an effective sup-
plement to a primary compression method to provide increased data cc:npression.
,i z-6!
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2.4.4 Linear Approximation
Sc op____e
This study task encompassed the following areas of investigation:
A preliminary ASI-Z_0 computer simulation of linear approximation applied to /
selected, single, video scan lines (with manual computation of the video data
points and subsequent insertion into the computer).
An expanded and highly flexibleASI-ZI0 computer simulation of linear approxima-
tion applied to entire frames of selected video data transmitted from EDITS. This
included the capabilityfor transmitting compressed video frames back to EDITS
for photorecording and subsequent image analysis.
A format design anaiysis for linear approximation involving the determination of
the optimum data coding and synchronization coding formats for a practical system.
Linear-Approximation Concept
This method operates on the principle of approximating the video waveform, corres-
ponding to each TV scan line, with straight-line segments. The instantaneous amp-
litudes of these segments may deviate from the true values of the corresponding
scanned elements to the degree allowed by the established error criteria. The
basic information required to er_code the data in this manner consists of the _mpii-
tudes and raster coordinates of the intersections (or vertices) of the line segments.
With this process, all waveform slopes may be encoded, as opposed to run-length
coding methods (and variations thereof), which are restricted to the single, zero-
slope-approximation condition. Thus, the large compression potential of linear
approximation results from its abilityto approximate allwaveform slopes with
straight line segments and to encode the segment identificationdata in an efficient
manner for purposes of transmission.
Linear-Approximation Computer Simulation
Based on very encouraging results obtained in the initialcomputer program in
which single video lines were processed, the expanded simulation program was
designed and implemented to obtain full-frame compression and pictorial results.
Considerable flexibilitywas provided in the choice of system parameters; namely:
Error band-._%djustable from el to e64 levels out of a
possible 64 levels.
Errors outside the error band--Provision made to allow
O, i, or 2 consecutive errors before ter-
minating the line segment.
2-7
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Truncation length--Adjustable in length to i6, 32, and
04 scan elements.
Four test objects, two representing fairly low-detail material and two representing
fairly high-detail material, were selected for these measurements. The initial pur-
pose of the simulation was to obtain compression values over a wide range of param-
eter combinations. Tb_is permitted the selection of the best parameter combinations
from the standpoint of compression. Then, these selected compressed-video frames
were transmitted to EDITS and pictures were recorded for subjective assessment
purposes.
In summary, the computer simulation results show that subjectively acceptable
pictures with average compressions of 6 to i are obtainable with linear approxima-
tion on the lower detail test scenes, and compressions of 4 to i are obtainable on
the higher detail test scenes.
Format Design for Linear Approximation
This analysis was concerned with the selection of an optimum error-correction
code which can be combined with the linear approximation data words to achieve
an acceptably low error probability in the presence of expected levels of communica-
tion channel noise. The analysis further was concerned with the selection of strong
horizontal and vertical synchronization words which would enable the system to
achieve and maintain synchronization at bit error probabilities which produce sig -
nificant degradation in data word accuracy and thus in picture fidelity (to assure
that synchronization stability does not limit system performance).
Assuming a Z56-1ine-resolution frame, the linear-approximation data segments of
i6-elements maximum length can be defined by a 6-bit code representing the vertex
amplitude plus an 8-bit code representing the absolute position of the vertex (a total
of i4 bits). Alternatively, a i0-bit code word can be employed in which 6 bits still
represent the amplitude, but only 4 bits are required to denote A x, the number of
elements between vertices. Both of these methods are subject to considerable er-
ror in the presence of channel noise; however, the i0-bit data code permits the
errors along a line to propagate and thus is more susceptible to degradation.
i'
By using an error-correcting code to transmit these data bits, a significant improve- i
ment in error probability can be achieved. This study shows that the Hamming i
(_4, i0) error-correcting code is one of the shortest suitable for this purpose of i
transmitting the linear-approximation data bits. In this case, the data word con- i
sists of the i0 bits as described above, and the additional 4 bits are check bits which i
I
will provide correction of all single errors in transmission. Of the data formats i
investigated, the Hamming (i4, i0) code was selected on the basis of achieving the I
highest net compression a for the linear approximation system. With the criterion [
I
a Compared with other linear approximation data-transmission methods considered, !
|
it requires the minimum transmitter power to satisfy a given data error criterion. _
Z-8 I
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of one scan line per frame in error, the selected Hamming code permits trans-
mission at a bit'-error probability of i. 5 x i0 "3.
Linear approximation synchronization presents certain unique problems due to the
variable number of data words (representing segments) which may occur within a
scan line and within a complete frame. For this reason, the normal PCM check
and lock mode strategies cannot be employed. The selected linear-approximation
synchronization scheme employs a 4Z-bit synchronization code pattern at the end
of each scan line and at the end of each frame of video. The probability of achieving
line and frame synchronization during the first received line and frame, respectively,
is calculated to be 0. 9999i under search-mode operation. Even higher probabilities
result in the lock-mode operation.
Conclusions
Linear-approximation coding has the demonstrated capability of achieving gross
average data c_mpression of 6 to i on certain representative classes of test sub-
jects, thus satisfying the original compression goal established for the overall
study. Effective error c( ,'rection is bought at the expense of some decrease in
compression. Using the i-Iarnming (i4, i0) code, the gross compression must be
dividedby a factor of i. 4 to arrive at the net average compression. Therefore,
for a 6 to i gross compression the resulting net compression is 4.5 to i.
Z-9
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3"_ SECTION 3
SUMMARY OF DIGITAL COMMUNICATION CHANNEL ANALYSIS
3.1 STUDY OBJECTIVE
" The objective of this portion of the program was to investigate the properties of
modulation systems with respect to utilizing them with particular compressed
._) digital TV techniques to optimize overall system performance.
3.2 STUDY SCOPE
The study scope included a survey of existing digitalbinary, N-ary, and hybrid
systems; consideration of rf bandwidth-reduction techniques to determine if
some customized variant of the above modulation methods would permit the
transmission of four bits per cycle of bandwidth occupancy; and a general
parametric study of digitalmodulation methods.
3.3 STUDY APPROACH
A survey and analysis of some 40 digital modulation papers and two books was
conducted, with 2.0 of the papers being selected as sufficiently representative of
the field for inclusion in an annotated table included in Appendix C. These
papers encompass Z4 identifiablemodulation systems. Most of the papers ex-
pressed modulation performance on the basis of bit-error probability versus
signal-to-noise ratio, or naore precisely, signal-energy-per-bit to noise-spec-
tral-density ratio. The question of bandwidth occupancy was leftlargely un-
touched, most analyses implicitly assuming a transmitted spectra determined
by the transmission of ideal pulses. For those papers which did supply infor-
mation relating bits per cycle versus signal-to-noise ratio, the information
was plotted with C/W as a function of S/N. This plot gives a general feel
for the "possible" as compared with the Shannon ideal for several systems.
As the survey progressed itbecame evident that there exists many practical
constraints imposed largely by the channel, such as nongaussian impulse noise
and differentialdelay distortion, vlhich render impdssible a good choice of mod-
ulation method based solely on a set of design curves relating bits per cycle to
signal-to-noise ratio. Also, several of the referenced papers contain general-
ized modulation-con_parison charts. Accordingly, no further effort was devoted
to producing a set of "_,eneralized" design curves. The remainder of effortwas
spent on devising and calculating the bit-error performance of a rather specific
four-bit-per- cycle MODEM.%
3-I
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The four-bit-per-cycle MODEM decided upon employs four-level, coherently
detected, amplitude-shift keying (ASK) simultaneously on two-phase orthogona]
carriers. This choice yields 16 signal states (four bits) per signaling interval,
and a derivation in Appendix C shows a bandwidth occupancy (also defined) of
one cycle per signaling interval. Thus, the goal of four bits per cycle is at-
tained. It is also explained in Appendix C why this system is preferred to co-
herent ASK single sideband, which also theoretically has the same four-bit per
cycle capability.
The particular choice of four bits per cycle was based upon two facts: that ana-
log TV transmission packs two analog picture elements per cycle using incoher-
ently detected AM vestigial side-band modulation, and that digitalcompression
systems are available which can send one picture element for an average cost
of two bits. Thus, a digitalTV system employing compression to two bits per
picture element and a MODEM packing four bits per cycle would occupy a band-
width no wider than that occupied by an equivalent analog TV system. Even with
these constraints, itwas expected that the compressed digitalTV system would
offer a significantpower saving over the analog system.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this section are that it is possible to fit a compressed digital
TV signal into an equivalent analog bandwidth at a 10-db power saving; that such
a system will require a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately Z0 db; and that
such a MODEM, operating at four bits per cycle, is feasible.
3-2
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SECTION 4
SUMMARY OF DIGITAL COLOR-TELEVISION INVESTIGATIONS
4. I STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study task were (I) to investigate color TV methods ap-
plicable to digitalTV processing, with particular emphasis on achieving com-
pression of the digitalcolor data, and (Z)to select and define the most promis-
ing color TV approaches for satisfying future MSC requirements.
4.2 STUDY SCOPE
This investigation was divided into two principal task areas, namely, (1) the
study effort and (Z) the experimental color TV support effort. The study ef-
fort included the following subtasks:
o The study of basic colorimetry as related to color
' television.
o The review of past and present color television
technique s.
o The determination of probable MSC color television
functions and typical operating parameters.
o The determination of ground rules for the application
of color TV to MSC missions.
o The selection and definitioaof the most promising
system approaches for satisfying MSC requirements.
The experimental support effort included the following subtasks:
o Modification of the EDITS system for color reproduc-
tion.
o Preliminary full-color frame-sequential recording and
subsequent color picture assessment.
o Gamma measurement and adjustment
o Final color reproduction and fidelity assessment
o Measurement of primary color signal statistics
and c ompr e s slon potential
4_t
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•4.3 COLOR TV STUDY R]:SULTS
Early in the program, based on a review of various references dealing with
the colorimetric aspects of color TV, the decision was made to restrict this
study to the investigation of the three-primary (red, green, and blue, qualita-
tively speaking,) color TV system category. The two-color systems were
ruled out on the basis of having too restrictive - gamut of reproducible colors.
The analog systems of interest in this study transmit the _h.ree colorimetric
properties of the scene (hue, saturation, and br.ghtness) in one of three
ways: (1) by simultaneous transmission of the R, G, and B signals, or linear
transformations of these signals (as is done in the U.S. commercial broad-
cast NTSC system; (Z) by sequential transmission of the R, G, and B signals;
or (3) by a combination of the above methods, herein termed simultaneous/-
sequential (or hybrid) transmission.
The basic characteristics of the various systems(both past and present) in-
cluded in these categories were studied to gain an understanding of the advantages
and disadvantages of each system in the primary application for which it was
designed. Since the majority of color television develupment effort has centered
around commercial broadcast usage, the overriding_ common operational re-
striction was found to be the ":_onochrome TV compatibility" requirement. In
every case, the adherence to monochrome TV scanning standards and rf-channel
bandwidth allocations has resulted in some moderate-to-serious compromises
in system performance during less-than-optimum transmission conditions.
Based on a review of available literature dealing with the anticipated image data-
transmission requirements for future NASA orbiting research laboratory programs,
two probable color-TV functions evolved. These are (t) real-time biomedical
monitoring (typicallya 300 TV line, 10-to-15 frame per-second system), and
(2) non-real-time, or single-frame, image data transmission (typically500 TV
lines resolution) for the transmission of high-definition, full-color pictorial data
of a static nature.
Concurrently with this literature survey, ground rules were established relating
to the application of color TV systems (including digital color versions) to MSC
missions. The key factor in this ground-rule listing was the elimination of the
"monochrome TV compatibility" requirement for spacecraft color-TV systems.
By applying this extra degree of freedom to the present analog color-TV system
designs, the developmental French SECAM (hybrid-type) system, with modifi-
acolorimetry is defined as the science of measurement and specification of color.
bHue and saturation collectively are terr_.,_d'%hrominance."
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cations, awas determined to be the best choice for the real-time monitoring
function. A digital version of the SECAM system also was studied, and--al-
though offering high-quality performance--was rated second to the modified
aualog SECAM method because of its greater complexity.
Although the non-real-time functio:, could be accomplished by use of the SECAM
gystem, a significantly simpler approach would be to use a frame-sequential
color-TV system, (If the real-time system were already in the spacecraft and
available and if transmission bandwidth were not a serious consideration, then
this simplicity factor may not be valid. ) The simplicity advantage of this method
is a result of the R, G, B primary-color sampling method employed. Due to
the low sample rate involved, a rotating, R, G, B filter disc accomplishes the
color switching, and only a single TV camera (and a single TV display with a
similar synchronized disc) is required for full-color singal generation. This
compares with a minimum of three TV cameras required for the SECAM system
with its significantly greater equipment complexity, weight, size, and power
requirements. The choice of digital or analog implementation for the frame-
sequential method revolved around a question of the required fidelity of the
received color data. Since the R, G, and B frames each carry high-resolution
luminance data in addition to the lower-acuity chrominance qata, it is essential
to maintain precise color image registration on the receiver display. This im-
plies extremely accurate time-base stability for each of the sequential color
frames. A properly designed digital TV system inherently provides excellent
time-base stability, independently of spacecraft or ground video recorder
instabilities, on an element-to-element as well as line-to-line and frame-to-
frame basis; therefore, the frame-sequential digital method was selected for
the second function.
4.4 COLOR TV EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT EFFORT
All of the experimental, color TV work was accomplished on EDITS, which was
suitably modifled to reproduce full-color, digital frame-sequential r_cordings.
The color-recording medium employed Polarcolor film, due primarily to
its rapid {60-second) development time. In these particular recordings, se-
quential R, G, B color saxnpling was accomplished manually. This involved
placing pairs of Kodak Wratten type R, G, B color separation filters (in turn)
in front of the TV camera and the film camera, having previously established
the correct color balance for the camera/illumination source combination and
aThe principal modification involves moving the chrominance FM subcarrier
well outside the luminance passband to eliminate crossmodulation of the lumi-
nance and chrominance signals and to permit transmission of full-amplitude
chrominance data to improve the signal-to-noise performance of the chromi-
nance channel.
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for the TV display/Polarcolor film combination by adjusting the relative R, G,
and B exposure values.
Following an initial series of test reproductions, refinements were marc in the
equipment set-up and operating procedures to achieve a reasonable dynamic re-
cording range and accurate :egistration of the sequential images. Then, two
series of final color reproductions were made of two test objects covering a
reasonably wide range of pictorial characteristics in terms of the image detail
and chrominance values represented. Digital coding lnethods included in these
series were: 6-bit PCM, 4-bit PCM, 3-bit PCM, 3/4 Roberts coding, and 2-bit
delta modulation.
Relative to image fidelity assessment, the 6-bit PCM renditions are the best,
and they were used as standards of comparison in both series. Four-bit PCM
fidelity was judged almost e£uiva':,ut to 6 bit. a The 3-bit photographs exhibit
the effects of coarse quanti,_, ion, producin_ brightness contouring and chrom-
inance errors. The 3/4 Roberts coding method does a very effective job of
eliminating the basic 3-bit quantization errors at the expen._e of a moderate
increase in fine-grain noise. The 2-bit delta repr<_uctions appear generally
"softer" than the other renditions, due to its limited step function response.
Also, delta produces a very objectionable hue error following dark-to-light
transitions. This effect, also attributable to limited step-function response,
shows up as a smear following such transitions.
The final color-TV experimental task involved the measurement of previous
element (PE) statistics on frames of 1%, G, and B video data. Statistics were
taken on video signals produced with 6-bit PCM, 4-bit PCM, 3-bit PCM, and
3/4 Roberts coding, a.nd at video signal-to-noise ratios of 40 db, 30 db, ai_d
Z0 db.
From these measurements it was determined that in the general case, PE
statistics are only secondarily influenced by the variations in image content
among the R, G, and B frames. The controlling factor on _E statistics is
sensor noise. Based on these measurements, it was calculated that previous
element coding (PEC) of 3/4 Roberts signals would result in a maximum gross
compressiun o£ 3 to t relative to 6-bit PCM. Since the basic 3/4 Roberts sys-
tem provides a net compression of 2 to i, it is doubtful that PEC coding could
be justified because of the additional complexity involved.
aThe brightness contouring normally expected on 4-bit pictures was almost
nonexistent. This is due to the sequential i%, G, B recording process, which
effectively increases the number of quantizing levels to wei_ above the _6 ob-
served on a single-color recording.
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4. 5 CONCLUSIONS
o The modified analog SECAM system best satisfies the requirements
established for a real-time color-TV system.
o The digital frame-sequential system best satisfies the requirements
established for a non-real-time color-TV system.
o 3/4 l_oberts coding, providing a 2 to t net compression relative to
, 6-bit PCM, is the best choice for a compression-coding technique
to be applied to the digital frame-sequential system.
o For equal values of frame-sequential data compression, PCM and
its derivatives are superior to delta modulation in terms of repro-
duced image fidelities.
4-5
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SECTION 5
SUMMARY OF DIGITAL TV EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM CAPABILITY
IMPROVEMENT S TUDIES
5. I STUDY OBJECTIVE
The principal objective of this task was to study and recommend components
and equipment design techniques suitable for use on future high-performance
MSC television systems.
5.2 STUDY SCOPE
Four subtask areas were included in this section--
o Investigation of the operational aspects of monochrome digital
TV for MSC application
o Investigation of digital television sensor requirements
o Investigation of digital television scanning techniques
o Developrre nt of a high-speed Roberts coding simulator
5.3 INDIVIDUAL STUDY-TASK SUMMARIES
5.3. i Operational Aspects of Monochrome DiGital TV for MSC Applications
A survey of the available literature dealing with anticipated monochrome tele-
vision operation and equipment requirements for future MSC missions served
as the primary basis of this study task. From this survey, it was determined
that spacecraft television for initial NASA Orbiting Research Laboratory mis-
sions can be grouped into two categories; (i) transmission-type TV, primarily
Used for remote, real-time, frame dual monitoring and behavioral assessment
purposes; and (Z) closed-circuit TV, used for various monitoring functions in
and about the spacecraft.
The unique operational characteristics noted with respect to the transmission-
type system is the wide variation in minimum acceptable TV resolutions speci-
fied for the various monitoring functions. While a certain test may call for a
resolution of 500 TV lines, another function may be adequately monitored at
one-third this resolution or less. For constant-frame rates (nominally i0 to
i5 per second), this represents approximately a i0-to,i variation in required
transmitted data rate, and this probably is not the lowest acceptable limit.
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Where transmission efficiency is a significantfactor, such as on projected ORL
missions of long duration, digitalTV can serve an important role. The equip-
ment can be readily designed to incorporate a large degree of operational flex-
ibility(interms of resolutions, frame rates, and quantizations). In order to
realize this potential increase in system efficiency, the transmission link also
must incorporate operational flexibility.Ifthe receiver bandwidth is optimized
for each data rate, a reduction in data rate will permit a corresponding reduc-
tion in transmitter power to maintain a fixed receiver signal-to-noise.
Itwas concluded, therefore, that digitalTV equipment can fulfillan important
function in future IVISCmissions where equipment operating flexibilitycombined
with high data accuracy and high operational stabilityare important considera-
tions.
5.3.2 Digital Television Sensor Investigation
At the outset of this study program, itwas believed that a pure digitalTV sys-
tem, such as EDITS, might impose unique requirements on TV sensors due to
the digitallyindexed nature of the scans employed. However, based on the re-
sults of digitalscanning studies performed during this program (and discussed
in paragraph 5.3.3), itwas concluded that digitalTV equipment designs are not
restricted to a particular class ,_ TV sensors (such as electrostatic deflection
types). Instead, digitalTV sensor selection will be based on the same opera-
tional and physical requirements and constraints which apply to analog TV
equipment.
5.3.3 Digital TV Sensor Scanning Investigation
This task was made up of two parts; firstthe experimental investigation of
methods to improve the performance of the all-electrostaticvidicons used in
EDITS, and second, the study of important magnetic deflection circuit para-
meters applicable to digitalTV equipment.
In the electrostaticdeflection area, the initialproblem was that of being unable
to simultaneously achieve satisfactory center, edge, and corner resolutions
together with a satisfactory shading characteristic when using the Westinghouse
WX-4384 electrostaticvidicon.
In order to perform the color-TV experiments, it_s necessar 7 to change to a
Westinghouse WX-49_5 electrostaticvidicon early in the program. At this time,
a detailed vidicon alignment procedure was instituted,and the combination of
these changes made itpossible to achieve the desired sensor performance.
Therefore, itwas concluded that the initiallyexperienced problem was not basic
to the EDITS System, but was peculiar to the earlier vidicon type and/or to the
earlier alignment method employed.
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With respect to the magnetic digital deflection study, the initial area of concern
was related to the performance of magnetic-deflection-circuits when required
to operate at the element rate of a pure digital system. Since the self-resonant
frequency of the yoke is the limiting factor in deflection-circuit bandwidth, sev-
eral manufactures were contacted to determine the operating characteristics of
typical high-speed yokes. Data were obtained on one unit having a self-resonant /
frequency of Z. _ Mc. Based on rise-time criteria develope., in the study, it was
determined that this standard yoke would be satisfactory for element scanning
rates up to 400 kc (the nominal rate of EDITS is 100 kc).
For higher element rates, an alternate technique is recommended. This in-
volves the use of a high-frequency "tickler" coil in conjunction with a standard
yoke. The "tickler" coil would require very few turns, since it functions only
to deflect the beam on incremental distance, while the standard yoke provides
the main deflection fields. Based on these techniques, it was concluded that
magnetic scanning is feasible for digital TV equipment operating over a wide
range of scan rates.
5.3.4 High-Speed Roberts Coding Simulator
This unit was developed to demonstrate the subjective image fidelity obtainable
with a representative high-speed digital coding method when employed to encode
off-the-air commercial television signals. The Roberts coding method was
selected for the purpose and, based on previous study results, 3-bit PCM plus
4-bit Roberts pseudorandom noise (identified as 3/4 Roberts) were chosen as
the desired coding parameters.
A portable television set is used to provide the standard analog video signals
and for image display. The simulator is designed to permit rapid switching
between the standard analog mode, the straight 3-bit PCM mode, and the 3/4
Roberts coding mode for subjective-comparison purposes.
The pseudonoise generator operating at a 10-Mc clock rate is constructed from
Motorola IV[ECL integrated circuits. Three-bit PCIV[ encoding is simulated by
applying the analog video signal (with or without Roberts noise) to seven para-
llel threshold circuits, each consisting of a Schmitt trigger, AND gate, and stor-
age flip-flop. These threshold circuits effectively quantize the video to eight
levels. Their outputs, sampled at the 10-Mc clock rate, are summed by a re-
sistive ladder and are fed back to the TV set for display.
The results obtained with this simulator unit have been very instructive, parti-
cularly in the assessment of the effectiveness of Roberts noise to minimize
3-bit brightness contouring. In general, the higher the video signal-to-noise
ratio, the greater the effectiveness of (and need for) the Roberts noise in im-
provin E basic 3-bit PCM fidelity. However, under the highest signal-to-noise
conditions, the analog picture fidelity is superior to 3/4 Roberts fidelity due to
the greater noise content of the Roberts picture. At approximately Z0-db S/N,
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the basic transmission channel noise overshadows all digitalcoding e_ects,
making itdifficult o distinguish between the analog and the two digitalcoding
methods.
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SECTION 6
STUDY PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS
6. i INTRODUCTION
Because of the compartmented nature of this program, these summer 7 conclu-
sions are presented separately for each major study task area. More detailed
conclusions are presented in the individual report sections.
6.Z COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES STUDY
o From the standpoint of compression potential, linear approximation
is clearly superior to the other coding techniques considered in this
study.
o Linear approximation yields gross compressions on the order of 4
to i for complex pictures and 6 to _ for simpler pictures.
o Linear approximation can be constructed immediately at a _00-kc
picture element rate, based on current EMR design experience.
6.3 DIGITAL COMMUNICATION CHANNEL ANALYSIS
o A 4 bits per cycle modulation-demodulation (MODEM) system
l is feasible.
o It requires approximately Z0 db signal-to-noise ratio for satis-
: factory operation.
I
o It can fit a 2 bits-per-picture-element digital television signal
: into an equivalent analog bandwidth at a iO db power saving.
; 6.4 DIGITAL COLOR TV INVESTIGATION
o A modified, analog SECAM color television system is the best
choice for live spacecraft television transmission.
o A digital, sequential-_rame color television system is the best
choice for still, or document-transmission, spacecraft television.
o Of the color digital systems studied, PCM and its derivatives are,
_or equal sample density, definitely superior to delta modulation
in terms of resolution and color £ringing.
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6.5 DIGITAL TV EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM CAPABILITY STUDIES
\y
o Current operating and adjustment procedures allow optimum
digital operation of the WX 49_5 electostatic vidicon.
o Digital TV can work equally well with electrostatic and mag-
netic deflection image tubes.
o 3/4 Roberts pseudorandom noise coding yields a demonstrably
4 workable high speed compressed digital TV system.
6_Z
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SECTION 7
REC OMMENDATIONS
Based on the demonstrated data compression capability of the computer-simulated
linear approximation coding technique, the primary recommendation resulting from
this study lies in the compression area. Significant results also were obtained in
the other major task areas, and useful equipment construction is now possible in
each. However, specific follow-on recommendations in these areas will depend
on specific MSC requirements in these areas.
It is recommended that a linear-approximation program about one year in length
be initiated to procure linear-approximation coder hardware suitable for laboratory
performance evaluation. This equipment should incorporate operational flexibility
permitting variation of all significant coding parameters. Based on the design work
reported on in Appendix F, EMR has specific, current knowledge of linear-approx-
imation circuits required to produce practical hardware. This hardware will be
capable of operation within the current transistor state of the art at a 100-kc element
rate.
The recommended course of action allows MSC to achieve experimentally the optimum
trade-offs between compression, sensor signal-to-noise ratio, channel bit error
rate, and subjective image fidelity for different classes of test subjects.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The experimental phases of the data compression and digital color television
, studies were heavily supported throughout the MSC study program by the EMR
Experimental Digital Television System (EDITS). Also, the basic EDITS capa-
bility was considerably expanded under company sponsorship during this program
to permit EDITS video data to be processed on an ASI-210 digital computer. This
provided realistic simulations of digital compression coding techniques which were
under active investigation in the MSC program.
Since a considerable portion of the succeeding appendices deal directly with the
results obtained on EDITS and on the EDITS/ASI-210 interfaced system, the
following sections of this appendix are devoted to describing the operating charac-
teristics, functions, and general capabilities of this equipment.;
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SECTION 2
EDITS SYSTEM
Z.1 BASIC FUNCTION
The EDITS system is designed primarily as a laboratory tool to investigate sta-
tisticaland pictorial characteristics associated with various digital television
processing techniques. Its operating vide_ coding capability includes:
1. One-, two-, three-, four-, five-, and six-bit PCIVl
2. Xoberts (any combination of PCM and Roberts-bits
up to seven bits total, except the 0-7 combination)
3. PEC /Huffman
_° Two-bit delta
5. EDITS /ASI-210 digital computer interface, providing
the capability to computer-simulate an additional
wide range of coding techniques (see Section 3)
Z.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The electronic equipment comprising EDITS, with the exception of the TV camera
proper is rack mounted as shown in Figure A.2-I. The basic;electronic system
element is the plug-in module, a c_nsiderab]e number of which are standard DEC
(DigitalEquipment Corp., Maynard, Mass. ) logic units. Figure A. 2-2 shows a
view of the TV camera unit, mounted in the li_h%-shieldhousing viewing the test
fixture which mounts and illuminates the input-test photographic data.
2.3 INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Input/output equipment characteristics are as follows:
Sensor Westinghouse one-inch all-electrostatic
vidicon, Type WX-4915 (slow-scan typ_i,
rated limiting resolution -500 TV lines
in center, and 350 TV lines in corners.
TV Display Tektronix Type RM503, 5-inch all-electr_-
static CRT with P4 phosphor. Rated limiting
resolution - approximately 350 to 400 TV
lines.
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FIGURE A. 2_1
EDITS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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Display Recorder Polaroid camera - Employs Speed/Type 47
film for Monochrome TV recording. Employs
Polocolor Type 48 for color TV recording
(see Appendix D).
2.4 SYSTEM OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS (NORMAL MODE)
System operating characteristics are as follows:
Scan elements/line 128, 256, or 512 (horizontal and vertical),
selectable
Frame periods 0.16, 0.66 or Z.6 second, respectively
Frame rates 6, 1.5 or 0.4/seconds, respectively
Element period 10 microseconds
Scan type and format Horizontal and vertical stairstep scan with
square format
Digital encoding 1 to 6 bits. Element sampling rate - i00 kc
Z. 5 SIGNAL STATISTICAL MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY
Signal statistical measurement capabilities include:
i. FirstOrder--number of times a scan element of a given
level occurs within a selected period. This period is
selectable by means of gate switching, from a total frame
or line period to a fractional frame or line.
Z. Second Order--number of times a given element level
follows another given element within a selected period.
3. Run Length (RL)--number of times a given element level
successively repeats within a selected period.
4. Previous Element (PE)--number of times within a selected
period that adjacent elements along a horizontal line have
equal levels.
5. Not Previous Element (l-PE)--number of times within a
selected period that adjacent horizontal elements do not
have equal levels.
6. Previous Line (PL)--nurnber of times within a selected
period that matching levels occur on vertically adjacent
elements (which are not PE elements).
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2.6 NOISE-SIMULATION CAPABILITY
1. Channel (digital) Noise--Pe from 1 0 -°° to 5 x 1 0- 1
Noise source is a General Radio Random Noise Genera-
tor Type 1390-BR plus adjustable threshold and sampling
circuitry.
2. Sensor (analog) Noise--S/N from greater than 40 db
(limited by vidicon/preamplifier combination) to 15 db
(lower if desired).
2. ? NOISE REDUCTION CAPABILITY
Incorporates a Previous Element Qualifier (PEQ) unit to perform this function
(see Appendix B, Section 4).
2.8 TEST CHART/TEST PHOTO ILLUMINATION MONOCHROME
i, Front--incident illumination is approximately 150 foot
candles. Daylight fluorescent lamps.
2. Back--screen brightness is approximately 250 foot
larnberts. Daylight fluorescent lamps.
3, Front Only--3200 ° Kelvin incandescent lamps (for color reproductiens)
2.9 TYPICAL VIDICON EXPOSURE
Using normal 25- or 50-ram lens at an aperature of f/8 (effective), and operating
at 256-element scan condition, typical photocathode highlight exposure is approx-
imately 0.3 foot- candle- seconds.
2. I0 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure A. 2-3 is a simplified block diagram of the EDITS system. This diagram
depicts the various functions listed in the above section.
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SECTION 3
EDITS/ASI-Zl 0 DIGITAL COMPUTER INTERFACE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
To facilitate the investigation of picture parameters and the simulation of complex
compression techniques, interface equipment was developed and incorporated into
EDITS during the course of this study program to allow digital processing of the
; scanned video data. The system is also capable of transmitting to EDITS from the
computer either the original input video data or the processed data, where itis
. photographed for subjective evaluation.
I
3.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Physically the interface unit shown in Figure A. 3-i is ZZ-inches wide, 18-inches
deep and 32-inches high, and occupies approximately 7 cubic feet in a corner of
the computer laboratory. The circuitry is housed in a cabinet which has been
outfittedwith ASl-style indicators and push-button controls. The unit has been
designed with maintenance and reliabilityin mind. A 167-foot cable assembly,
i consisting of 19 individual coaxial cables and an intercom cable, join EDITS and
I the interface.[
I
I
I 3.3 INTERFACE SYSTEM OPERATION
The interface permits control of the Input/Output (I/O) section of the computer to
' be transferred to the EDITS area and also provides the facilityfor making the
timing of EDITS and the ASI-210 compatible.
The EDITS/ASI interface general block diagram, shown in Figure A. 3-2,is com-
posed of the following functional blocks: InitialCall, ED Control, Timing, Data
Transfer Logic, Data Exchange, and Termination Logic. When control of the
cumputer is desired by EDITS, one of the two call lines is raised at the EDITS
location depending on whether an input or an output of data is required. A signal
on either call-lineinitiatesthe following action by the InitialCall block: drops
the READY line to EDITS, switches a flip-flopto its proper state to indicate
whether an input or an output call has been raised, generates an inhibitlevel to
prevent the receipt of any further calls until the initialcall has been completely
processed, and transmits a level to the computer indicating that EDITS has
requested a priority interrupt. When the ASI-ZI0 receives the signal that EDITS
has requested a priority interrupt, itwill jump the interrupt scanner to begin its
search of the priority addresses. The interface logic will respond to one of two
of these addresses which in turn will cause a priority interrupt command to be
transmitted and stop the scanner at the desired address. The program in the
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FIGURE A. 3-Z
EDITS/ASI-210 INTERFACE BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ASI-210 is arranged to jump to either the input or output routine depending upon
which priority address has been recognized.
The ED Control section determines ifthe status of the computer is such that
control can be given to EDITS. When in the course of the asserrbly language
program, an External Device Instruction (EXD) is raised, the unique address of
the interface will be placed on the address lines and recognized by the interface.
There follows an integration of logic to determine the BUSY status of the inter-
face logic, assembly registers, and interrupt logic. If all is in order, an ED
START pulse is transmitted which sets the BUSY routine flip-flopin the interface
thereby transferring I/O control to EDITS. At this time, a number of lines to the
computer are raised to clear the assembly register and to indicate the mode and
direction of transmission required. When this has been accomplished, a signal
START will be sent to EDITS to permit transmission of the firstpicture elemer_t.
The receipt of a BIT GATE pulse from EDITS will start, within the Timing Circuit,
an internal clock which provides a series of four timing pulses to stop the interface
logic. The fourth pulse in this series turns off the clock.
Within the Data Transfer Logic block all active interface control logic is common
both to input and output modes of transmission with reversal accomplished by pas-
sive logic to minimize circuitry. When data is being exchanged, a strobe flip-
flop is set and a strobe pulse is transmitted to the ASI-210 indicating a request
for data exchange. Upon receipt of this pulse, the computer I/O will gate the six
data lines to or from an appropriate position in the assembly register (depending
whether an input or an output call has been initiated)and send back a VERIFY
pulse to the interface. This pulse will clear the strobe flip-flopand the logic
will await the next BIT GATE pulse from EDITS. Successive pulses will transfer
the remaining picture elements in the same manner until the 21-bit assembly reg-
ister iffilled. At this time the I/O will initiatea memory reference. The VERIFY
line will remain up untilthe storage has been completed. This represents an in-
hibit condition to the interface clock to prevent further strobes until the assembly
register has been cleared. The transfer will then resume.
The timing for a group of seven elements within a scan line is shown in Figure
A. 3-3; seven elements making a cycle, since seven elements having six bits each
constitutes two computer 21-bit words (the 21-bit word being a basic characteristic
of the ASI-210). The EDITS timing is slowed down from a basic rate of I00 kc to
50 kc to allow a steady rate of data transfer. The horizontal blanking period of
EDITS also has been extended to permit the computer to relocate the data from
core memory to magnetic tape at the end of each line.
The Data Exchange consists of gated receivers (pulse shapers) and transmitters
(linedrivers) to transfer data directly on twelve lines between EDITS and the inter-
face. Six of these lines are for input to the computer and six are for output to
EDITS.
The number of frames to be transferred is determined by the computer program.
The Termination Logic signals EDITS at the end of each line and at the end of the
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last line of the last frame to be transferred. Following the receipt (or trans-
mission) of the last element of a line, a command is given to the interface which
will clear the BUSY routine. The normal ED interrupt is thereby generated as a
command to release control of the I/O. The computer program then processes
the data or calls for magnetic tape operation. When the desired number of frames
have been transmitted and processed, a signal is sent to EDITS indicating the end
of the program. At this time the inhibit to the CALL lines is lifted thus permitting
' the receipt of the next initial call.
!, 3.4 APPLICATIONS OF THE EDITS/ASI INTERFACE
[ _-?.Iith an EDITS picture on tape, the possibilities for picture compression or picture
I processing are limited only by ingenuity and by available computer runnir.g _ime.
The computer has been used on this study program to simulate linear approximation
f coding and decoding and to calculate the resulting compression ratios. The output
'. video data resulting from the computer processing operation is recorded on the
$qCmagnetic tape in a manner similar to the recordir, ,. J_ the input video data. There-
fore, both the input -,ideo frames and the output (pro _ sed) frames may be recalled
and photographically recorded on EDITS for subjective comparison purposes (Dee
Appendix B, Section 5--Linear Approximation). The computer also was used to
obtain area statistics on selected video frames. These statistics were determined
for area sizes of ZxZ, 3x3, 4x4, and 5x5 element areas for both six-bit and four-bit
quantization. In addition to performing these measurements, the computer also
was programmed to calculate the compressions which could be achieved by employing
a selected area coding technique. These results are contained in Area Coding,
Appendix B, 3ec_.ion 3.
Figure A. 3P-1 shows representative EDITS Video frames (6-bit coding) which have
been transmitted to the computer, formatted, stored, and retransmitted to EDITS
as original 6-bit frames, a This photographic group demonstrates that there is no
degradation resultin_ from the basic signal transmission, storage, and retrans-
mission processes.
I
!
I
a Figure numbers containing P refer to photographs in Volume II of this report.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
t The goal of the compression task was to determine a compression technique[
[ with a 6:1 or greater gross average compression relative to 6-bit PCM. The
" techniques investigated were; (i) frame-to-frame coding; (Z) area coding; (3)
n-dimensional processing; and (4) linear approximation.
These techniques were analyzed in the following general manner. A mathe-
[ matical model was formulated for each technique and the gross average com-
pression was calculated from the entropy of the model. If this limiting value
I of the desired statistics indicated that a compression in the order of 6:1 was
[ possible, the system was either simulated on EDITS or on the ASI-210 digital
i computer (processing stored video frames obtained from EDITS). Practical
.. constraints of a real-life operating system then were considered and if these
I
were not insurmountable, the technique would be qualified as on_ which would
achieve a gross average compression of 6:1.
B-I
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SECTION 2
FRAME-TO-FRAME CODING ANALYSIS
i 2. 1 INTRODUCTION
i
The preliminary analysis of frame-to-frame coding indicated that techniques
could be conceived that would in theory achieve a 6:1 compression. Three
approaches to frame-to-frame coding will be analyzed. This firstapproach
is to compare successive frames and transmit the intensity and location of
those elements in the successive frames that do not have the same intensity
as the corresponding elements in the previous frame. This approach will
be referred to as frame-difference coding (FDC). The second approach is
to compare successive frames and transmit a single unique code word if all
the corresponding elements in two successive frames have the same intensity.
This approach will be referred to as zero-difference frame coding (ZDFC).
The third approach to frame-to-frame coding is to combine intraframe coding
with some form of frame-to-frame coding° This approach would combine a
technique such as linear-approximation coding with the zero difference frame
coding technique. Each of these approaches will be analyzed to determine
whether in theory they have the potential of achieving a 6:1 gross average com-
pression. If the techniques do have the potential, practical constraints will be
imposed to determine whether the techniques will be computer simulated or
whether circuitry has to be constructed to obtain the necessary statistics to
evaluate the particular techniques.
2.2 FRAME-DIFFERENCE CODING
For this particular technique, itis necessary to determine the number of
elements in successive frames that must have the same intensity. Assume
_hat the video is quantized to N bits and the raster is composed of m 2 elements.
The successive frames are compared and if element Xij in frame Fj  1does not
have the same intensity as the corresponding element Yij in frame Fj, the mag-
nitude of Xij with its coordinates i and j are transmitted.
For the m x m raster, logz m 2= 2iVibits are required to specify the location of
Xij and N bits are required to specify the intensity. Therefore, for each ele-
ment Xij that is different, 2M + N bits are transmitted. If P(D) represents the
probability of obtaining the difference signal, the gross average frame difference
compression is then given by:
Nm
FDC =
(2M + N) P(D) (1)
B-2
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If the symbol P(SI represents the probability that S elements in a frame are
exactly like the corresponding elements in the previous frame, it is given by
P(S) = I-P(D). Therefore, Equation 1 can be rewritten in terms of P(S) and
is:
FD---C = N
(2M + N) [l-P(S)] (2)
IfN = 6 andre = 256, the gross average-frame-difference compression as a
function of P(S) can be plotted and is given in Figure B.Z-I. From the curve
it is seen that in order to achieve large compressions, that P(S) must approach
unity.
Onepossible manner to obtain this is by thresholding the difference signal; that
is, compare element Xij and Yij and if IYii-Xiil _ T, consider that the two
signals are identical. This relationship can be stated alternately, that is,
v v .
• compare corresponding elements in successive frames and do not transmit the
element unless it is significantly different than the corresponding element in
the previous frame. This requires a carefully controlled subjective experiment
to determine T.
I
Before considering this aspect, consider Figure B. 2-i again, In order to
achieve a 6:1 gross average compression with T =O for 4-bit quantization,
96.6% of the corresponding elements in successive frames must be identical.
In the 256 by Z56 raster, this means that the new information in successive
frames is limited to only 56Z elements. This imposes rather severe restric-
tions on the signal-to-noise requirements in the system. For four-bit quanti-
zation, with the assumption that the elements between successive frames are
statistically independent and the noise has a gaussian distribution, the required
I signal-to-noise in the sensor can be calculated. Figure B.2-2 plots the
: sensor signal-to-noise ratio required as a function of P(S) for the above
assumptions, a At P(S)=0.966,the required sensor signal-to-noise ratio is
! 55, % db. This is not possible with current state-of-the-art sensors. At 6-bit
quahtization the required signal-to-noise ratio is in excess of 55. Z db. One
manner in which this value could be reduced is by a coding technique that en-
codes to three bits, and subjectively produces pictures at 3-bit coding which
: are equivalent to 6-bit quantization. However, even with 3-bit coding and
l
i making the compression relative to 6 bits, the desired sensor signai-to-noise
, ratio is 44 db, stillin excess of what one can normally achieve. Even at this
aEMR, Final Report--Manned Spacecraft Advanced Television Study,
Contract NAS 9-991, 31 luly 1963.
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value of sensor signal-to-noise ratio, only 3,277 elements can change between
frames. When considering that any movement whatsoever, however so slight,
will cause many elements to change, it is extremely doubtful that frame-differ-
ence coding could ever achieve the desired compression. Therefore, based on
current state-of-the-art sensors and "motion-carrying" element restrictions,
frame-difference coding can be eliminated from further consideration. With
this approach eliminated, the next step is to consider the case of zero-differ-
ence frame-coding.
2.3 ZERO-DIFFERENCE FRAME CODING
Assume that the signal is quantized to N bits, has m x m resolution, and f
fran%es are to be compared. The coding algorithm compares two successive
frames, and a single code word is transmitted if they are identical. Assume
that this code word is composed of F bits. On a single-frame basis the com-
•_ pression is NmZ/F. If N = 4, m = Z56, and F = 64, there is a compression of
4000:1 if the two frames are alike. This may appear to be the answer to com-
pression; however, this is not "thecase since it is not the single-frame com-
pression value that must be calculated, but the long-term average compression
over many frames. For this case, the gross average zero difference frame-
coding con%pression is given by:
NmZf
ZDFC =
Fa + N(f-a) m 2 (i)
Where a is the number of frames that are exactly alike. For N = 6 bits, F = 60
bits, f = i00 frames, the approximate gross average ZDFC compression becomes,
_,,J l
ZDFC =
i - o. 01a (z)
Figure B. Z-3 is a plot of this curve; in order to achieve a 6:1 gross average
compression, 83 frames (or 83%) must be exactly alike. If this percentage of
frames must be identical, evidently the frame rate is too high. It is assumed
that the techniques are for space applications, where the frame rate will be
initially minimized. Therefore, it appears that this approach to frame-to-
frame coding will not achieve the desired compression. The final approach
to be considered in the frame-to-frame coding analysis is that of combining
frame-to-frame coding with intraframe coding.
B-4
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2.4 INTRAFRAME AND FRAME-TO-FRAME CODING
In this particular approach to frame-to-frame cod.ing, it is assumed that on an
intraframe basis a gross average compression of CA is possible and successive
frames are compared; if they are identical, a single code word is transmitted.
The fozmula for compression from Equation 2 of Section 2.3 is modified by CA
and the intraframe-coding compression is:
NmZf (I)IFC =
N
Fa+ (f-a)m z
For F = 60, m = 256, N = 4, and f = i00,
• m
' fCA
IFC =
f-a
Figure B. 2-4 plots IFC compression as a function of A parametric in the gross
average compression for the single frames.
An examination of Figure B. 2-4 reveals that, given a gross average compress-
ion on an intraframe basis of X:I, to double the compression using IFC requires
that 50% of the 1.00total frames be identically alike. Combining intraframe cod-
ing with a gross average compression of 2:1 with the zero-difference frame-
coding technique, to obtain a gross average compression of 6:1 requires that 68%
of the frames be identical. This appears to be a rather stringemt requirement
if the frame rate had been minimized initially,
Z. 5 CONCLUSIONS
From Figure B. 2-I, B. Z-Z, and B. 2-4, it is apparent that extremely large val-
ues of compression theoretically could be achieved by frame-to-frame coding.
However, when the amount of redundancy necessary to achieve this compression
is considered, practical limitations prevent these large values compression from
being achieved. If an excessively high frame rate is transmitted in actual prac-
tice, then it would be possible to obtain compression by frame-to-frame coding,
but at an extremely high cost of implementing the technique. However, it will
be assumed that the frame rate has been minimized for space applications of digi-
tal television; therefore, frame-to-frame coding will be eliminated from further
consideration as a potential com2ression system for the current study.
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SEC TION 3
AREA CODING
3. i INTRODUCTION
To utilize both the horizontal and vertical correlation efficiently in a television
frame, itis necessary to employ some form of area coding. A statisticneces-
sary to determine the efficiency of several approaches to area coding is P(A),
the probability of obtaining an area in which all the elements in the area have
the same intensity. P(A) will be referred to as the block area statistics. Basic
mathematical models will be developed to determine the efficiency of _',_'ious ap-
proaches to area ceding.
Before preliminary area statisticsare given, a mathematical model for one area
compression technique will be given. This will show that the technique of area
coding could in theory achieve a high compression ratio. The model assumes
that the television frame is composed of E elements per line, L lines per frame,
and each element is quantized to B b_s per element. The totalnumber of bits
to specify a frame is ELB bits per frame. Ifit is assumed that the frame is sub-
divided into subframes composed of '_block of FM elements where F and M rep-
resent the number of elements per area, the simplest area-coding f.echnique
would be to sequentially scan th frame on a subraster basis and encode the FIVf
elements with (B + I) bits ifall tho plements have the same i,ntenslt7. If any one
of the FM elements in the block is of different intensity, each e_ment in _he
block is encoded to (B + t) bits. The average area compression is then given by
-- BEL (I)FAC = ,,
(B + I)[EL+A (I - FM)]
where A is the total number of FM areas in the frame.
In addition to the Flat-Area Coding (FAC) model that was dev, loped, three ad-
ditional mathematical models were developed, each one being a logical exten-
sion of the previous mathematical model, These models are: (1) Huffman Area
Coding (HAG), where the areas and remaining elements are encoded with the
Huffman Code based on the probabilities of oc_:urrence of the events; (2) Area
Coding with Previous Element Coding (ACPE' C), where those elemeats not in a
ccded area are previous-element encoded, while the areas and 1-PE (not PE)
Area Coding (PAC), where successive areas of the same intensity are PA coded
while the remaining elements and (I-PA) areas are encoded under the assuxnp-
tion of a flat probability distribution.
The basic definitions for each model will be presented along with the appropriate
compression formulas. By utilizing (1) the compression formulas_ (2} previous
EDITS statistics, (3) photographic-simulated area properties of the individual
B-6
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levels, and (4)a computer simulation, it is possible to draw certain conclusions
from the models regarding the potentialof area coding.
3.2 FLAT-AREA CODING
Flat-area coding assumes that the frame is composed of fixed geometric areas
of constant intensity and quantized elements not in the areas. Each of these
events is assumed to occur with the same probability and therefore each is en-
coded with a fixed-word-length code word. The basic formulas necessary to
specify this model will be presented along with the compression model.
For FAC, the probability of an area block of level j,P (Aj), is given bv
A.
P(_) = Jn n ' (2)
E Aj +)-_ Ljj=l j=l
where A_. represents the L: number of area blocks of level j which occur in a3 J
television frame and Lj represents the number of elements, not in an area block,
of level j which occur per television frame. The probability of an element of
level j which is outside an area block, P(L.), and the probability of an areaJ
block of any level, P(A), are given in a similar manner by
L.
P(%) = _'_A.+n J _ L. ' and (3)
j=l J j=l J
n
j=l
. (4)
P(A) = n n
_-_ Aj+j_ Ljj=l =I
The total number of elements in a frame composed of E elements per television
line and L lines per frame is given by
n n r
"=1 1
where F. M is the nuanber of elements in an area block. With these flmdamental
equations, the general area compression ratio, FAC, for FAC is
B-7
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B [ (FM - I).P(A) + I] (6)aFAC = n
[P(Lj) Nj + Bj)]j= 1 p(Aj)
where the compression is relative to a B bit PCM source. In Equation 6, N.J /is the number of code bits for an element of level j which is not within an
area block and B. is the number of code bits for an area block of level j.
If Lj and Aj are assumed to be equally likely, the code words will contain N + 1
bits, where N is the number of quantization bits. If 3-bit quantization is
used, the compression formula relative to a 6-b_t basic system becomes
6 [(F.M- i)" P(A)+ I] (7)FAC =
8
4 E [pcL I+pl@l]j= 1 J
Since the sum of the probabilities is unity, the finalexpression for three-bit
quantization FAC compression becomes
FAC = 1.5 (F.M - I).P(A) + 1.5. (8)
The graphs of FAC versus P(A) for 2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4x 4, and 5 x 5 area blocks
for 3-bit and 4-bit quantization are given in Figures B. 3-1 and B. 3-2,
respectively.
3.3 HUFFMAN AREA CODING
HAC encodes the previous events with an optimum code to increase the com-
pression. To determine the effect of HAC on compression for a nonuniform
distribution, the area blocks were assumed to have a gaussian distribution
and the elements not within area blocks to have a uniform distribution. Two
distributions were used; one with P(A) = 0.5 and the other with P(A) = 0.3.
The compression obtained by the use of HAC from Equation 6 with 3-
bit quantization is shown for both 3 x 3 and 2 x 2 area blocks for the assumed
distribution by individual points on Figure B. 3-1. Since only a small increase
in compression was obtained by the use of Huffman coding, the increase in
complexity does not warrant considering optimal encoding of the areas and
(1 - PE' ) elements; therefore, a uniform distribution for these events will be
considered for ACPE' C and PAC.
aEquation 6 is also the general expression for HAC.
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3.4 AREA CODING WITH PREVIOUS-ELEMENT CODING (ACPE' C)
Following the coding of area blocks and indi,,idualelements not within an
area block, the next order of complexity in compression models is to code,
in addition to area blocks and individual elements, those elements which
are not within an area block but do qualify as previous elements. For ACPE' C
the probability of an area block of level j is now given as
A.
J
P(Aj) = n n (9)
j=l j=l J
where L' . represents the number of elements of level j in. a television frame
which ar_ not within an area block and do not qualify as previous elements
and PE' is the number of elements in a television frame which are not with-
in an area block but do qualify as previous elements. The probability of an
element of level j which is not within an area block or qualified as a previous
element, P(LIj ); the probability of a previous element not in an area block,
P(PE' ); and P(A) are given likewise as
L.
P(L' j) = ....n n) ' (I0)
E Aj+E L' +pE,j=l f'=l j
PE'
P(PE' ) = , and (ii)
n n
i'= '= 1 J
n
AjP(A) = j=
• (IZ)
n n
j_ Aj + _ L' + PE'1"= j=l J
The total number of elements in a television frame for ACPE' C becomes
n n
E + F.M _E] A. + PE' = E.L. (13)
j= 1 L'j j= I J
B.-9
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From these basic equations, the general formula for the compression ratio of
ACPE' C can be derived to be
B [(FM - I) • P(A) + i] (14)ACPE' C l
n
[P(L,)N' + +P(PE,ID
j= 1 j j P(Aj) Bj]
where the compression is relative to a B-bit PCM source and N'j represents
the number of code bits for an element of level j which is not in an area block
or qualifiedas a previous element and D is the number of code bits for a pre-
vious element not within an area block.
Consider the case of 3-bit quantization and assume that PE' is the most probable
event which is assigned a 1-bit code word. Further assume that A. and L' • are
J J
equally likely and assigned 5-bit code words, 5-bit words being needed to pre-
serve the prefix property. For these assumptions, the compression ratio form-
ula relative to a 6-bit source reduces to
ACPE'C = 6 [(F.M - I) .P(A) + I] . (15)
5 - 4 P (PE,)
Figure B. 3-3 shows ACPE, C versus P(A) for 3-bit quantization and 3 x 3 area
blocks for the ACPE' C mathematical model. A comparison of FAC and ACPE' C
systems indicates that a choice of which system to investigate further can be made
only after statisticshave been obtained.
3.5 PREVIOUS-AREA CODING (PAC)
Previous area coding involves the coding of area blocks, elements not within
an area block, and those area blocks which have the same level as the previous
adjacent-area block. By coding these previous area blocks, it is theoretically
possible to obtain a larger compression ratio than is possible by coding previous
elements not within area blocks.
For PAC the probability of an area block of level j which is not a previous-area
block, P(A' j) is given as
A ! .
P(A,j) = n nJ ; (16)
A' + _"_ L. + P-A.j=l J j=l J
B-IO
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where A'j represents the number__of area blocks of 1.evelj in a television frame
which are not previous areas and PA is the number of area blocks in a television
frame which have the same level as the previous adjacent-area block. The
probability of an element __°flevel j not within an area block; the probability of
a previous area block, P(PA); and the probability of an area block of any level
are given as
/
L.
P(Lj) = n nJ , (17)
E A',+E L.+p--E-
j=l J j=l J
p(_-_) = PA , and (lS)
n n
_-_A' +_-_ Lj + P-_j=l J j=l
n
A'. + P'-AJ
P(A)= j=i (19)n n
_A' + ELj +P--Aj=t J j=l
For previoub area coding, the total number of elements in a frame is given by
n n
L. + F.M _ A' + FM "P--_ = E'L . (20)j=l J j=l J
The use of these relationships yields the compression ratio of PAC to be
-- 6 [(F.M - 1) P(A) + 1] . (21)PAC = n n
P(Lj) Nj + _ P(A'j)B'j + P(P-'A}Kj=l j=l
relative _o a 6-bit PCM source, B'j is the number of code bits for an area block
of level j which is not a previous area block, and K is the number of code b_ts
for a previous area block.
Consider the case of 3-bit quantization and assume that the most probable
event is the occurrence of a previous area block, and therefore, assign it a
1-bit code word. Further assume that A' . and L. are equally likely and assign
5-bit code words to these events. For th?s case, 3 the compression-ratio fornmla
simplifies to
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PA----'C= .....6 [(F. NI - i) P(A)+ I]_. (Z2)
5 - 4 P(Is-A-_
This expression for PAC compression is of the same form as that for ACPE'C
with P(PE' ) being replaced by P(15-A). Figure B. 3-3 gives PAC versus P(A)
for 3-bit quantization and 3 x 3 area blocks for the PAC compression model.
From Figure B. 3-3, itcan be seen that P(A) must be greater than 0.5 in
order for PAC" to exceed ACPE' C. Consider the h_ghly improbable case of
a picture in which all previous elements are contained within area blocks. The
average previous-element probability, P(PE), for 3-bit quantization and a 40-db
signal-to-'noiseratio is approximately 0.8. For this particular picture, further
assume the very optimistic value of 0.9 for P(PE). The number of 3 x 3 area
blocks per television frame for a frame where E = L = 256 is given as
E "L P(PE) (256)2 (0.9)
= = 6550 area blocks.
3x3 9
This leaves
(Z56)Z - 9(6550) = 6550 elements,
which must be coded as L' s or PE' 's. This results in a P(A) of
j,
6550
P(A) = 6550 + 6550 = 0.5
for this special case. Since P(A) just equals the 0.5 boundary for this specialized
example, itdoes not appear that this boundary could be exceeded for a typical
real-life picture. For this reason previous-area coding should no longer be
considered for the compression of picture information; PAC may be worth fur-
ther investigation in connection with facsimile transmission.
3.6 AREA-CODING SINIULATION
Based on the mathematical models, it is apparent that certain forms of area cod-
ing have the potential of achieving 6:1 or larger compression. This, coupled
with recent work by Nishikawa a (where he indicates that the average area size
for 3-bit pictures is 54 elements ), would lead one to believe that area coding will
succeed in obtaining the desired compression goal. Unfortunately, the average
area size quoted was not based on a sequential fixed geometric scan, and con- ;,
sequently the value cannot be related to compression as previously described.
Furthermore, it becomes apparent that the total number of areas is limited by
a real-life sensor such as a vidicon. Hence. it was decided to obtain prelimin-
ary area statistics from EDITS by a photographic simulation of area coding and
then later to simulate the promising techniques on the ASI-210 Digital Computer. "
aNishikawa, S., Massa, R. J., and Mott-Smith, J. C., "Area Properties o;
Television Pictures, "Physical Sciences Research Papers No. 23, Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Laboratories, AFCRL-64-478, June, 1964.
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The following experimental procedure was employed to obtain preliminary area
statistics: EDITS was used to photographically produce quantized video-ampli-
tude plane pictures of two test photos, Astronaut Cooper and the MIX' girl.
These quantized video-amplitude plane pictures display only those elements
which are of a preselected level. By taking one picture for each intensity level
and manually counting the areas and elements, the statisticsneeded to calculate
the compression ratio for the various compression models could be obtained.
/
The firsttest subject used was the photograph of Astronaut Cooper. Itwas
feltthat ifthis detailed scene could produce a sufficientnumber of area blocks
to result in a 6:1 compression ratio, the outlook for area coding would be pro-
mising. The first set of quantized video-amplitude plane pictures were taken
using 3/4 Roberts coding; 3-bit quantization was used since the probability of
getting an area block would be greater than ifmore quantized levels were used
and Roberts noise was added to improve the picture quality (minimize bright-
ness contouring effects). The results of the video-amplitude plane pictures
were disappointing in that the Roberts noise acted as anticfo%ted and tended to
break up uniform regions to the point that few area blocks existed. After a
cursory examination of the pictures, itwas decided that itwould be useless to
count the existing areas manually.
Quantized video-amplitude plane pictures were then taken on the Cooper picture
for 3-bit PCM. This resulted in the regions being more organized, and there-
fore a larger number of area blocks existed. Although the number of area
blocks increased with 3-bit PCM, the annoying contouring also increased. The
photographs for the 3-bit PCM and 3/4 Roberts areas are shown in Figure B. 31=-I
through B. 3P-4. a
From these results itappears that satisfactory compression could not be ob-
tained by applying area coding to a detailed picture. To determine the possi- ,_
bility of using area coding on a more uniform scene, quantized video-ampli-
tude plane pictures were taken for the MIT girl picture using 3/4 Roberts only.
Although these results were more encouraging than those of Cooper for 3/4
Roberts, regions which would normally be of the same intensity were broken up
by the Roberts noise to the extent that a manual count of area blocks was not
merited.
3.7 AREA-STATISTICS-TAKER DESIGN
The preliminary circuit design was completed on a subsystem for EDITS which
would permit the desired statistics to be taken. This subsystem would be
place_ after the PEQ system, thereby permitting areas of both PCM and PCM-
PEQ transmission to be studied. The system is designed to compare the nine
aFigure numbers _oataining P refer to photographs in Volume II of this report.
bsee paragraph 4.2 of this Appendix.
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elements of a 3 x 3 area (or 4 elements of a 2 x 2 area) in a nonoverlapping
block manner as shown in Figure B. 3-4. Ifthe nine elements of Area A (or
four elements of Area A-I) ark all of the same level, the area is counted; if
one or more of the nine (four)elements is of a differentlevel, the entire block
is discarded. The system then compares the nine elements of Area B (or four
elements of Area B-I) and the elements of each of the succeeding nine (or four)
element blocks in the same manner as for Area A (or Area A-l)
The basic principle of operation of the circuit is that ifthere are N elements
of the same level in a row, there will be N-I pairs of adjacent elements of
the same level. By comparing adjacent elements of a row and counting the
number of pairs of adjacent elements which are alike, N elements in a row
can be checked for equality by asing only two registers.
For the following operational discussion, refer to the sequence timing dia-
gram, Figure B. 3-5, and the area-statistics taker block diagram, Figure
B. 3-6. This explanation is for 3 x 3 area blocks; the operation is much the
same for 2 x 2 area blocks, it is assumed that a block within the interior of
the picture is about to be tested; the elements of this area block are numbered
as shown in Figure B. 3-7. Elements 8 and 7 are presently in Registers A
and B, respectively; elements 5 and 4 are in Registers C and D, respectively; and
elements 2 and i are in Registers E and F, respectively. The elements stored
in Registers _ and B are compared and, if equal, the pair counter receives a
pulse upon the occurrence of Display Gate No. 2. On Display Gate No. I, the
contents of Register A are shifted into Register B and element 9 is read into
Register A. Elements 8 and 9 are ther compared and, if equal, the pair counter
is again pulsed when Display Gate No. 2 occurs; ifeither pair of elements are
unequal, the pair counter will not reach the count of two, which is necessary for
the AND gate to be satisfied. The same comparison and counting technique is
simultaneously employed on elements i, 2, and 3 by means of Registers E and
F and elements 4, 5, and 6 by Registers C alidD. The delay lines result in
the elemen_ ilk_egistcrs A and C and the elements in Registers C and E being
separated by one line of video data; this enables the elements of the three suc-
cessively scanned lines of the picture to be compared and counted simultaneous-
ly. The comparators between Registers B and D and between Registers D and F
are necessary to ensure that equality among the elements exists between lines.
The level of the area block is specified by the level switches.
The picture is grouped into 3 x 3 area blocks by the use of two counters. The
horizontal set counter divides the picture vertically into sets of three elements;
this is done by the counters yielding a negative level for two counts and a zero
level for one count. The negative level satisfies the AND gates and allows
equal elements to be counted; the zero level inhibits the AND gates and thereby
separates adjacent elements of adjacent-area blocks. The picture is divided
horizontally by the line counter, which has a negative output level every third
line. The statistics taker will receive a pulse when sampled (thereby noting
that a nine-e,ement area block of the proper level has been detected) if (1) all
three pair counters have reached the proper count of two, '(g) the between line
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comparators and the level switches are satisfied, (3)the horizontal set counter
has reached the third count, and (4)the line counter is negative.
The 3 x 3 area counter is easily converted to a Z x Z area counter by the use
of switches. To obtain 2 x 2 area statistics,the pair counters are set to be
satisfied by a count of one, the horizontal set counter alternates negative and /
zero levels, the line counter is negative on every second line, and the excess
between line comparator and pair counter are disconnected from the output AND
gate.
3.8 COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AREA CODING
Although itwas initiallyassumed that the necessary area statisticswould be
taken on EDITS by use of the area-statistics taker, itwas decided upon com-
pletion of the ASI-EDITS interface that the additional flexibilitygained by the
interface would not warrant completion of the statisticstaker. A computer
program was written which would analyze a frame of data and determine the
number of 2 x Z, 3 x 3, 4x4, and 5 x 5 area blocks in the sequentially scanned
frame and calculate the compression, using flatarea coding. Fiat-area-coding
compression was calculated since, of the four techniques analyzed, it repre-
sented the best compromise between compression and complexity. The data
analyzed can be quantized to 1 through 6 bits per element and P(A) can be ob-
tained for the four block area sizes and the corresponding compression cal-
culated. Four test objects were scanned on EDITS and placed on magnetic tape
for computer processing. Each picture was quantized to 6 and 4 bits per ele-
ment. These photographs, given in Volume If,Section B. 3P are (i)the Gemini
capsule, (Z)the Apollo mock-ul_, (3)the close-up view of astronaut Cooper,
and (4)the MIT girl picture. To determine the efficiency of the FAC technique,
P(A) was obtained for the four pictures with the four area sizes for 6-bit and
4-bit quantization and is given in Figures B. 3-8 and B. 3-9, respectively.
The FAC compression can then be plotted and is given in Figure B. 3-10 rela-
tive to 6 bits. Ifnonlinear amplification such as preemphasis and deemphasis
is used and 4-bit quantization is employed, area coding with 5 x 5 area blocks
could result in a 5:1 compress{on for Gemini-type scenes and 3.5:1 compression
for Cooper-type scenes. Although this represents an information-preserving
technique, the desired goal of 6:1 was not achieved with even the coarser quantiza-
tion. For 6-bit quantization FAC results in compressions of I.5:I, which is
well below the desired 6:1 goal. To determine further the efficiency of area cod-
ing, the 4-bit data compression was made relative to 4-bit quantization, and com-
pressions of 3.5:1 for Gemini type scenes and Z.3:1 for Cooper type scenes were
computed. This approaches the 1-bit-per-element goal, but subjectively the
quality of 4-bit data is not equivalent to the 6-bit source. Figure B. 3-i i plots
the compression as a function of the area block size for the four scenes.
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3.9 CONCLUSIONS
FAC compression offers the best compromise between compression and imple-
mentation problems for the various area-coding techniques studied. The gross
average compression values for FAC exceed those of any of the previous tech-
niques previously studied a such as delta modulation, Roberts encoding, previous-
element encoding, and run-length coding. Although relative to these other meth-
ods area coding does not represent a substantial increase in compression, the
technique is an information-preserving one that may have other applications.
However, based on the desired goal of a 6:1 compression, area coding is elimin-
ated in its present form as a satisfactory technique to achieve this compression
goal.
aFinal Report MSC Advanced Television Study, July 31, 1963.
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SECTION 4
N-DIMENSIONAL PROCESSING
4. i INTRODUCTION /
In theory, it is possible to operate on the video signal at various points in a
television system with the objective of increasing the efficiency of the system.
Three areas of processing were investigated in this study. These areas were:
(i) two-dimensional optical processing before the sensor; (2) one-f,_mensional
analog processing after the sensor; and (3) one-dimensional digitalprocessing
after the analog-to-digital converter. An analysis of each of these areas is
presented in the following sections.
4. Z TWO-DIMENSIONAL OPTICAL SPATIAL FILTERING
4. Z. 1 Introduction
In a generalized video system it is possible to operate on the signal at various
portions of the system to increase system efficiency. This section will con-
cern itself with the investigation of the possibility of operating on the optical
signal in advance of the video sensor. In theory it will be shown tLat it is
possible to perform exotic experiments with optical spatial filtering; however,
the value and use of these experiments becomes debatable when practical con-
straints are considered. Two separate areas that could have application to a
televised manned spacecraft application were considered. The first area con-
sidered the application of techniques of spatial filtering using coherent illumi-
nation while the second area was concerned with the application of techniques
of spatial filtering using incoherent illumination.
in the coherent case, the results were obtained using collimated monochromatic
light and for all practical purposes the results are similar to those which would
be obtained with coherent illumination. Since coherent illumination imposes
physical constraints of size and power for a typical space mission, the monochro-
matic case will be referred to as the coherent illumination case and will be
assumed to be physically realizable.
The incoherent case can be considered analogous to the coherent case; but the
types of filters are quite different. Befere the experimental set-up is described,
the discussion of program goals and the results of the analysis of optical tech-
niques will be presented. A bibliography of references applicable to spatial
filtering is given in paragraph 4. Z. 8. It was the goal of the spatial filtering
analysis to determine if (1) the spatial _iltering techniques could result in the
desired compression of 6:1 and/or (Z) the techniques could be used in conjunc-
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tion with various compression techniques to achieve the desired compression
goal.
4.2.2 Coherent Systems
A coherent optical system is one in which relative phases of the light waves
in various parts of the system are invariant with time, and it is one which
requires a point source of light for illumination. Point-source illumination
then implies that phase fronts, or surfaces of constant phase, exist along the
light path; therefore, the illumination striking a plane has a phase which is
time invariant with respect to the phases at all other points on the plane. In
particular, if the light is collimated and strikes the plane at normal incidence,
all points on the plane have the same phase.
Consider now Figure B. 4-I which acts as atwo di:nensional Fourier analyzer.
S 1 = point source of monochromatic light
L 1 = collimating lens
Pl = input function (transparency), f (,_,y)
LZ= spherical lens
P2 = frequency plane, F(p,q)
If f(x, Y) denotes the specular amplitude transmission of _he transparen.c 7 in
plane Pt and F(p, q) denot_ _ _he complex amplitude distr,.bunion of light in
plane P2' the illuminatio_ ._ _ monochromatic plane wave when d _ f. With
the lens coherently illuminated the light-amplit'_,de distributions at the front
and back focal planes are related by a two-dimensJ_nal Eourier transform.
GO
F (p,q) = /f f (x,y) e J (px+ qy) _:_dy (I)
-CO
where p and q represent spatial frequency variables in radians per unit distance;
however, the variables in Pz are in units of dista,_ce related by the scale
factors of
xfp
= (2)
2_
xfq
. - (3)
2Tr
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where
= the direction parallel to x,
= the direction parallel to y,
= the wavelength of the illumination,
f = the focal length of the spherical lens, and
p/2_ = spatial frequency (lines/mm).
Utilizingthe fact that a spherical lens can take the Fourier transform of a com-
plex distributionof light,itis possible to construct an optical system by a
sequence of lenses to take _uccessive Fourier transforms. Figure B. 4-2
shows a coherent opticalprocessing system, where
S I = point source of monochromatic light,
L I = collimating lenses,
P1 = input plane (transparency), f (x,y),
L 2 = objective lens,
P2 = frequency plane, F (p,q),
L 3 = imaging lens, and
P3 = output plane, r(x,y).
This can be readily shown by considering the following development. Assume
that the detail in the transparency PI is sufficientlycoarse that Huygen's prin-
ciple can be applied. A naonochromatic electromagnetic wave is described by
itsphase and magnitude as a function of the vector space. The space compon-
ent of the electrical fieldvector in the x direction is given by
E = A(x,y,z) cos [_t + _ (._'.y,z)] (4)X
where
A = amplitude factor,
= phase factor, and
= radian frequency of the wa_e.
Since the polorization effects are not of interest, any field vector can be repre-
sented by E. Ifthe opticalaxis is taken in the z direction and only a few values
of z are of concern, the fieldat any point z, can be denoted as El where
E1 = A(x,y) cos + (x,y)] . '
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but this can be written as
^ ej¢(x,y)E l = A(x,y) (6)
Consider now a transparency described by a transmission function t2 (x,y) and
a thickness function a (x,y)/2 (n - I) in wave lengths for 0< t< 1 and n the index
of refraction of the transparency. The transparency can now be considered
as a signal function
s (x,y)= _(x,y)ej_(x,y) (7)
Light incident on this transparency yields an emergent wave
Ez = A(x,y)t(x,y)cos[_t+ ¢ (x,y)+ _ (x,y)] (8)
^
or E z = S _i" (9)
The energy } of a lightwave E is proportional to the time average EZ; there-
fore, for coherent optical systems
A A_
} = kE E (I0)
Consider now Figure B. 4-3.
The lightwaves at planes Pl' P2' and P3 are denoted by
A
E l (xI, yl) (11)
_z (xz'Yz) (iz)
_3 %' Y3) (13)
A A
E 3 and E 1 form a Fourier pair with a phase factor • j _ (x3' Y3 ), that is
E3 (%' Y3) "_: 1 (xl' Yl)' e J_ (%' Y3 (14)
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where _ = f(Z1). An exact Fourier transform exists between _3 and _,
that is, _ (x 3, y3 ) = 0 for Z 1 = Z 2. An exact transform does not exist-any-
where else with respect to lens L2, that is, _ (x 3, y3) 40 for Z 1 @ Z 2. The
transformation from time domain (anal.ogt of the spatial domain) to the frequency
domain requires the kernel function e "J_ whereas the transformation_ from the
frequency domain to the time domain employs the conjugate kernel e +_t.
Alensalwaysintroducesthekernelexp  Z /XflCxn x +1 Yn+ in
-ZYr
passing from plane Pn to plane Pn + 1" If the scale factor of_ x = k-'_- x2 and
_Oy = -k-_- Y2 is introduced, the kernel becomes exp j (*0x x + _0yy • There-
fore, since the :_ t7; [f (x)]} = f(-x), x 1 is mapped into-x 3as the re-
sultant of two successive transforms a_d the image at P3 is reversed. If the
coordinate system of P3 is reversed, E (P3) : W- l[E (PZ)]
If there is no transparency at PZ_. lens L 3 takes the transform of the distribu-
tion at P2 and at P3 the distribution is
OO
r (x, y) = _4_z --__ffF (p, q) ej (px+ qy) dp dq
(15)
-(30
that is,
r (x, y)= f (-x,-y) (16)
This is under the assumption that the system has unity magnification and suffi-
cient bandwidth to pass the highest spatial frequency of the input function. Note
that the output function is the inverted image of the input function.
If a transparency is now placed at Pi, and a transparency at PZ, whose trans-
mission is given by H (p, q), the modified light distribution at PZ is
R.(p,q) = F (p, q) H(p, q). (i7)
The lens L 3 takes the Fourier transform of this distribution and displays it in
plane P3 as
r(x, 7) : _ F (p, q) H(p, q) e dp dq (i8) ,
-GO
:.B-zi
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By use of the convolution theorem,
OO
r(x, y) = // f (x-u, y-v) h (u, V)
du dv (t9)
-00 /
From Equations 18 and 19 itis apparent that spatial filteringof some sort can
take place by properly constructing a transmission filterH (p, q). The most
obvious way to attempt to construct a filteris to use photographic film. Un-
fortunately film is sensitive to only intensity and not phase; therefore, other
ways must be sought. In the past, the complex amplitude and phase distri-
butions have been realized by synthesizing the two components separately and
using the principle of superposition. This was accomplished by recording the
amplitude IN (p, q)] of the required complex function[H (p, q)]on ordinary
film and the phase function argument[H (p, q)]by evaporating thin films on
glass plates. Fortunately there exist optical techniques that allows the _en-
oration of lightdistributions proper phase and amplitude without the use of
auxiliary phase plates. Figure B. 4-4 shows an optical technique
construction of complex filters.
S_ = point source
L I = collimator lens
L 2 = reference lens
P_, P2 = cross polarizers
P3 = pin hole
LG= reference signal in liquid gate
L 3 = objective lens
P4 = recording film plane
In plane P4 the lightdistributionis given by
G (p,q) = R o ej pb + H (p,q). (Z0)
The liquid gate is necessary since variations in film thickness, refractive
index, and surface quality affect the phase in a random fashion. This re-
sults in nonuniformities in the optical system since the wavefronts are dis-
rupted and diffusion of the light at image point results. The diffusion results
in displacement and/or defocussing effects. Interference patterns resul_ in the
form of parallel lines, concentric circles, and saddle points. The liquid gate
overcomes these irregularities, but poses problems such as the difficulty in
handling the liquid and the elimination of phasing. However, the advantages
of the liquid gate in the form of reduction of light phase variation, ease of
retaining film in a plane by the glass-plate cell, and the reduction of noise
due to scratchc J and rough surfaces far outweigh the disadvantages.
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FIGURE B. 4-4
TECHNIQUE FOR CONSTRUCTING COMPLEX FILTER
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A near optimum filter that passes only a prespecified number of spatial fre-
quencies and rejects all others may be constructed. This could be accom-
plished by selectively phasing the frequencies occupied by the signal so as to
build up a large peak response to the desired signal while leaving the response
to undesired frequencies essentially unchanged.
Consider now a mathematical model of the desired process. Let g (x, y) be the
intensity function which is usually the reflectivity of the earth to radiation in
some part of the electromagnetic spectrum. A sensor with the appropriate
response takes a two-dimensional transform of the scene, a recording process
another transformation, and finally a third transformation for the final pro-
cessing of the information. Figure B. 4-5 represents the generalized process.
The original scene is subjected to a transformation T1, and associated withthe sensor is sensor noise and we have
N 1 = T 1 [g (x,y)] - s (x,y), (Zl)
where s (x, y) is the sensor noise being a random process with a spe.ctral den-
sity S (p,q) at N2,the resultant is
where n (x, y) is a random process of the film-grain noise with a spectral
density N (p,q). Now let f (x,y) be equal to
f(x,y) : T z T I [g (x,y)] - T z s (x,y). (Z3)
If b (x, y) is the desired signal out, we want to operate on
b (x,y) = f (x,y) - n (x,y) (Z4)
to obtain the desired results. Hence it is necessary to determine whether a
filter can be constructed that would maximize the ratio of the peak signal to
the mean square noise energy.
k B* (p,q)
Let H (p,q)= (ZS)
N (p,q)+ Tz S (p,q)
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where
Oo
B (p,q) =f/ b (x,y) e j (px + qy) dx dy (26)
-CO
, The signal to noise is therefore given by ;'
i // B (p, q)S/N = -- dp dq (27)4= g N(p,q) + T zs (p,q)
-CO
Figure B. 4-6 represents one approach to this
where co
#Ifr (x, y) = B (p, q) H (p, q)e "j (px + qy) dp dq (28)
Since the noise is assumed to be uniform for all frequencies of interest
Co
r (x,y) = k// f (x-u, y-v) b*(u,v) dudv, (29)
-OO
which is merely the crosscorrelation process.
4. g. 3 Noncoherent System
The functional difference between coherent and noncoherent sysLems is that the
former is linear in amplitude and the latter is linear in intensity. In general
the noncoherent system does not act &s a Fourier analyzer. For a noncoher-
ent system, the optimum filter (reference function) must be realized in the
space domain rather than the frequency domain. The problem is to find a
reference function whose intensity transmission is
OO
h Ix, y) = _ H (p,q) e j (px + qy) dx dy, 130)
-O0
If it can be assumed that the noise has a uniform spectral density for all (p, q)
the solution to Equation 30 is
h (x,y) = s* (-x, -y). (3t)
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Unfortunately in the practical case, the noise spectral density iG not uniform
and in general h Ix, y) is usually _ complex function. To realize comple v
functions is quite a difficult problem. Consider now Figure B_ 4-7_ Where
Pi is an extended source of diffuse illumination not necessarily monochromatic,
P2 contains the transparency f (x, y), and P3 contains the reference function. /
The operation can be described as follows. Consider a ray of light from pdint
(x, y) in Pi" This light passes through the point (xz, YZ) in P2 and is attenuated
by a function f (Xz, YZ)' The ray then passes through the reference function at
a point (x_, y_) and is further attenuated by s (-x 5, -y3). From the geometry
of Figure-B. 4-7.
x4 _ Xz " x3 (32)
d
and
Y4 Yz -Y3
- (_3)
f d
The intensity of the light in the image of the poin_ (xi, Yi) is the summation of
all rays parallel to the ray described by
OO
r (x4, Y4) = ff ,,x2Y2) s (-x3, "Y3) dx3 dY3, (34)
-co
which can be rewritten as
ff /x4d Y4d 2) (35)r (x4, Y4) = flx2, Y2) s_--_ -x2, -y----y dx 2 dy 2.
-CO
By a change of variable
CO
r(xy,kf/,(x+uy+v,.1ov)dodv 136)
_*CO
Hence it has been shown that by acting on the distribution oi the phases and
amplitudes of the surface wave, the filtering curve can be m_dified. One ap-
proach that has been utilized is to change the phase distribution of the wave
surface by placing a glass sheet with parallel faces covered with a series of
randomly distributed transpa:rent elements before a lens. Each element in-
troduces a path differ._nce equal to g_2. A filter of this type will stop ell
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frequencies above i/P o. This generally has applications for smoothinz out an
image that is coarsely scanned. That is, the operation is an after-the-fact
operation on the ground station. For example, if an image were scanned at
tZ8 x t28 resolution and displayed on a crt without spot defocussing, the
appearance of the image would be somewhat annoying, If a filter such as pre- /
viously described were placed before the recording camera, the recorded
image would be smoothed out. However, with digital television the same effect
could be achieved by a slight amount of spot defocussing.
4. Z.4 Compression Relationship
The purpose of the investigation of two-dimensional optical spatial filtering
was to determine ifa set of filterscould be synthesized and used in conjunc-
tion with a compression technique such that the desired goal of a 6:1 or large
compression could be achieved. In theory itis possible to operate on the
spatial frequencies of the scanned image and increase redundancy by a tech-
nique similar to photographic image enhancement. This can be accomplished
by suppressing the low frequencies. For this approach a mathematical model
is quite impossible since the spatial filteringis merely a preprocessing
technique that alters the statisticalnature of the source. The hope here is
that the alteration of the statisticsis such as to increase the redundancy of
the source.
Therefore, given a digitalcoding technique the gross average compression is
Ho
OP---'C- (37)
Hc
Where H o is the entropy of the uncoded signal and H c is the entropy of the com-
pressed source. When the spatial filter is inserted, in the system the source
attains a new entropy Hn with the relationship of Hrt<H c. For this case the
overall compression becomes
Ho
o9--W¢,= (38)
H n
Therefore, it becomes necessary to determine the values of H c and H n for the
various coding techniques under investigation. In this sense the spatial filter
acts as the two-dimensional optical equivalent of the one-dimensional digital
Previous Element Qualifier (PEQ) concept. It will be shown later that the
PEQ technique does increase the compression. The I=EQ statistical results
will be discussed in paragraph 4. 4. Z. The optical approach is theoretical and
it must be emphasized that practical constraints must be considered.
B-Z6
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4. Z.5 Optical Analysis
The purpose of this section is to determine the desired properties of an optical
system. The following constraints will be considered for the analysis. Assume
that the television system has a resolution of 600 line pairs and the test object
will have a 15 x 21 mm format. Therefore, the lens must be capable of resolving
30 lines per mm at a minimum; therefore, the lens in the system will be required
to have a resolution of 60 lines per ram. For a mercury arc source with an ap-
propriate filterthe wavelength that will be used will be 5460 angstroms. Ifthe
lens has a focal length of 305 mm, the usable spatialplane size in plane P2 is
given by
f_ k
_ x (39)
x2 2 7r
where _ is the highest spatialfrequency of interest, which will be i00 lines
X
per mm. From Equation 39 the size of the spatial plane is 16.7 x 16.7 mm.
This will ensure that operations at the lower frequencies can be performed;
however, this imposes rather severe restrictions on the size of the point source
of illumination. The larger the size of the _ource, the higher the lowest usable
frequency that can be operated on.
For a focal length of 305 mm and aperture of 30 mm, the F number Of the lens
is given by
F = f/A, (4O)
where A is the aperture size which for the test object format size is 30 mm,
the minimum F number is I0. However, if the resolution is 60 lines per ram,
and an f/5 lens is used with a 305 mm focal length, the angular resolution is
approximately 0.055 milliradian. The point image diameter is rela ed to
the angular resolution by
0 = _If (4l)
where a is the point image diameter. With 0and the focal length specified, the
minimum point image diameter is 0.017 mm. This value must be considered
when calculating the point image diameter to ensure that the area of coherence
is equal to or greater than the format size.
Consider now whether the relationship given b7 Equation I is a valid representa-
tion. Consider Figure B. 4-8 where Pl is a transparency and P2 is a lens.
The disturbance at P2 to the disturbance at a point in Pl is given by
f(x O) eJkr (1 + cos 0)A Z (42)
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where
X = wave length of light,
A = amplitude of illumination at x o,
r = distance from X o to To°
= obliquity angle,
f(Xo) = transmission of transparency at x = Xo, and
k = z_-/x.
The incoming illumination E(x) is given by
E(x) = A(x) e j0(x), (43)
where usually A(x) and 8(x) are constant. The total contribution Yo assuming
8(x) is the reference phase and set equal to zero is
£
g(y)= Alp, (1+coso)ax (44)
f(x) e jkr
J.
The obliquity factor is usually neglected by assuming 8 remains small through-
out the integration. This is true for d-%-f, but for d \Œ thisis not true. Con-
sider a small region in 131 and its effect in PZ" For I r2-rli >> X the contri-
bution at Yo averages to zero for f(x2) =' f(Xl). This allows the maximum value
of 0 as a function of d and the frequency content of f(x) to be calculated. For
I rz'rll >>X, this implies that
4d12+ (x-y) z - _]d z + (x +Ax - y)2 >>X (45)
Equation 45 can be restated as
I ZxAx + (Ax) 2 - 2y Ax >> 2 Xd (45)
If the (Ax) 2 terms are neglected, AX can be determined since
_d
Ax >> -- (47)
x-y
B-Z8
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Itcan be assumed that the obliquityfactor can be neglected if
1 + cose > 0.99 (48)
z
Equation 48 implies that tane < 0.Z. Substituting this into 47 results in
0 - tan . (49) J
From 48 and 49 note that _ < 0.2. Therefore, substitutingthis into
' d -
47 results in
X (50)>> 0.---Z
Since Ax is the distance over which f(x)must not vary apt reciably, the highest
frequency in f(x)is given by
1 0.2
Pmax = A--x<< X (51)
Assuming that A = 5460 angstroms, Pmax = 368 lines per ram. In typical input
signals the highest frequency encountered is approximately 30 to 60 lines per mm.
Therefore, itis possible to neglect the obliquityfactor. Hence, the analysis shows
that the relationship for the Fourier transform is independent of the aperture and
fieldof view. Ifthe obliquityfactor is ignored (which it can safely be), in one
dimension the transform is
g(y) = _ A f f(x) eJkr
A similar type development can be obtained in going from P2 to P3' with the
resultant being expressed as Equation i.
4. Z. 6 Experimental Setup
The experimental apparatus to perform the necessary experimentation is given
in Figure B. 4-9. The light source is a Spectroline Mercury Arc Lamp and
the filter is a monochromatic Wratten filter to limit the wavelength to 5460
angstroms. The condenser lens is an ordinary off-the-shelf item whose char-
acteristics are not critical. The pin hole necessary can be calculated from the
area of coherence needed to illuminate the transparency. The area of coherence
is given by
0. 16_i_
D = p (53)
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where
k = wavelength of light,
K = focal length of collimator, and
p = radius of point source.
!
Since D is specified by the test object photograph format and is equal to 30 mm,
the pin-hole diameter necessary to achieve this is 0. 005 ram. This imposes
rather severe restrictions on the light source; however, implementation of the
extremely small pin hole can be achieved by using a microscope objective as
a reducing system. Before considering this, consider calculation of the dis-
placement of the spatial frequencies. The displacement is given by
fX_
X
x =" Z_ (54)
For a lens of 305 mm focal length and X = 5460 angstroms, the displacement
for the system is x = 0. 167 f . For a spatialfrequency 1 line per ram, the
displacement is 0. 167 ram. XHence, to ensure being able to operate on this
frequency @ should be < 0.080 ram. However, to have an area of coherence
of 30 mn_ requires p - 0.005 ram. Using a pin hole of 0.050 mm and a micro-
scope objective of magnification of I0, a pin hole of 0. 005 can be obtained at
the focal plane of the collimator. Figure B. 4..I0 shows this for a microscope
objective of 16-ram focal length.
A/Z
The maximum frequency that can be passed is f max = _ = 95 lines per mm.
The collimator isa Gaertner L-360-N model with an 80-mm aperture and a focal
length of 907 ram. The primary and secondary lenses are Eastman Kodak Aero-
stigmat lenses with a focal length of 305 mm at f/5. The test object is a 35-mm
slide and the recording is made on type 3000 Polaroid filna. Using the optical
set-up as described, two-hour exposures were needed to obtain the diffraction
pattern. This long time exposure limits the usefulness of the technique in a
space mission.
4.Z.7 Conclusions
The applications of spatial filteringhave been in areas of data reduction, one-
and two-dimensional data processing, statisticalanalysis, data storage and
retrieval, image enhancement, and pattern recognition. Nowhere in the litera-
ture has there appeared an application of optical spatial filtering to v4_deo band-
width compres sion.
The above applications of spatial filtering techniques can be classified as an
after-the-fact operation; that is, no additional optical or electrical operation
takes place after the filtering. Unfortunately in the field of television the opera-
tion is before-the-fact. It is possible to take a transparency and increase the
B-30
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redundancy in the image by spatial filtering; however, the filtered image then is
scanned with a sensor. In general, if it is assumed that the sensor is a vidicon
or similar device with its inherent noise limitations, the gain in redundancy ob-
tained by spatial filtering is virtually eliminated by the sensor. Therefore, it
becomes apparent that with current sensors, spatial filtering will not obtain the
desired compressions.
/
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4.3 ONE-DIMENSIONAL DIGITAL PROCESSING
4.3. 1 Introduction
"One-dimensional digital processing is the one-dimensional digital equivalent of
, the two-dimensional optical processor with one major difference. One approach
i to the digital processing is the PEQ (Previous Element Qualifier) concept. This
type of processing takes place after the sensor and analog-to-digital converter;
therefore, the change in statistics that results is not altered by other limitations
I
in the system as with the optical p1"ocess. This constitutes the major difference
: between optical processing and digital processing. The PEQ technique assumes
that ifelement i and i + Z have the same intensity, then itnecessarily follows that
element i + 1 should also have the same intensity. There exists a rather high
probability that if i and i + 1 are not alike whereas- i + Z and i are alike, then i+ 1
! must have been altered by noise. This concept will be discussed in more detail
in the next section.
4.3.2 PEQ Concept
The previous element qualifier concept is implemented in the following manner.
' The system compares the i and i + 7.elements and on the basis of this comparison
i decides whether the i + 1 element is a PE element or a I-PE element. If the i
I and i + 2 elements are equal, the true value of the i + 1 element is assumed to be
I
'. that of tilei and i + Z elelnents. The i + 1 element is then made equal to the i
and i + 2; therefore, the i + 1 element becomes a PE element. Any difference
which exists between the i + 1 element and the i element is assumed to be due to
i sensor noise. If the i and i + Z elements are different, the value of the i + 1
I
! element is unchanged.
I
i
Figure B. 4-11 presents the sequence of events ._hich result when employing
the PEQ system on the given waveform f(t). E l is assumed to be a I-PE value.
E l and E 3 are compared and seen to be equal; therefore, E z is assigned the Y3
quantizing level. E 2' and E 4 _re compared and since they are different, E 3
• is unchanged. Comparison of E 3 and E 5 results in E 4 being unchanged. Since
E 4 and E 6 are different, E 5 keeps its normal value. Comparison of E 5 and E 7
results in E 6 being assigned the Y2 quantizing level. The final value of E 7
would be determined by comparison of E 6' and E 8. To determine the effective-
ness of the technique, the maximum PE and PEQ signals as a function of the
sensor signal-to-noise ratio were mathematically derived. The computed
results presented below determine in theory the maximum expected effectiveness
i of the PEQ concept at a specified signal-to-noise ratio.
i'
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4. 3. 3 Derivation of Signal-to-Noise Versus PE
If a nonvarying voltage is applied to an ideal analog-to-digital encoder, the
resultant binary code will identify one particular level for each sample. Un-
fortunately, there is always some noise in the applied voltage and in the thres-
hold levels. This paragraph derives the probability that an encoded level will be
the same as the previous level. This is defined as the PE (previous element)
probability and results in a curve of the maximum possible PE for a given
system signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure B. 4-12 shows an input signal level which falls a distance X above level 19.
The curve is the gaussian probability density f_mction for the noise which is riding
on the input signal level. The noise has an rms value of _, and A is the distance
between quantizing levels.
The probability that the signal is correctly identified as level 19 is equal to the
area under the gaussian curve labeled (Z). The probability that the signal is
identified as level 20 is equal to the area labeled (i). Similarly, P(21) = area (5), i
P(17) = area (4), and P(18) = area (3). This must be continued until the probabi-
lities become insignificant.
The previous element probability is equal to the probability that the signal is en-
coded to the same level for the present sample as it was for the last sample. For
the figure as shown this becomes
PE =...+P(17) z + P(18) z + P(19) z + P(20) z + P(21) z +..., (i) _
which can be stated in general as
OO
PE = _ P(i)z (2)
i= 1
.This statement assumes the two samples are statistically independent. For a
given ratio of _/%, PE will vary as X/A varies from 0 to I. Figure B. 4-13 is a
family of curves of PE versus the ratio X/A for various signal-to-noise ratios.
For a 6-bit encoder with 64 levels, the peak-to-peak signal to rms noise ratio
is 64/_,. For the curve of 6 = A , Spp/Nrms = 64A/A = 64=36. 1 db. The curves
in Figure B. 4-13 are separated by 6-db steps.
If a slowly varying waveform is applied to the analog_to-digital encoder, the aver-
age PE will be equal to the average value of the curve in Figure B. 4-13 fo_ the ac-
tual signal-to-noise ratio of the system. Therefore, it is assumed that a given
signal-to-noise ratio will result in the average PE as X/A varies from 0 to i.
Figure B. 4-14 is a curve of PE averaged over X for each signal-to-noise ratio.
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The signal-to-noise ratio scale is applicable to a 6-bit encoder only. If the en-
coder is reduced to five bits, the curve shifts downward by 6 db (i.e., 36. 1 db
on the scale becomes 30. 1 db).
Experimental verification of this curve was attempted using the equipment setup
shown in Figure B. 4-15. Results are plotted in Figure B. 4-14 directly for the
6-bit curve. The 5-bit curve is plotted, but is shifted upward by 6 db for com-
parison with the theoretical curve. The results show reasonable agreement,
although for the lower values of signal-to-noise, RE is higher than predicted.
This could be caused by the noise being nongaussian or by the assumption of
independent samples being invalid.
4.3.4 Previous Element Probability Versus Sensor S/N for the PE and PEQ
Systems
With a reasonable amount of additive gaussian noise in the signal from the sensor,
some errors will be made by the analog-to-digitr.i encoder. A dc level from the
sensor thus has a finite probability of being eDcuded to the wrong level. With
no noise this dc level would have a PE or a P' _ probability of i. However,
as the noise increases the PE and the PEQ pro;_abilit_os both decrease. The
PEQ system was designed to cancel some of this deterioration with a mini-
mum of degradation to pictorial quality. The disorganiz%, ion of the encoded video
due to sensor noise sets an upper limit on the PE or PEQ values, and pictorial
disorganization can only reduce it further. It is of interest therefore to pre-
dict this upper bound on PE for each system.
Assuming that the noise is additive gaussian and is of high ennugh frequency
content to be statistically independent f.om sample to sample, the probability
of a RE signal is given by Equation 1 and in a similar manner the PEQ probability
can be derived, and is given by
oo
• - 1
Since P(i) S i, PEQ is always greater than PE for any practical case where
P(i)$i.
At high signal-to-noise ratios it is possible for all of the noise to fitbetween
two encoding thresholds when the original dc level is centered between these
two thresholds. However, if the dc is centered on a threshold, then no matter
how high the signal-to-noise ratio, P(i) cannot be 1 for any level. Therefore, at
high signal-to-noise levels the curves shown in Figure B. 4-16 separate into:
(i) a maximum when the dc is centered between the thresholds, (Z) a minimum
when it is centered on a threshold, and (3) an average assuming that the video
level is evenly distributed across the thresholds. TU_ latter is generally the case
when there is any actual video data. Therefore, fo_ practical cases the average
curves represent the upper limit on PE and PEQ probability and hence an upper
B -36
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limit on compression as established solely by the nois _ present in the sensor.
4.3.5 PEQ Hardware Implementation
For the following operational discussion, refer to the PEQ system block diagram,
Figure B. 4-17. The system, which has been constructed is built around four
registers and two comparator circuits. The output of the i and i + 2 registers /
are compared, and if found equal the comparator output prevents the output of the
i + 1 register from being transferred to the i register. Since the jam transfer
gate between the i al_d the i + 1 registers is inactivated, the i register remains
unchanged during the next time period; this results in the i + 1 element being
made equal to the i and i + Z elements. If the i and i + Z registers are unequal_
the comparator output level, when gated with the transfer pulse, activates the
jam transfer network thus transferring the i + 1 element into the i register. In
order to obtain the statistics of the qualified signal, the i and i - 1 registers are
compared. The output of this comparator is then sent to the statistics taker
where the PEQ statistics are determined.
4.3.6 Measurements
In order to determine the effect of the PEQ system on picture quality for various
sensor noise levels, a series of photographs were taken on EDITS. Photographs
were taken using the PEQ system at signal-to-noise ratios of 20, 30, and 40 db.
For comparison purposes, pictures were also taken using PCM transmission.
The previous-element statistics for both PEQ and PEC were also obtained as a
function of the sensor signal-to-noise ratio. Photographs and statistics were
obtained for 6, 4, and 3 encoding bits. The test pictures employed in this ex-
periment were the following: RETMA test chart, lunar picture, Canadian Arctic,
MIT Girl, Astronaut Cooper, and a white card. It was felt that the wide selection
of test subjects would adequately show the effect of PEQ on high-contrast scenes
and fine line resolution.
To show the meaning of a given change in RE, the average compression for PEC
was calculated and plotted as a function of sensor signal-to-noise ratio. The
average compression for a PEC system is given as
N
PEC= N + 1 - N (PE) ' (4)
where N is the number of encoding bits. in the derivation of this formula, it
is assumed that the (I - PE) levels have a flat distribution. Although PEC is
only one of many compression techniques, it tends to better display the signi-
ficance of a change in the previous element count. A representative sample
of the PEQ and the PEC photographs along with the supporting gr _phs is shown in
Figures B. 4P-I through B. 4P-9.
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To further subjectively display the noise-cleaning properties of PEQ, a photo-
graph was taken in which all previous elements are displayed as dark areas and all
nonprevious elements as light ar_as. For comparison, a PCM photograph of
this type was also taken and is shown in Figure B. 4P-10.
4.3.7 Conclusions
/
The major conclusion to be drawn from this inves, _ation is that the PEQ system
does not subjectively degrade the picture; the one exception to this is the RETMA
test chart where fine-line resolution equivalent to or less than one scan element
dimension is destroyed. In comparing the graphs of the various test subject,,',
it was noted that those relating to Astronaut Cooper, the Lunar picture, and the
Canadian Arctic all behaved in a similar manner. For this set of test subjects
the average compression was seen to increase with PEQ from Z5-45% with the
average increase being approximately 35_o 40%; this increase was for 4-bit en-
coding and signal-to-noise ratios of 30 to 40 db. At 3-bit encoding and low signal-
to-noise ratios of Z0 to 30 db, a change in the texture of the noise can be seen,
With PCM the noise tends to give a "peppery" effect te the photograph, while
with PEQ the noise takes on a more uniform appearance consisting largely
of short line segments since the PEQ is merely a noise-stripping technique for
either PCM or PEC. Although there is not a large increase in compression
the technique could be used to increase the compression of a coding technique
whose compression approaches the desired goal.
4.4 ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALOG PROCESSING
4.4. 1 Introduction
Due to the physical characteristics of the sensor used Jn an image-transmission
system, the original redundancy in the optical signal is decreased by the addition
of sensor noise. The efficiency of the syste,n can be increased, thereby regain-
ing some of the original redundancy, by operating on the signal at various points
within the system, Optical processing has been previously discussed and it was
shown that for the application of increasing red%undancy, optical processing could
not be employed. The PEQ concept was discussed in the previous section and ic
was found to be somewhat linlited in the amotmt of redundancy that it could regain.
This is due mainly because the data are quantized and, therefore, only a finite num-
ber of operations and decisions are possible, Therefore, the one-dimensional
analog processing would appear to be the most logical choice for proce,_sing of the
data. Previous approache_ will be described along _,ith a discussion of certain
constraints w hlch ,existwith this operating method when applied to a digital TV
system such as EDITS.
One method used in some conventional systems is to pass the analog signal
through a low-pass filter where the high frequencies are attenuated. Th%s re-
sults in the znalog-processed signal co_taining more redundancy and, therefore,
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being capable of yielding a higher compression ratio. This is the simplest ap-
, proach, but degrades the image drastically. Another technique which has been
f
investigated by Bruce a of Bell Telephone Laboratories is the use of preemphasis
and deemphasis networks. The preemphasis network is optimized to provide
th_ maximum ratio of peak-to-peak signal-to-rms weighted noise. By placing
[ the optimum preemphasis network before the PCM system and .the corresponding
! deemphasis net.york after the PCM system, picture quality can be improved.
"It is judged that a 4-digit picture with preemphasis and deemphasis is equivalent
(subjectively) to a 5-digit picture without th_se networks. ,,b
4.4.2 System Limitations
in a conventional PCM television system it is possible to reduce the bandwidth by
analog processing and adjusting the sampling rate to properly match the processed
bandwidth. In a pure digital TV system it is extremely difficult and impractical
to perform normal analog processing. The preamplifier bandwidth is determined
by the fact that video coming from the vidicon is in the form of pulses of the RZ
type which are then sampled and held and converted to binary words. The video
preamplifier bandwidth has been optimized for maximum peak signal-to-rms noise
ratio. Therefore, it is not desirable in a digital system such as EDITS to place a
filter before the sample-and-hold circuitry. The frequency spectrum of the video
resulting from the digital scan consists of a carrier and its harmonics with each
having sidebands; this carrler is 100-kc/s for EDITS. If a 50-kc/s low-pass fil-
ter is placed in this video chain, not only does the signal-to-noise ratio decrease,
but much of the video information is removed. (The 50-kc/s cutoff frequency was
chosen because it is one-half the 100-kc sample rate which exists in EDITS. )
Since it is not desirable to place a low-pass filter before the sample-and-hold, it
was decided to place the filter between the sample-and-hold and the analog-to-
digital converter and investigate the effect on PE probability and picture quality.
These results were then compared with those obtained by the use of the PEQ tech-
nique. Although this is an unusual place for a filter, it is the only feasible loca-
tion within EDI1 4.
4.4. 3 Experimental Procedure i
A switchable thzee-pole Bessel active filter was employed for this experiment.
Amplitude and phase response curves for this unit are shown in Figures B. 4-18
and B. 4-19, respectively.
aBruce R. A., "Optimum F:e-Emphasis and De-Emphasis Networks for Trans-
mission of Television PCM, " IEEE Transactions on Communication Technology , i
September, 1964, pp. 91-96.
bOp. cir. !
t
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For this investigation the standard 256 x 256 raster and 100-kc sample rate was
employed; the IViIT-girl picture with 4-bit quan'dzation was used as the test subject.
After establishing the sensor signal-to-noise ratio, the filter cutoff frequency has
varied downward from 50 kc and the PE collut recorded for various cutoff fre-
quencies. Photographs demonstrating the degradation of picture quality with de-
creasing bandwidth were taken at 50 kc, 25. 5 kc, 12 kc, 6 kc, and the frequency
at which the PE count was equal to that obtained by the use of the PEQ technique.
This procedure was followed for sensor signal-to-noise ratios of 40 db, 30 db, and
20 db. These photographs are shown in Figures B. 4P-II through B.4P-13; graphs
of PE probability and PEC compression as a function of filter cutoff frequency are
shown in Figures B. 4-20 and B. 4-21, respectively.
Additional brief experiments comparing spot-wobble scanning (which consists of
rapidly moving the display beam in an oscillatory motion about its nominal dis-
pla T position) and dot-interlace scanning (_n which the elements interlace to form
a diamond pattern), were conducted on a 128-x-256-element raster; the filter was
not used in this study. The experiment consisted of taking a 6-bit picture using
spot wobble and a 6-bit picture employing dot-interlace scanning and qualitatively
comparing the results; the sensor signal-to-noise ratio was set at 40 db. These
pictures are shown in Figure B. 4P-14.
4.4.4 Conclusions
For sensor signal-to-noise ratios near 40 db, the PIEQ technique is superior to
one-dimensional analog processing. The cutoff frequency at which the RE prob-
ability of one-dimensional analog processing exceeds that of PEQ is at a value
where the picture quality is inferior to the equivalent PEQ rendition. At sensor
signal-to-noise ratios near 20 db, one-dimensional analog processing yields a
higher quality picture than PEQ at the point where the PE probabilities of the two
processes are equal; this is due to the filter softening the effects of the noise.
Dot-interlace scanning was shown to provide a more pleasing picture than spot
wobble. This is due primarily to smooth curves being retained by dot-interlace
scanning while spot-wobble yields a stairstep approximation to smooth curves.
The detail rendered by the two techniques is nearly the same.
As a final statement, it should be noted that the investigation which has been con-
ducted is not in the strict sense one-dimensional analog processing. An analog
system is required to properly study this method of signal processing. Due to
EDITS being strictly a digital system, it was not possible to perform one-dimen-
sional analog processing in the usually conceived manner.
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SECTION 5
LINEAR APPROXIMATION
5. 1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of the compression task was to find a coding technique that would result
in a 6:1 compression. Frame-to-frame coding and area coding which are both
information-preserving techniques did not meet the desired goal of a 6:1 com-
pression. The next logical technique to investigate is run-length coding which
also has the potentialof achieving a 6:1 compression. _lun-length coding can be
considered as a zero-slope encoder. This technique is limited as to the maxi-
mum compression it can achieve. Modifications may be made on the run-length
coding approach to obtain an increase in efficiency;one such modification being
a zero-order predictor. Techniques of this nature remove redundancy by ap-
proximating the video signal. The allowable degree of the approximation is de-
termined by the subjective fidelityrequirements in the following manner. As-
sume that the dataarequantized to N bits (or n = 2N levels) and place a toler-
ance band around each sample. Now consider any element j and store in the
compressor memory the magnitude and location of j. Compare the magnitude
of j and the j + i element. If the difference ,,_eeds the toler_,nceband, trans-
mit the magnitude and address of j to the buffer Lnemory and place the magni-
tude and location of j + i in the compressor memory. If the difference between
j and j + i is less than the tolerance band, discard the j + 1 element and con-
tinue the procedure by comparing the j + 2 element and the jth element. The
gros average compression formula is given by:
LAC = NEL (i)
(N + log2 E) (S + i)
where E = number of elements per line, L = number of lines per frame, and
S = the number of samples sent to the buffer memory. Figure B. 5-1presents
a waveform to illustratethe technique. Assume that the waveform given in Fig-
ure B. 5-I is quantized to 4bits, and 5 bits are needed to specify location of the
essential samples. The essential samples that must be transmitted with the
zero-order predictor technique are designated as X. Therefore, the compres-
sion is given by
m
ZOC - 4(32) _ 1.09:1
9(13) _,
Although, in general, this value will be higher for a typical frame of data, it
follows that there should be other approaches available to increase the efficiency
of such a technique. One approach is to add to the coding algorithm another al-
gorithm that states an element will not be declared essential unless itand the
B-41
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element that follows it is also outside the error-band. This is essentially im-
plementing the PEQ concept with the zero-order predictor algorithm. In gen-
eral, it will be assumed that if element j and j + 2 have the same intensity,
element j + 1 must also have the same intensity. If the intensity of j + 1 is
not like j and j + 2, then it will be assumed that j + 1 has been caused by noise
and the coding algorithm strips or eliminates the noise from the frame. Con-
sider now applying the modified zero-order predictor techniques to Figure B. 5-i. /
It is apparent that elements 14 and Z1 have been caused by noise and it will be
shown that allowing a single consecutive error to exceed the error band will in-
crease the efficiency. The compression for this approach is 4(32)/9(9) = i. 58:1.
Thus, for the simple example chosen, the compression increases by 50% by al-
lowing a single error" to exceed the error band.
5.2 LINEAR-APPROXIMATION CONCEPT
A careful examination of Figure B. 5-i reveals that there could exist other coding
techniques that could achieve a large compression by not only encoding zero-
slopes as with the zero-order predictor, but encoding all slopes. The linear-
approximation technique accomplishes this. Consider now a typical element j.
The linear-approximation technique operates in the following manner. Elelnents
j and j + 2 are connected by a straight line and the value of the straight line at
sample j + 1 is interpolated. The actual element value at j + 1 is compared to
the interDolated value. If the difference between these two values exceeds a pre-
established error band, the value of the sample at j + 1 and _x = 1 are trans-
mitted to the buffer memory. If the difference does not exceed the error band,
the element j and j + 3 are connected by a straight line and the interpolated val-
ues at elements j + 1 and j + 2 are calculated and compared to the actual ele-
ment values. If these differences do not exceed the error band, the technique
continues by connecting j and j + 4 with a straight line and calculating the dif-
ferences. The gross average compression for transmitting the absolute magni-
tude and Ax is given by
LACg = NEL/(N + log 2 Ax) (S' + i) (Z)
Consider Figure B. 5-i to compare the efficiency of the zero-order predictor and
the linear-approximation technique just described. For the given error band and
consecutive errors outside the error band that were used for the zero-order pre-
dictor, the _'epresentation of the function is given by the O's which are the neces-
sary points to represent the function with a seri_s of slopes. The linear-approxi-
mation compression is given by 4(3g)/9(4) = 3, 56:1 which is an increase in com-
pression by a factor of Z. Z5: I. It can be shown that the linear-approximation cod-
ing technique will always give a value of compression larger than that which can
be achieved by the zero-order predictor for the same error criterion. Studies
have been conducted previously whi_;h show that a compromise exists for the max-
imum Ax, compression, and implen%entation complexity. For the purposes of
B -4Z
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this study Ax maximum was chosen to be 16. However, several calculations
were made for Ax = 3? to illustrate the validity of the Ax choice. By increas-
ing the error-band it becomes apparent that there is a limit to the amount of
compression that can be achieved. Consider now adding the noise-stripping al-
gorithm to the linear-approximation technique. Using Figure B. 5-2 as a test
line of video composed of 256 6-bit words, the compression and rms error can
be calculated for a family of error-band sizes and allowable consecutive errors
outside the error band. A computer prograln was written to calculate the com-
pression for flat coding and the rms error relative to 6-bit quantization for an
error band of ±i, ±Z, and ±4 levels out of 64 levels, and for 0, I, and 2 suc-
cessive errors outside the error band. The gross average compression for
flat coding {using formula 2) and optimum (Huffman) coding and the rms e_ror
are given in Table B-I. The e rcentage of full-scale rrns error for 5-bit,
4-bit, and 3-bit quantization is i. i, Z. 97, and 5.97_0, respectively. The re-
sults of this are given in Figure B. 5-3. Several rather interesting points are
raised by an examination of this curve. At an error band of ±Z with a single
error allowed, the rms error for the PCM and linear approximation is nearly
the same; however, the compression is Z.5 versus I. 5 for the equivalent PCM
compression.
TABLE B-I
LINEAR-APPROXIMATION SIMULATION RESULTS
Item No Errors One Error Two Errors
Parameter
error band ±i ±Z ±4 _:i ±2 ±4 ±i ±2 ±4
Flat coding 0.93 i.64 3.12 i. 88 Z. 77. 4.12 2.56 3. Z0 5.56
Optimum
coding I. 59 2.56 4.48 Z. 86 4.03 6.17 3.79 4.58 8.53
: RMS error
% full scale 0.9 I.77 3.40 2.35 Z. 76 4.53 3.34 4. 05 5.39
For an error band of approximately ±3.3 and allowing two successive errors
outside the error band, compression is 5.8 versus 2.8 for the equivalent PCM
system. Or, for an error band ;f ±4 and 1 allowable error, the rms error is
I.5% less than the equivalent PCM system while the compression for linear ap-
: proximation is double that of equivalent PCM. These results and others dis-
cussed in the JPL final report a led to a computer 'simulation of the encoding tech-
nique. .A,_ extension of the simulation, which allows a :.ubjective evaluation of
the coding technique, will be discussed in the following section.
a Final Report, Video Data Modulation Study, Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc.,
Sarasota, Florida, Prepared for Jet Propu/sion Labora;ory, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California, July 31, 1964.
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5.3 COMPUTER SIMULATION
The linear-approximation coding technique with a variable error, variable num-
ber of allowable errors outside the error band, and a variable truncation repre-
sents a rather difficult problem in optimization. For example, allowing an er-
ror band set of ±i, ±Z, ±3, ±4, ±5, and ±6 levels out of a possible 64 amplitude
levels, allowing 0, i, and g consecutive errors outside the error band, and trun-
cations of £x of 16 and 32, represents 36 parameter combinations per test object.
Initially itwas assumed that the system would be implemented using only a small
number of error bands, no errors outside the error band, and a single truncation.
It was believed that careful examination of the previous simulation of linear ap-
proximation would permit this; however, although it has been shown by subjective
tests that the rms error can be related to subjective pictorial quality, the results
are not absolute and a quantitative relationship has not been established. There-
fore, it was decided that upon completion of the ASI/EDITS interface, the linear-
approximation technique would be simulated, with the computer acting as an on-
coder-decoder, with the results displayed on EDITS. Figure B. 5-4 shows the
flow diagram of the linear-approximation program. To ensure proper operation
of the technique a rather complicated line of video was manually simulated and
processed on the computer for comparison purposes. Figure B. 5-5 shows the
original 252 elements in the line quantized to 6 bits and the decoded linear-ap-
proximation waveform for an error band of ±i level, no allowable errors, and
Ax truncated at 16 elements, which gave a compression of i.26:1. Figure B. 5-6
shows the original waveform and the linear-approxi_nated version with an error
band of ±Z levels. The compression for this case increases to I.94:1 and the
fidelity of this waveform is nearly the same as the ±I error band. Figure B. 5-7
shows the original waveform and the linear-approximated version with an error
band of ±4 levels which results in a compression of 3.15:1. This is nearly a
three-fold increase in compression over the ±i error band, but with a decrease
in fidelity. It might be mentiohed that the PE probability for this line was 0.14
while the average PE for the entire frame was approximately 0.5_ Therefore,
this line, in a sense, represents a worst case and the average for the entire
frame should be much higher than the particular line analyzed.
Based on the above encouraging results, and with the knowledge that a realistic
evaluation of the coding technique can be achieved only by combining the compres-
sion ratio, complexity of implementation, and subjective quality factors, whole
frames of data were processed and evaluated. Four test photographs were chosen
for analysis. The choice included (11 an exterior shot of the Gemini capsule in
simulated deep space; (2) the classical MIT girl photograph; (31 a view of three
astronauts standing beside the Apollo capsule mock-up; and (4) a close-up view
of astronaut Cooper in a space suit and helmet. Photographs (i), (3), and (4)
appear to be representative of some possible scenes that may be encountered on
a typical manned spacecraft mission. The MIT girl photograph was included for
historical and comparative purposes due to its wide usage in previous studies.
Due to the physical magnitude of the %olume of photographs involved in a com-
plete analysis, the technique was evaluated by first considering what parameter
B_44
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combinations resulted in the desired goal and selecting representative photo-
graphs satisfying these requirements. T,:erefore, the initial results of the
simulation was a set of compression versus error band, allowable errors, and
truncation value s.
Figure B. 5-8 plots compression as a function of error bands of ±i, ±Z, ±3, ±4,
±5, and ±6 levels of 0, I, andZ allowable consecutive errors outside the erlor
band, and a Ax truncation of 16. An examination of this curve reveals several
interesting points. The Gemini and l_T-girl pictures represent a practical
upper-bound on compression while the Cooper and Apollo pictures represent
a practical lower-bound. Considering the Cooper photograph, it is apparent
that the desired goal of 6:1 compression has not been achieved for pictorial
mate_lal of _.hisnature, bat rather 4:1. The interesting aspect of this approach
is that a 4:1 compression can be achieved with the following parameter combi-
nations (i) ±6-0-16; {Z) ±4-i-16; and (3) ±3-Z-16. Note that by allowing a single
consecutive error the physical size of the error band is decreased from ±6 levels
to ±4 levels, not quite a Z:1 reduction, but sufficiently close to imply that the pic-
torial quality of the ±4-i-16 picture she _id be superior to the ±6-0-16 picture.
This implicatien is supported by the PEQ analysis which showed that subjectively
there was littledifference between PEQ and PCM without PEQ. Since the single-
allowable-error criteria is the PEQ concept applied to all slopes, it is antici-
pated that r..cture ±4-I-16 should be subjectively better or equivalent to the
±6-0-16 picture. Although the error-band can be decreased to ±3 if two con-
secutive errors are allowed, it remains to be seen whether the subjective qual-
ity is equivalent to the ±6-0-16 picture. Figure B. 5P-i shows these three photo-
graphs of the Cooper picture and a 4-bit and 6-bit original for con_parison pur-
poses. Unfortunately an examination of the ±6-0-16 and the ±4-I-16 photographs
reveals that each approach has different artifacts and a clear-cut decision can-
not be made; however, when the ±3-2-16 photograph is compared to the others
there is definite degradation. Edge transitions are altered by the allowable er-
rors -,vhilea large error-band alters the f'ne-line grain structure and gradual
contours. Hence, depending upon the application, either approach could be em-
ployed. This set of photographs represent_ the lower-bound on compression for
the technique.
Consider now the practical upper-bound on compression by considering the Gem-
ini photographs. The Gemini and Cooper photographs were compressed for the
parameter combinations of±l, ±Z, ±3, ±4, ±5 and±6 levels; 0, I, and Z allow-
able errors and Ax truncations of 16 and 3Z. Figure B. 5-9 plots the compression
as a function of the error-band criteria, allowable-errors criteria, and a Ax trun-
cation of 3Z. For the Gemini photograph, it is apparent that the desired goal of
6:1 compression has been achieved for pictorial material of this nature. A 6:1
compression can be achieved with parameter combinations f ±5-0-32, ±3-I-32,
and ±Z-Z-3Z. Figure B. 5P-Z shows the three Gemini photographs and the same
comments which describe the Cooper photographs also apply here. It is apparent
that except for the minor deficiencies, the linear-approximation technique is a sub-
jectively suitable and useful d1&ital television compression technique _,hich will
_rovide compressions from 4:1 to in excess of 6:1.
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Figure lB.5P-3 shows a ±d-l-16 compressed photograph of the Apollo picture with
a compression of 4.05:!. For this particular picture the single-error criterion
degrades the edge transitions appreciably; however, the photograph represents
I.5-bits per element which is a rather substantial compression in comparison
to other techniques. At the other extreme, Figure lB.5P-d presents the MIT-.
girl photographs of ±2-0-16 and ±4-0-16 representing compressions of 4.15:1
and 5.7:i, respectively. There is essentially no difference h_tween the original
and the linear-approximated version of 2-0-16 representing a 4:i compression.
For compression approaching 6:1 the image quality is son_ewhat degraded yet
the essential features remain and are readily identifiable. Figures lB.5P-5 and
lB.5P-6 represent cornpressed photographs of various other combinations. Note
that in Figure B. 5P-5 the 6-2-32 condition represents nearly 9:1 compression,
but at a cost in fidelity.
Although these photographs represent a comparison of the original and the various
linear-approximation parameter combinations, they should also be compared
with other coding techniques. Figure B. 5P-7 compares the Cooper picture
encoded with (I)Z-bit delta modulation; (2) 2/3 Roberts; (3)3/4 Roberts; '4) the
6-bit original; (5) the d-bit original; and (6) the ±5-0-16 linear-approximation
photo giving 1.58 bits per element. Based on entropy rather than compression,
the 6-bit-per-element PCM has the highest entropy; in descending order, the
others are d-bit-per-element PCM, 3-bit-per-element Roberts, p--bit-per-
element Roberts, P-bit-per-element delta, and 1.58-bit-per-element linear
approximation. The question posed by Figure B. 5P-7 is what technique gives
the best subjective picture for the minimum entropy. It becomes apparent that
it is necessary to trade subjective quality for compression to determine the best
operating system. Immediately the 2/3 Roberts system is eliminated on poor
subjective quality. Although the 3/4 Roberts cannot be eliminated directly on
this basis by comparing the entropy of the remaining two systems, it is elimi-
nated on a compression basis. This merely leaves the Z-bit delta and the I. 58-
bit linear-approximation systems, At this point, the "softness" quality of the,
delta outweighs its implementation ease and the linear-approximation technique
is judged to be the best overall system. The softness and limited step response
of the delta system is evidenced by the complete loss of the features of the teeth.
Therefore, in general, the delta system loses the fine detail structure of the
picture, and compared to the linear approximation picture, is judged inferior.
The implementation of the linear-approximation coding technique will be discussed
in Appendix F. An encoder design at a 100-kc rate has been shown without the buf-
fer store. The physical size of the buffer store can be determined by obtaining a
histogram of the number of segments per frame. Figure B. 5-10 plots a histogram
for the ±5-0-16 Gemini picture which has a £. 7:1 compression. The distribution
shows that the maximum buffer size re_llfired is of 500 bits. The mean value of the
distribution is given by_=Z k Pk Xk = 26.58; that is, the mean number oI seg-
_'_ents per line is 27 which represents 270 bits (the maximum number of bits per
line is 500 whereas the minimumnurnber of bits is i70). Given a scene and its
compression, it is possible to minimize the size, overflow, and underflow of the
buffer.
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5.4 FORMAT DESIGN FOR THE LINEAR.APPROXIMATION DATA-COMPRES-
SION SYSTEM
5.4. 1 Introduction
The linear-approximation system utilizes digital television techniques to approxi-
mate the vid,;o waveform of each horizontal line of the scannin£ raster by a curve
made up of straight-line segments. The infor,nation required for picture repro-
duction consists of the amplitudes and raster coordinates of the intersections, or
vertices, of the line segments. In the case of transmission over an ideal data
link, the data compression achievable is determined by the characteristics of
the data source together with the established fidelity requirements. To be spe-
cific, pictures of a stipulated quality can be represented by some average nun!-
bet of vertices per television line; the average number of transmitted bits per
line is the product of the average number of vertices per line and the number of
bits required to define a vertex. Since there are no errors in transmission, the
vertex coordinates completely suffice for horizontal synchronization, and the only
nondata bits which must be transmitted consist of a short pattern, once per frame,
for vertical sy.chronization. These vertical synchronization bits are a mathe-
matically negligible fraction of the total bits. The compression achieved under
these conditions is termed gross average compression.
In any practical system application there are errors in the received data caused
hy noise in the communication channel_ and the system design must provide fir
satisfactory operat'on in spite of these errors. The requirement for operation
in the presence of errors inevitably leads to the addition of redundant bits to the
data format. The task of the format designer is to choose the form of redundancy
which leads to the highest net compression; included in this task is the design of
an optimum data-processing technique for the receiving terminal.
In general, the system can be designed to operate at higher and higher error
rates by increasing the number of redundant bits in the format, thus, increasing
the bandwidth requirements of the data link. For example, if the systenl per-
forms adequately at a bit-error rate of 10-3 and a bandwidth BI, an error cor-
recting scheme can be found for which the system has equal performance at a
I0 -z bit-error rate, at a higher bandwidth B z. Also, a communication link
which has an error rate of I0 Z at a transmitter power Pl can be imp'_oved to
a 10 -3 bit-error rate by increasing the transmitter power to PZ" The error-
correcting scheme yields an increase in net compression only if Bz/B 1 < Pz/Pl.
This is the type of tradeoff considered in designing the data format.
One of the major objectives of the format design is to achieve reliable synchro-
nization. In a well-designed system, synchronization should be maintained even
at bit-error rates which cause significant picture degradation to allow for the
possibility of receiving useful information even under conditions of marginal
performance. Methods of achieving stable synchronization, even at high bit-
error rates, l_ave been developed for conventional PCM systems and these
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methods, with some necessary modifications, a_e the basis for the linear-ap-
proximation.system synchronizing scheme. Paragraph 5.4.3 describes several
innportant aspects of conventional PCM synchronization, and the problems in-
volved in synchronizing linear-approximation data. Before designing the syn-
chronization system, it is necessary to establish the form of the transmitted _
data words; this is the subject of the following section.
5.4.2 Data Coding
The linear-approximation evaluation program is being carried out on video data
generated by a 256-1ine television raster with 256-elements _ r line; the in-
tensity of each element is encoded to six bits. With the present system config-
uration, the maximum line-segment length is 16 elements.
There are two obvious ways of coding the transmitted data: the first method is
to transmit 14-bit words where six bits give the vertex amplitude and eight bits
represent the horizontal position of the vertex; the second method uses 10-bit
words, six bits for amplitude and four bits representing the number of elements
between vertices. For the case of errorless transmission, the secoqdmethod
is obviously superior since it requires a smaller bandwidth and, hence, yields
the higher net compression. At significant error rates, however, the picture
fidelity would be much worse with the second method because horizontal posi-
tion errors are accumulative; thus, the choice of coder would depend on the bit-
error probability of the system.
Another possibility is to use an error-correcting code to transmit the ten data
bits representing the amplitudes and distance between vertices. One of the
shortest available codes for this purpose is the Hamming (14, 10) code; the
code words are 14 bits in length, having ten data bits and four check bits.
This code corrects all single errors in transmission.
Figure B. 5-11 shows a comparison of the three possible coding techniques.
The average number of television lines having one or more errors (either ver-
tex amplitude or position) was chosen as the criterion of picture fidelity. To
compare the three coding schemes we calculate the net compression achieved
for the case of one line per frame having an error; for this case, the fact that
the 10-bit code method accumulates position errors has littlesignificance. As
discussed in the introduction, net compression is calculated in terms of equiva-
lent saving in transmitter power; the power requirements for a typical system
are given in Figu_'e B. 5-1Z.
Table B-Z gives a direct comparison of system performance with each of three
data codes, expressed in terms of power saving relative to the 14-bit code with-
out error correcting. The values in column two were _cad directly from Figure
B. 5-11 and the values in the third column were derived from Figure B. 5-1Z by
reading the signal-to-noise value s corresponding to the bit-e rrot probabilities
in column two. The bandwidth equivalent power saving for the 10-bit code was
calculated by taking I0 log 14/i0.
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TABLE B-2
COMPARISON OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Bit Error Bandwidth Net Power
Probability Power Saving Equivalent Savings i;<
for only 1 Relative to Power Savings Relative to
line frame 14-Bit Code Relative to 14-Bit Code
Data Code with an error (db) 14-Bit Code (db) (db)
14 bit i.6 x 10 -5 0.0 0.0 0.0
i0 bit 2.3 x 10 -5 +0.2 +I. 46 +i. 66
Hamming i. 5 x 10 -3 +2.5 0.0 +Z. 5
(14, i0)
!
TABLE B-3
SEARCH-MODE CALCULATIONS
e loc(e) lod(e) Pfm(e) lot(e)
-12 -i0
0 0.68 1.8 x I0 5.4x i0 0.68
-ii -8
1 0.95 7.3 x I0 2. Z x i0 0.95
2 0.994 i.4 x I0-9 4.2 x I0"7 0.994
3 0.9995 I.8 x 10-8 5.4 x 10 -6 0.9995
4 0.99996 1.7 x 10-7 5. I x 10 -5 0.99991
-6 -4
5 0.999997 i.2 x i0 3.6 x i0 0.9996
TAB bE B-4
LOCK-MODE CALCULATIONS
e Pc (e) lod(e) lofm (e) l°t(e)
i0 -II0 0.68 I.8 x i0 "Iz 3.6 x 0.68
1 0.95 7.3 x 10"II 1.5 x 10 -9 0.95
2 0.994 I.4 x I0"9 2.8 x 10-8 0. 994
3 0. 9995 I.8 x 10 -8 3.6 x 10 -7 0. 995
-7 -6
4 0.99996 I.7 x I0 3.4 x I0 0. 99994
5 0.999997 I.Z x I0"6 Z.4 x 10-5 0. 99997
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As shown by the last column of the table, the highest net compression is achieved
by using the Hamming, (14, i0) error-correcting code. This coding technique
optimizes the system for applications where minimum transmitter power is the
governing criterion. If, howevur, minimum bandwidth is the determining factor
in the system design, then the ]O-bit code should be selected.
5.4.3 PCM Synchronization Techniques
Conventional PCM Systems
Frame-Synchronization Technique. The basic synchronization technique is to
insert, usually at the beginning of each commutation sequence (data frame), an
n-bit binary word which identifies the location of the first bit of the data frame.
Synchronization at the receiver is achieved by employing correlation techniques
to recognize the frame synchronizer word; the usual implementation is a shift-
register recognizer. Each group ofn data bits is compared to the synchroniza-
tion pattern and a synchronization signal is generated for each comparison which
results in a correlation above a prescribed threshold.
The synchronization process usually involves three distinct modes of operation
which can be described as follows:
Search Mode. In this mode, the correlator is set to tolerate
relatively few errors. Operation in this mode terminates with
generation of the first frame-synchronization signal. Because
of the high correlation threshold, there is a high probability
that this initial synchronization signal is a true one. The prob-
abilities of true synchronization and false synchronization are
functions of synchronization pattern length only.
Check Mode. The purpose of this mode is to increase the con-
fidence that true synchronization has been detected. The proce-
dure is to count bit-synchronization pulses and establish an aper-
ture at the correlator exactly one frame length after the first
frame synchronization signal. The correlation threshold is low-
ered in thi_ mode to achieve a high probability of recognizing the
true synchronization pattern. If the result of the check is nega-
tive, the system reverts to the search mode. After one or more
positive checks, the exact number depending on the system tea
quirements, the lock mode is initiated.
Lock Mode. This mode utilizes the aperture at the correlator,
as in the check mode, but the criteria for returning to the search
or check mode vary from system to system, depending on re-
quirements and design philosophy. In general, selection of the
lock-mode parameters is aimed at minimizing the percentage of
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data lost due to being out of synchronization. The system usually
includes a means of measuring the bit-error rate; knowledge of
the error rate is then used to optimize the crit6ria for returning
to the search or check mode.
Subsystem Design Equations--Search Mode. The synchronization subsystem
design is based entirely on various probabilities which must be optimized in ac-
cordance with the system requirements. A number of papers exist which give
the derivations of equations for calculating the required probabilities. Most of
the symbols and equations in the following analysis are taken from Magnin. (a)
The probability that the correlator recognizes the transmitted synchronization
pattern when the received pattern is in the shift-register recognizer, is a func-
tion of the bit-error rate, the pattern length and the number of errors allowed
in the correlation. Elementary comblnatorial analysis leads to the following
equation for the probability that the transmitted code arrives in the correlator
with e or fewer errors:
e
Pc(e ) = _ (q)i (i - q)n -i C.n; (I)
i=0 i
where, q - independent bit-error rate,
n --number of bits in synchronization pattern,
e = number of errors allowed in the correlator, and
n
C i = the binomial coefficient symbol.
The probability that the correlator recognizes a random group of n data bits as
the synchronization pattern is
e
n
Pd(e) = (i/2) n _ C i . (Z)
. i=0
1
If the analysis is made for the worst case, when the correlator begins its search
just after a synchronization code pattern, the probability Pfm that a false syn-
chronization be detected in one frame can easily be calculated.
/
Pfm = 1 - [I - Pd(e)]m'l ; (3)
(a)Magnin, J. P., DiEital Synchronization of PCM Telemeters, Electro-Mechan-
ical Research, Incorporated, Sarasota, Florida.
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where m equals the number of bits in the frame, including the synchronization
pattern.
This equation assumes a synchronization pattern having autocorrelation proper--
ties equal to, -or better than, a random group of n data bits for all degrees Of
partial overlap in the correlator. In other words,
Px(e) < Pd(e), 0 < x < n ;
where, x equals degree of overlap in the correlator.
Willard a shows that patterns meeting this criterion exist for all n > 2 with
q > 0. i. Thus, Equation 3 is valid at least over the range of parameters to
be considered in this study.
The probability Pt that the true synchronization pattern is recognized in the first
search frame is,
Pt : (1 - Pfm) Pc (e) . (4)
The probability Pn that no synchronization signal is generated in the first search
frame is
Pn = (I - Pfm ) (I - Pc ) . (5)
The accumulated probabilities of false synchronization, Pfk' true synchroniza-
tion Ptk, and no synchronization, Pnk, after K frames in the search mode are:
P (i - P K_
P£k = fm n , (6)
1 - Pn
Pt (I - Pn K)
Ptk = , and (7)
1 - Pn
K
Pnk = Pn " (8)
; Subsystem Design Equations--Check Mode. In the check mode, the apriori knowl-
edge of the number of bits in the frame is used to determine whether the pattern
'. detected in search was actually the transmitted synchronization word or a suit-
i able arrangement of random data bits. The object of check-mode analysis is to
determine the optimum number of checks and the number of errors to be tolerated
in the correlator to meet the system requirements at a given bit-error rate. A
I
'aWillard, Merwin W., Technical Report on Optimum Code Patterns for PCM
SYnchronization, Dynatronicsp Inc., Orlando, Florida, 3 October 1950, rev.
15 July 1961.
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the location of the synchronization word within the data frame cannot be estab-
lished by counting bits or words at the receiving terminal. The synchronization
scheme designed for use with the linear-approximation system uses a conven-
tional search mode and a modified lock mode with no intermediate check mode.
Extremely stable synchronization performance is maintained with a bit-error
probability of 10-2 . Details of the synchronization system are presented in
paragraph 5.4.4.
5.4.4 Linear-Approximation Data Synchronization
Horizontal Synchronization
Search Mode. Horizontal synchronization is achieved by inserting a 42-bit syn-
chronization code pattern at the end of each television line. The operation of
the search mode is exactly as described in paragraph 5o4.3. Table B-3 de-
scribes the search-mode performance of the synchronization system for a bit-
error probability of 10-2 . This high error rate was chosen since _t is desir-
able to have good synchronization even under conditions of marginal picture fi-
delity. The search mode calculations were made on the assumption of 294 bits
per television line;this number of bits corresponds to 18 line segments using
the Hamming, (14, 10) code plus 42 synchronization-code bits.
The last column of Table B-3 shows that the probability of achieving synchro-
nization during the first received line is maximized at 0.99991 with the correla-
tor set to allow four errors; this correlator setting is, therefore, optimum for
search-mode ope ration.
Lock Mode. As soon as the first synchronization signal is generated in the search
mode, the system switches to lock-mode operation. In the lock mode advantage
is taken of the following two facts, which were not applicable in the search mode:
1. Having achieved horizontal synchronization in the search mode
it is possible to separate the data into words and to calculate
the horizontal position of each transmitted vertex.
Z. Since the maximum segment length is 16 elements, there
must be at least 17 data words per frame.
Because of the above facts, one need not look at every combination of 4Z consecu-
tive bits, as was necessary in the search mode, but only at those combinations
which s_art at the beginning of a word; also, one can eliminate the first 17 words
of each line from the search for a synchronization pattern. This mode of opera-
tion greatly lowers the probability of false synchronization and, therefore._ raises
the probability of true synchronization detection.
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rable B-4 shows the lock-mode parameters, using the same symbols as for
the search mode. Although the expected number of words per line is approxi-
mately 18, the probabilities in Table B-3 were calculated on a worst-case
basis by assuming 36 words per line. For this case,
[ ]20= I - 1 - Pd (e)
The last column of Table B-4 shows that optimum lock-mode perforr,_tanceis
achieved with the correlator set to allow five errors. With this setting, the prob-
ability of true synchronization on each line is 0. 99997, or synchronization will
be missed approximately once in 130 frames.
Horizontal position is monitored to detect an out-of-synchronization condition.
Since the position calculation can never exceed the number Z56, unless decoding
errors are made, the system reverts to the search mode if this number exceeds
a preset limit.
Vertical Synchronization
The vertical synchronization scheme is similar to that used for horizontal syn-
chronization; the pattern length is the same, namely 4Z bits. Thc vertical search
mode begins only after horizontal synchronization is achieved. All 42-bit com-
binations do not have to be examined but only those occurring at the end of each
horizontal line. Since there are Z56 lines and Z94 bits per line, the vertical
search-mode probabilities are almost exactly the same as the horizontal search-
mode probabilitie s.
in the lock mode, the vertical synchronization performance can be made even bet-
ter than the horizontal synchronization performance because an effective lock-
mode aperture can be established by counting lines.
5.5 LINEAR-APPROXIMATION STUDY CONCLUSIONS
This study has demonstrated that linear approximation satisfies the requirements
for a 6:1 gross average compression on Gemini-type pictorial material and a 4:1
compression on Cooper-type pictorial material. Several trade-offs must be con-
sidered when designing a linear-approximation system for a particular mission.
It is possible to increase the compression on Gemini-type material by increasing
Ax to 3Z; however, this increases the size, weight, and power of the system while
simultaneously decreasing the compre s sion for Coops r-type (fine-detail) material.
Also, a trade-off exists between the error-band size and the number of allowable
errors. Given a fixed desired compression of 6: 1, it is possible to achieve this
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with an error-band of ±K with no errors or with an error-band of ±(K-k) for k > 0
with a single consecutive error outside the error-band. The single error degrades
some of the edge transitions while the larger error-band and no errors outside the
error-band destroys fine detail. Therefore, depending upon the mission, each tech-
nique has its subjective advantages and disadvantages.
The data format has several interesting trade-offs. It is possible to minimize
either the bandwidth or power depending upon the need. It is possible to specify
(1) the amplitude and absolute location of the end points of the slopes; (Z) the
amplitude and Ax distance between end points; or (3) the amplitude, Ax distance,
and redundant bits for error-correction of the amplitude and Ax bits. The
analysis revealed that the amplitude and Ax method has an equivalent power f_r
bandwidth savings of 1.46 db over either of the other _echniques. However, the
(14, 10) code has a net power saving of 2.5 db over the amplitude and actual
location of x approach, and it has a 0.84 db saving over the amplitude and Ax
approach, However, both the 14-bit and 10-bit per _gment approaches re-
quire a bit error probability of approximately 10 -5 for one line per frame in
error, while the (14, 10) code requires a bit error probability of approximately
10-3 for the same condition. Therefore_ the (14, 10) code is recommended.
This results in a decrease in _;ross average compression of 1.4:1; that is,
given a gross average compression of 8.4:1, the net average compression a is
6:1, or given a gross average compression of 6:1, the net average compression
is 4.3: 1.
The synchronization problem o[ the linear-approximation technique poses no
serious difficulties and for th, ':, 10) code and for one lim._ _c'r frame in er-
ror, the required bit error probability is 1.5 x 10 "3. Usin_ a 4Z-bit synchro-
nization word, the probability c f obtaining synchronization .,_ the first line
is 0.99991.
a uncomure ssed b_ts .
Net compression = compressed bits + error-correcting bits
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SECTION 1
THE BITS-PER-CYCLE PROBLEM
I. I BASEBAND WIDTH RELATED TO SIGNALING INTERVAL
The baseband (video) occupancy of a digital signaling system is determined
primarily by the signaling interval T, illustratedin Figure C. I-I. To a
secondary extent, occupancy is determined by the waveshape within T.
Let the signal sent be s(t). Let the energy E during T be defined by
T
__T
2
If,during T, s(t)is allowed tohs p amaximum, A, then Equation 1 is clear-
ly maximized by choosing a waveforrn,
s(t)= A (z)
for the duration T. This makes
E = A2T. (3)
A conceivable signal would be the sequence... 0, 0, 0, A, 0, 0, 0..., where
the elements of the sequence each exist for time T. Since there is only one
pulse of A amplitude and T width, a Fourier integral transform defined by the
pair
co -j_t
F(f) = f(t)e dt, and (4)
CO
co
f(t)= Flf) e df (5)
Co
(where _ = 21rf),mawr be used to study the spectrum occupancy.
C-I
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The well known result for a single, o_'igin-centered, rectangular pulse of area
AT and width T is
\,z, j (6)
F(f) = Ae dt = AT ,
T
. 2
which has zeros at n/T, n = I, 2, 3... co as illustratedin Figure C. i-2.
From Figure C. i-2, itcan be seen that the half-power points are at about
±0.45/T. This could be t_ken to be the "bandwidth occupancy" definition. How-
ever, another bandwidth occupancy definitionleads to an easily remembered
and reasonable result. Equation 7 converts the amplitude spectruln of Equa-
tion 6 to the energy density spectrum given by Equation 8.
E(f) = IF(f)l2 . (7)
L( ÔJ"
Integration of Equation 8 from -co to + oo gives the totalE in the pulse.
___AZT 2 IS'm_2'_]2(_._ A2T, (9)
E = . _ dr=[-)]
where _ = 2_f.
If E weze generated by a uniform-energy-spectral-density source with an
enerNy spectral density A 2 T 2 equal to the peak energy spectral density of
Equ,_tion 8, then that source would necessarily occupy a total bandwidth of
1/T with energy uniformly distributed from f = -1/ZT to f =+I/ZT. Thus,
the energy rectangular equivalent (ERE) bandwidth of pulse AT is 1/T inde-
pendent of A.
Consider the baseband with frequencies from 0 to co; then, the Iower-sideband
(negative frequencies) amplitude spectral components add coherently to double
C-2
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the upper-sideband energy spectral components. The single-sided energy
spectral density has an ERE bandwidth of one-half that of the double-sided
energy spectral density. Thus, baseband occupancy in cycles per second is
one-half the signaling rate for rectangular pulses. That is, the ERE base-
band width is I/ZT, where I/T is the signaling rate.
i.Z RF BANDWIDTH RELATED TO BASEBAND WIDTH
i.Z. 1 Double Sideband
Let pulse AT of Equation Z be applied to a unit cosinusoidal carrier cos 2_f tc
of carrier frequency f . This yiel_.q a transmitted signalc
v(t)= s(t)cos z_f t, (10)c
which may be further expressed as
-j Z_fct
s(t) ej2;fct s(t) e " (Ii)
v(t)= Z + Z
ejZ=fct
In the Fourier integral transform, e is a shifting operator with respect
to the frequency domain. That._f _f F(f) is the Fourier transform of f(t), then
the Fourier transform of f(t)e J& c_ is F(f _=ifc).
From Equation 6, one has the Fourier transform of the pulse AT. Converting
Equation 6 by
: Z_f (12)
yields
F(f) = AT sin(_fT)(_fT) " (13)
Combining this result for the spectrum of s(t)with Equation ii for v(t) yields
the spectrum
AT Sin_(f - fc) T AT Sin _(f + fc) t
V(f) = _ _(f - fc)T + "-_ _(f + fc)t (14)
sketched (not to scale) in Figure C. i-3.
From paragraph i. I, it can be seen that the ERE bandwidth of F(f) is I/T, the
signaling rate• Since V(f) is clearly made up of F(f) shifted by f , it canc
likewise be concluded that the ERE bandwidth of V(f) for those 0 < f <oo also
equals the signaling rate.
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LFIGURE C. I-3
TRANSLATION OF BASEBAND SPECTRUM TO CARRIER BAND
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i.2.2 Single Sideband
The conclusion of paragraph I. 1 showed that the baseband (0<g <co) ERE band-
width of the signal pulse AT is one-half the signaling rate. At the conclusion
of paragraph I.2. i, itwas seen that the ERE bandwidth of the double-side-
band transmitted signal is equal to the signaling rate. Thus, there is an unavoid- "
able 2X bandwidth expansion between baseband and carrier band. Transmitting
both sidebands does offer the advantage of allowing, in principal, distortion-
free recovery of s(t)by means of a simple, noncoherent-detector receiver.
A possible way of recovering the 2X bandwidth expansion factor would be to
transmit single sideband, i.e., filterout the (redundant) sideband of frequencies
less than fc' However, in this case noncoherent (envelope) detection introduce_
unwanted signal distortions, particularly for signals made up of pulse and step
functions. The area of single-sideband pulse distortion is complex and, in
detail, beyond the scope of this part of the study. Nevertheless, a short quali-
tativediscussion with liberal reference to the literature is appropriate
because single-sideband tr-nsmission is not the recommended way to recover the
the ZX bandwidth expansion factor within the context of this study; although it is
the way actually used in commercial television to "almost" recover the ZX band-
width expansion.
Around the late 1930_s and early 1940' s, leading electrical engineers such as
Goldman a Nyquist -, and Kell- considered the problem of television picture
detaildistortion when the video signal was transmitted by double, vestigial,
and single sideband. Nyquist and Pfleger' s paper is the most readable and a
brief illustrationof their findings by means of quoted text and drawings follow.
"Distortion to be considered in single-sideband transmission as
compared with double-sideband transmission arises in three ways.
1. A slowly varying in-phase component may be present
due principally to the inaccurate location of the carrier
frequency with respect to the edge of the filter character-
istic.
aGoldman, S., "Television Detail and Selective-Sideband Transmission, " PROC.
IR____E,November i939, p. 7Z5.
bH. Nyquist and K. W. Pfleger; "Effect of the Quadrature Component in Single
Sideband Transmission," Bell System Technical Journal, January 1940, p.
63.
CKell, R. P. and Fredandel, G. L.,"Selective Sideband Transmission in Tele-
vision" RCA Review, April 1940, p. 425.
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2. The edge of the filtercharacteristic where the carrier is
located may be so designed that there is a net distortion
due to failure of the vestigial sideband to be accurately
complementary to the principal sideband.
3. A quadrature component is present which results in con-
siderable distortion of the envelope c_ the received wave
under ordinary conditions.
"In-phase component" means a component whose carrier is in phase with the
steady-state carrier; "quadrature component" means a component whose car-
rier is in quadrature with the steady-state carrier. "
Nyquist' s paper is principally concerned with the third of these effects, name-
ly, the quadrature component.
a
"Figure C. I-4 indicates the magnitude of the transfer admit-
tance characteristic which will be assumed. The characteris-
tic is made up of two half-cycles of a sine wave separated by
a horizontal portion. The phase shiftversus frequency char-
acteristic is a straight line. In order to simplify subsequent
sketches this constant delay has been put equal to zero. To
take account of any constant delay itis sufficientto displace the
computed curve by an amount equal to the delay. The char-
acteristic of Figure C. I-4 may be separated into two components
as indicated in Figure C. 1-5 where the top one gives rise to the
in-phase component and the bottom one to the quadrature com-
ponent. F c is the carrier frequency for single-sideband com-
putations, and itis assumed that F c is great in comparison
with the bandwidth .... Figure C. i-6 shows the equivalent
low-pass characteristics. Curve g_ gives rise to the in-phaseu
component and curve b0 to the quadrature component. Figure
C. i-7 shows the low-pass characteristic which is equivalent to
the original characteristic for double-sideband computations
with the carrier located in the middle.
"Figure C. I-8 gives the computed envelope for a single transi-
tion when this transducer is used on a single-sideband basis.
The figure shows the rectangular sent wave, the envelope of
the in-phase component, the envelope of the quadrature com-
ponent, and the envelope of the resultant wave .... Figures
C. i-9 and C. i-i0 show the single sideband envelopes for a
unit dot and a unit space, respectively. C. I-II shows two
dots in succession."
aFigure numbers in the quote are changed for sequence consistency in this
report.
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F]CURE C.I-6
EQUIVALENT LOW-PASS FILTER CHARACTERISTIC.
(USED IN COMPUTING ENVELOPES OF RECEIVED S]'.GNALS
FOR SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION )
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FIGURE C. I-7
EQUIVALENT LOW-PASS FILTER CHARACTERISTIC.
(USED IN COMPUTING ENVELOPES OF RECEIVED SIGNALS
WITH MID-BAND CARRIER. )
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Itis evident from the numerous examples that ifa threshold in the receiver
were placed at a level 1/2 of the maximum pulse height, the threshold transi-
tion of the in-phase component would, within a constant delay, accurately locate
the leading edge of an isolated pulse. For the double pulse case .... 0, 0, 0, I,
0, l, 0, 0, 0.... the leading edge of both pulses is accurately located by the in-
phase component. But when the quadrature component is added to the in-phase
component, the leading edges of the pulses are shifted, or biased, in the time
domain, the amount of bias being dependent on past signal history. Itappears
that bit synchronization would be hard to achieve--the apparent bit location be-
._ing an averaged function of signal history.
If the signal f(t)is translated to the carrier band by f(t)cos 2_rfctand then pass-
ed through a selective sideband filterof the form in Figure C. I-4, itcan still
be recovered in a distortionless form if (1) itis retranslated to baseband by
coherent detection (i.e., multiplications by cos 2_rfct),(2)the carrier is center-
ed on the slope of the characteristic, and (3) ifthe characteristic is complemen-
tary (i.e., ifthe lower vestigial sideband components are one minus their equi-
valent upper sideband components in magnitude). The characteristic of Figure
C. I-4, when translated to zero frequency, folds about that point with the lower
sideband portion fillingin the low frequency depression in the upper sideband.
However, coherent distortionless reception is not without such practical diffi-
culties as carrier recovery, carrier and selective-sideband relative stability,
generation of the selective-sideband relative stability,generation of the selec-
tive-sideband signal in the spacecraft, and the assurance of complementarism
in the vestigial sideband. A vestigial sideband is needed to recover the carrier,
and this in itselfprevents attainment of the full2X bandwidth recovery theoreti-
cally associated with time-single-sideband operation. Ifcoherent detection is
required for distortionless selective sideband transmission, one may as well
use another method (also using coherent detection) which enables a true 2X band-
width recovery over double-sideband transmission. This method is called
double-sideband orthogonal carrier transmission.
i.2.3 Double-Sideband Orthogonal Carriers
Consider two message signals, f(t)and g(t). Place f(t)on a cosine carrier,
f(t)cos 2 _ fct and g(t)on a sine carrier, g(t)sin 27rfct. Now, add the two sig-
na!s to form a transmitted signal
re(t)= f(t)cos 2_fct + g(t)sin 27rft. (15)C
Now recover f(t)and g(t)by passing re(t)through two product demodulators, one
utilizingcos 2_rfctas a local oscillator signal and the other utilizingsin 2_rfct.
The denoodulator output for the cosine channel will be
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m (t) = f(t)(cos 2?rfct) (cos 27rfct)+ g(t) (sin 27rfct) (cos 2_fct) . (16)C
which reduces to
f(t) 4_f t + cos (0) + in 4_f t + sin (0 . (17)m (t)=- cos
c Z c Z c
Passing m (t)through a filterwhich takes out the 2f component leaves a
C . C
cosine-channel-detected signal glven by
f(t) (is)
Mcd (t) - Z "
In a like manner, the sine-channel-detected signal is given by
g(t) (19)Msd(t) = 2 '
If the signals f(t) and g(t) each have a signaling rate R/2 and a baseband ERE
bandwidth R/4, the total signaling rate is R and the total baseband width is
R/2. Now, each signal f(t) and g(t) has a double-sideband ERE bandwidth
equal to R/2 and both f(t) and g(t) can be fitted into the same ERE bandwidth
occupancy R/2. Thus, byusing both phase-orthogonal carriers, one can fit
a signaling rate of R into an ERE double-sideband bandwidth of R/2. This
means a bandwidth occupancy at carrier band (rf) of 1/Z cps per signaling
interval per second. The cost for this performance is the relative complexity
of having a data splitter, two parallel channels in the transmitter, and two
parallel coherent detector channels in the receiver followed by logic and a
data combiner.
i.3 INFORMATION RATE RELATED TO SIGNALING INTERVAL
I.3. 1 Bits per Signaling Interval
If the signal is allowed to take on N states during a signaling interval T, then
the bits per signaling interval B is given by
B = logzN. (20)
Since the transmitted signal is given by Equation 15, the system states dur-
ing the signaling interval T can be specified by the allowable states of f(t)and
g(t). Further assume that f(t)and g(t)remain constant at f and g, respective-
ly, during a signaling interval. Iff can take on Nf states and g can take on
Ng states, then (since f and g are noninterfering) there are Nf Ng possible
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signaling states during a signaling interval T. Under these conditions, the num-
ber of bits per signaling interval is given by
B = log2 (Nf N _ = log2 Nf + log2 Ng, (21)g"
indicating the presence of two separate information channels. For the special
case of
N = Nf, (22)g
Equation 21 becomes
B = 2 log2 (Nf). (23)
For N¢ equal to 4 states, a plot of combined signal states is given in Fig-
ure C_I-12.
1.3.2 Bit Error Probability Vc-_sus Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The receiver in a multistate communication system must have thresholds placed
between the signal states in order to estimate which signal state was transmitted.
In the system of Figure C. 1-12, decision levels are placed equidistant from
the system states in each channel. This makes the decision level distance D
equal to 1/3 the peak received-signal-state level in each channel. Ideally, the
received level in a system with proper AGC would fall on, and only on, a valid
system state. However, receiver noise will add to the received signal and
perturb its apparent location away from the desired signal state. Since
is the standard deviation of the received noise in a coherent channel, in
order to assure an adequately small probability of error,
D = k _-; (24)
where k must be chosen large enough (order of 3 or 4 or so) to ensure a suf-
ficiently small probability that one signal state will be perturbed over the thres-
hold into the neighboring signal-state territory.
The peak received signal state in each channel, Ac, is given by
A = 3D. (25)
c
Combining Equations 24 and 25 gives
A = 3k _ • (26)c jr-
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Finally, the peak transmitted signal A occurs when both channels are simul-
taneously transmitting, so that
A = AV_ (27)
c
as seen from Figure C. 1-12. Finally, this yields
A = 3k_, (28)
which can be rewritten as
A
-= 3k. (29)o-
Note that A 2 is the peak envelope signal power received and _2 is the noise
power received so that the receiver signal-to-noise ratio is given by
(S/N)per n = AZ/qZ, (30)
where peru means peak envelope to rms noise,
Equation 30 is simply Equation 29 squared so that
(S/N)per n = 9k 2 (31)
Since k is, by definition, the number of standard deviations that the threshold
lies from the nearest signal state, one can write the probability of error, P ,e
given as
oo
Pe = _.jek p(x) dx, (32)
where p(x) is the normalized (i.e., _ = I) probability density function of the
noise involved. For large S/N the probability density function p(x) is gaussian
and Equation 32 can be derived from a function tabulated in Burington a as the
function !/2 (I +_) versus X. P i_ then given ase
for the independent variable X in Burington being k in this derivation. Typical
values of Pe versus k and (S/N)per n are as follows:
a
R. S. Burington; Handbook of Mathematical Tables and Formulas, Handbook
Publishers, Inc., Sandusky, Ohio, 1954, pp 273 through Z76.
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k (S/N) P
__ ___pern _3
-2
Z 15.6 db 4.56 x I0
-3
3 19. 1 db 2.6 x I0
-44 Zl. 6 db 0.66 x I0
Approximately 20 db is required for successful operation of two-bit-per_pic-
ture-element compression systems. This is to be compared with 30-db-peak-
envelope signal to rms noise required for average good viewing of analog TV
signals.
i.4 INFORMATION RATE RELATED TO RF BANDWIDTH
It has been noted that the baseband bandwidth occupancy is one-half the signal-
ing rate; also, for double-sideband transmission, carrier bandwidth occupancy
equals the signaling rate. The number of bits per signaling interval B depends
upon the number of signaling states available. With 16 states (4 bits) available
per signaling interval, and transmitting double sideband at one cycle per sig-
naling internal, EMR has demonstrated a method of transmitting 4 bits per cycle
of carrier band (rf) occupancy. The signal states are sufficiently close to one
another in signal space to require a peak-enveiope signal-to-noise ratio on the
order of 20 db for successful operation at usably low error probabilities.
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\SECTION Z
SURVEY OF EXISTING SYSTEMS
While the development given in Section 1 leads naturally to an orthogonal car-
rier, multisignal-state system, it is also necessary to supplement such deduc-
tive reasoning with an inductive feeling for the existing state-of-the-are To
this end Table C-1 has been prepared with comments on some _f the reviewed
papers. A bibliography of the papers is included at the end of this appendix.
To assist in obtaining an overall view, these papers have been reviewed with
the intent of plotting the bits-per-cycle performance versus signal-to-noise
ratio for the systems discussed. These plotted points may then be compared
with the basic Shannon relation
C/W = log 2 (1 +S/N) (34)
also plotted in Figure C. 2-1. Here, C = channel capacity in bits per second
and W = the bandwidth in cycles per second.
Figure C. 2-1 does not in itself constitute a "handy guide" to modulation system
selection because many factors such as terminal complexity, cost, maintain-
ability, variable-speed asynchronous opera_.=on capability, tolerance to both
parabolic and linear delay distortion, tolerance 'm an_plitude and phase changes,
phase jumps and frequency offse_ must be _valuated in addition to the C/W
versus signal-to-noise performance. Nevertheless, a system engineer will
get some feel from the figure for not only what is possible (the theoretical sys-
tems) but also what is typical (existing or experimentally measured systems).
Figure C. Z. 1 i_ plotted for the most part at a nominally acceptable probability
of error of 10 .
In most experimental cases, the best that can be achieved is only within 1 db of
theoretical. In many cases, particularly telephone-line modems, within 5
to 10 db of theoretical is an achievement because of such nongaussian disturb-
ances as impulse noise, improper bit or sample time synchronization, pulse
distortion, and intersymboi interference due to less than optimum line equaliza-
tion. Many of these nongaussian disturbances prevalent in commercial and
military- common-carrier type links can be designed out of space-ground-space
communication links, so it is not the province of this study to consider them
further. However, some systems with particularly low C/W for their operating
signal-to-noise ratio are plotted in Figure C. 2-1. These systems are those
subjected to extensive nongaussian disturbance.
To consider further both the question of operational distu:bances and the C/W
versus S/N aspects of modulation the reader is recommended to consider a book
by Bennett and Davey a which became available late in this study program.
aw. R. Bennett and J. R. Davey; Data Transmission, McGraw Hill, 1965.
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Chapter ii, "Comparisons of Modulation Methods, " is especially recommended
reading. Itis interesting to find that for a 4 bit-per-cycle modulation method,
the orthogonal carrier system developed above (and called quadrature AM, sup-
pressed carrier, coherent detection in Bennett and Davey) is among the highest
performers, equaling polar baseband (not a carrier system) and vestigial side-
band, suppressed carrier in terms of C/W versus S/N performance. Bennett
and Davey' s figure for maximum steady-state signal power S/N is Z0.8 db for
a P_ of l0"4. This is to be compared with a figure of 21.6 db for a Pe of 0.66
x I0"4 which, based on a k = 4, was computed from the simple derivation in
paragraph i.3.2 of this appendix.
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SECTION 3
FOUR-BITS-PER-CYCLE MODEM BLOCK DIAGRAM AND PERFORMANCE
3.1 SYSTEM
3. i.1 Transmitter
The transmitter in the system is, in effect, two parallel, bipolar, coherent, four-
level-amplitude- shift-keying, suppressed- carrier modulating systems operating
at "half rate" and ha_,ingtheir outputs linearly added and amplified for trans-
mission. For instance, in Figure C. 3-I, top half, the serial data at a 20-mega-
bit rate enters the data splitterand emerges as two 10-megabit data streams.
Each data stream is encoded on a Z-bit basis to a 4-1evel-amplitude signal
which enters a channel whose carrier is in phase quadrature with the other chan-
nel. The modulated outputs are added together at low level and sent through a
linear amplifier to the transmitter. There is a very strong requirement for ad-
der and finalamplifier linearity ifchannel crosstalk is to be avoided.
The resulting signal is transmitted at a signaling rate of 5 x 106 signaling inter-
vals per second and produces a double- sideband spectrum with firstzeros at
f ±5 IVIc.The spectrum has an ERE bandwidth occupancy of 5 Mc. Two chan-
nels of 2 bits per signaling interval each are occupying this spectrum for an
overall effect of a Z0-megabit data stream occupying a 5-Mc bandwidth. This
5-1V[cbandwidth occupancy can be further assured by placing a Z.5-Mc, low-
pass premodulation filterbetween the output of the data splitterand the product
modulator s.
3.1.2 Receiver
The receiver is, like the transmitter, a parallel device with separate coherent-
detection channels for the sine and cosine channels. Itis illustratedin the lower
part of Figure C..3-i. This demodulator is a complex receiver because all pos-
sible information is being extracted from the incoming carrier and data stream
in order to achieve maximum demodulation efficiency. Carrier phase must ob-
viously be retrieved to operate each of the phase-quadrature channels. Bit tim-
ing, or PCM signal conditioning, must be accomplished to establish sampling
and dump times for the reset integrators. In this case however the signaling
interval periods T must be recovered from a multilevel carrier signal instead
of a binary one.
The threshold units contain three thresholds at -2/3, 0, and +2/3 of peak quad-
rature channel carrier amplitude. The center threshold placement is unaffected
by transmission-link amplitude changes but the other two thresholds must be
located with respect to the current estimate of maximum channel carrier ampli-
tude. An alternative to tying the nonzero thresholds to the channel carrier
ampliturleisto have excellent AGC in the receiver ahead of the data-detection
C-17
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circuits. Each thresho d unit makes a "Z-bit" decision as to which of 4 amplitude
levels was transmitted. The decisions at a 5-Mc rate on each of the two channels
are combined with logic circuitry in the data combiner to reconstitute the original
Z0-megabit data stream in 4-bit increments.
3.Z PERFORMANCE
3.2. 1 Ideal Cas6
The ideal (i.e., no premodulation filter)performance of the system was cover-
ed in paragraph i.3.2 in which a bit error probability was derived as a function
of k directly related to signal-to-noise ratio. Although termed a "bit error"
pzobability, the derived figure P is in reality a word-error probability for ae
Z-bit (4 level)word on each channel. To estimate correctly the transmitted
system signal state, each of the two channels must independently make a cor-
rect decision. Thus the probability Pcsd of a correct state decision is given
as
Pcsd = (i - Re )2 (35)
= (1.zp +P z),
e e
which for P > i0-2 reduces to the approximate expression
e
m
Pcsd - 1 - ZPe (36)
Thus, the 4-bit word error probability, Pe4' is given by
= I - P = ZP . (37)
Pe4 csd e
For a 4-bit word in error, the expected number of bits in error is 2.5. The
probability of getting 2.5 bits in error (on an expected value basis) is ZP¢,
which reduces to a quasi bit-error probability of 0.8 Pe" By this reasonlng,
Re (calculated in naragraph I.3.2) is very close, on a conservative basis, to
the bit error pr,._bility and was so referenced.
3.Z.2 Filter=Factor Case
If a premodulation filteris employed in the transmitter to limit rf sideband
splatter, the output of the modulating channel modulators will not, in some
data sequences, attain full-rated amplitude at the sampling times. That is,
at the sampling times the received amplitude will not be as far away from the
decision thresholds as itwould have been had there been no premodulating
C-18
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filtering. The less distance there is, the greater is the possibility of a noise
perturbation into the next signal state territory. To compensate for this re-
duced noise immunity the signal-to-noise ratio must be increased.
The worst case is the transmission of a string of -l's followed by a +i. In one
signaling interval T the output signal will, for a one-pole I_C filter with low-
cutoff at _ = I/2T, rise to within 1 - e4r 0. 9565 of the total step heightpass =
of Z. Therefor_e, at the proper sample time the waveform will be at -i + Z times
(0. 9565) = +0. 9130. This point is 0. 9130 -0. 667 = 0. Z463 away from the
nearest threshold at +2/3. Now instead of fitting k_ worth of noise into i/3
the peak channel carrier level, the same kG worth of noise must now be fitted
into 0.2463 of the carrier level. The channel peak carrier level must now be
4.06 k_ instead of 3 k_, an increase of i.35 in amplitude or 2.6 db. Adding
the Z. 6-db filtez factor to the Zl. 6-db ideal signal-to-noise ratio of paragraph
i. 3. Z yields a final figure of Z4. Z-db signal-to-noise ratio for a quasi bit error
probability of 0. 528 x 10 -4 occupying 5-Mc at carrier band while transmitting
a Z0-megabit serial data stream.
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_ SECTION 1
INTRODUC TION
Color television transmission is a direct extension of monochrome television
transmission techniques, wherein three independent, colorimetric properties
of an image must be conveyed for proper reproduction of the image in full
color.
Monochrome TV systems used for normal visual image reproduction purposes
are designed to match approximately the spectral response (luminosity function)
of the human eye. Thus, a high quality monochrome system is capable of con-
veying approximately the same brightness (luminance) sensation to the TV view-
er as he would perceive by directly viewing the object (withinthe dynamic range
limits of the system).
For color-TV transmission, the hue of the colored image (the prominent spectral
characteristic--red, yellow, green, etc.) and the saturation of the image (deter-
mined by the amount of white or neutral lightin relation to the lightenergy of
tY_epredominant hue) must be transmitted in addition to the luminance informa-
tion. Collectively, hue and saturation properties are termed chrominance.
Thus, the majority of color-TV effort throughout this country and abroad has been
centered around the development and evaluation of methods for efficienttransmission
of high fidelitycolor signals (composed of luminance and chrominance information)
within the transmission channel allocations established for monochrome TV.
The color-TV study effort on this contract has proceeded in parallel with the
supporting experimental color-TV work (described in Section 3 of this appendix)
to arrive at recommendations for color-TV system approaches which will satisfy
future MSC requirements, The study effort included:
I. The study of basic colorimetry as related to color TV.
2. The review of past and present color-TV techniques.
3. The determination of probable MSC color-TV functions
and typical operating parameters.
4. The determination of ground rules for the application
of color TV to MSC missions.
5. The selection of the most promisi_ 4 system approaches
for satisfying MSC requirements.
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SECTION 2
STUDY EFFORT
2.1 BASIC COLORIIVIETRY RELATED TO COLOR TV (& Summary)
Colorimetry is defined as the science of measurement and specification of
color.
Color-TV employs the additive principle, in which a wide range of colors can
be reproduced by the proper additive mixtures of primary light sources. The
selected primaries are not unique. Any three can be used so long as no two
can be combined to match the third. Red, green, and blue primaries (quali-
tative]y speaking) are generally used, since they provide the greatest range
of reproduced colors using positive mixtures of primaries.
The measurements and specification of colors based on this three-primary
principle are called tristimulus colorimetry. Tristimulus colorimetry is based
on two premises.
I. Color is a three-dimensional property of light (hue,
saturation, and luminance)
Z. The amounts of primary light needed to match an un-
known color can be used to specify this color numerically
The International Commission on Illumination (ICI) has published standardized
primary-color mixture data on a selected set of R, G, and B primaries. These
data were obtained from an average of a large number of colorimetric measure-
ments. These measurements employ unit amounts of R, G, and B primary light
(not equal in absolute energy terms_ however, due to the eyes' response char-
acteristic) to produce a reference white or neutral at a specified luminance
level. Then, the number of R, G, and B primary units are determined to match
all narrowband spectral colors (generally obtained from a monochromator)
of equal energy across the visible spectrum. Standard R, G, B color mixture
curves are plotted from these data.
The hue and saturation of a particular color are determined by the ratio of R,
G, B primary units, while the luminance is proportional to the absolute energy
levels of the primaries multiplied by the luminosity function of the eye. For
neutral light, L R = 0.3, LC, = 0.59, L B = 0. Ii, based on the primaries used
in U.S. commercial color-Television.
The ICI also has established a standardized method of specifying the chromaticities
of all realizable colors. The standard data are derived from the R, G, B color
1966028000-195
mixture curves; however the primary 1%, G, B units have been linearily trans-
a
formed into a fictitiousset of primaries termed X, Y, and Z so that only
positive chromaticity coordinates need be used to specify all colors. (Inthe iI,
G, B system, negative values of the p:'imaries are needed to match certain
highly saturated colors. )
These x, y chromaticity coordinates (ortrichromatic coefficients)are equal to the
ratios of the primary units, independent of absolute energy levels. By plotting
these coordinates on normal axes, the chromaticities of all realizable colors can
be shown in graphical form. This graph is known as the ICI chromaticity dia-
gram, and is given in Figure D. 2-I. This diagram may be thought of as a color
map which locates each particular color in terms of its chromaticity value.
Full specification of a color requires definitionof its absolute luminance value
as well as its chromaticity. Where luminance is a function of all three primary
levels in the 1%, G, B system, only the Y primary carries luminance information
in the ICI X, Y, Z system. Thus, complete identificationof a color is achieved
by specifying the vah es of x, y, and Y.
By plottingthe location of a particular set of three primaries, the gamut of re-
producible colors is formed by the triangular area obtained by connecting these
three primaries with straight lines. Figure D. 2-I shows the triangular gamut
of colors which may be reproduced by U.S. commercial color-TV systems. Also,
the gamut of theoretically reprcducible colors obtained by mixtures of any two
primaries is seen to fallalong a line. The position on the line is determined
by the relative luminosity levels (intensities)of the primaries.
The general hues associated with the various ar as of this diagram are shown in
Figure D. Z-2. The central area is made up of colors of low saturation and zero
saturation (neutral or white). Maximum-saturation colors appear at the edges of
the diagram.
Z. Z 1%EVIEW OF PAST AND P1%ESENT COLO1%-TV TECHNIQUES
Z.Z. i Introduction
The great majority of published color-TV literature deals with the development
of various analog-color-TV techniques. From the colorimetric standpoint, these
various techniques may be grouped into two major categories, namely: two-
color systems and three-color systems. Since the ground rules of this study
(tobe given later) specify that the color fidelityof the selected system(s) must
be generally equivaler.tto commercial color-TV quality, the two-color system
aBased on Grassman' s Law which effectively states that if equivalent lights are
added to or subtracted from equivalent lights, the resultant lights a-reequiva-
lent.
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category was eliminated from serious consideration due to its restricted gamut of
reproduced color hues and saturations (see the orange-cyan line on Figure D. 2-1
for an example). Thus, the study is pri.lcipallyconcerned with three-color sys-
tems, which employ additive mixtures of red, green_ and blue primaries (quali-
tatively speaking) or linear transformations of R, G, B (intoluminance, ivl,and
"color difference" signals, R-M, B-M, and G-M for example) to reproduce a
suitably wide range of chromaticity values.
From the data processing (and transmission) standpoint, the major system cate-
gories are: simultaneous, sequential, and simultaneous/sequential (or hybrid)
types.
2.2.2 Simultaneous Systems
The simultaneous systems effectivelyemploy three (or four, in the case of the
latest colo_'cameras which use a separate luminance camera) individual sensors
to generate the luminance and chrominance data. Simultaneous transmission of
the separate signals may be most readily accomplished by: (i) space-separation,
as might be employed in a closed circuit color system in which an individual video
coaxial line is used for each signal;and (2)by a frequency-separation process.
The most basic frequency-separation method as shown in Figure D. 2-3 would
involve the use of separate carrier frequencies properly positioned to provide
transzlission spectrum space for the sidebands of each modulating video signal.
Of course, this arrangement is very wasteful ¢ transmission b_ndwidth and
has no practical potential.
Present commercial (NTSC) color TV employs a far more efficientform of
frequency separation of the luminance and chrominance signals (see Figure
D. 2-4 _. The chrominance data designated as in-phase, I, and quadrature-phase,a
(3, signals of reduced but stilladequate bandwidth modulate subcarriers which
are positioned near the upper end of the wide-band luminance signal spectrum
(as shown in Figure D. 2-5). Through careful choice of subcarrier frequency, the
chrominance signal components are frequency-interlaced with respect to the lumi-
nance signal components, which minimizes the crosstalk between these sources.
The instantaneous phase of the resultant of the subcarriers (resultant of the quad-
rature modulation process) represents the hue of the color being transmitted, and
its amplitude represents the saturation of the color. Figure D. 2-6 shows the
location of the I and Q axes on the chromaticity diagram. After decoding of the
received data (depicted in Figure D. 2-7) the common luminance and separate
chrominance signals are displayed on a tricolor kinescope.
A modified version of the NTSC color system has been under intensive develop-
ment in West Germany during recent years. Known as PAL (Phase Alternation
Line), the system employs a method of alternating the phase of the I chrominance
a Fink, D. G. (Editor), Television Engineerin_ Handbook, McGraw-Hill, N. Y.,
N. Y., 1957, pp. 9-6 through 9-I0.
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subcarrier data on a line-by-line basis to average out phase errors (towhich
the basic NTSC system is susceptible) and thereby minimize degradation in
chrominance fidelityunder certain adverse signal-transmission conditions.
The system currently is under evaluation in Europe. a
2.2.3 Sequential Systems
The sequential systems may be divided into field (or frame) sequential, line-
sequential, and dot (or element) sequential types. These systems share the com-
mon functional characteristic of achieving separation of the R, G, B, color sig-
nals by time-separation (time-multiplexing) of the data. Figure D. 2-8 depicts the
very basic time-multiplexed system block diagram.
In the case of the field-sequential system, the color-sampling process is suf-
ficientlyslow to permit use of a rotating R, G, B filterwheel in front of a single
TV sensor. At the receiving end, a similar filterwheel, synchronized with the
filterat the transmitter, is used in front of a single TV display tube to provide
sequential R, G, B image fieldswhich the eye (under proper conditions) then
combines into a fullcolor image. The CBS fieldsequential system developed
in the 1940' s and early 1950' s is representative of this method. The principal
advantage of the system is its relative simplicity, resulting from the use of a
single TV camera and a single TV display. Itsprincipal disadvantages from the
commercial broadcast standpoint are itsnoncompatibility with existing mono-
chrome TV receivers, its susceptibilityto "color fringing" resulting from ex-
cessive motion of the object during the color-sampling period, and its poor
utilizationof transmission bandwidth (thus, requiring a reduction in resolution
to stay within the FCC-allocated monochrome bandwidth).
Only brief mention will be made here of the other two sequential methods, line
and dot. The initial line-sequential system was developed by Color Television,
Inc. in the late 1940' s in competition with the CBS field sequential and RCA dot-
sequential systems. The system proved functionally unsatisfactory because of
line "jitter" and line "crawl" effects which seriously degraded image quality.
Also, it offered no significant advantage from the standpoint of simplicity, since
the line-switching speeds precluded the use of a rotating-filter wheel, single
camera, and single display approach; instead, required camera and display meth-
ods are at least equal in complexity to the simultaneous color TV method. The
dot sequential system was intensively developed by RCA (and others) during the
same time period, and from this evolved the improved simultaneous (NTSC)
method employed today in commercial practice.
2.2.4 Simultaneous/Sequential System
The most promising simultaneous/sequential or hybrid-type system is a recent
French development known as SECAM (translated as "sequence and memory") and
is shown in simplified form in Figure D. 2-9. This approach combines the simul-
taneous R, G, B signal generation/transformation and luminance data-transmission
a Electronics, 22 March 1965, pp. 97-I08.
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features of the NTSC system with a form of line-sequential chrominance signal
transmission. The principal objective of this design is to achieve many of the
desirable operational features of the iNTSC system while eliminating the undesir-
able chrominance signal phase-sensitivity characteristic. SECAiV[ endeavors
to accomplish this by transmitting the essential chrominance data (color-differ-
ence signals R-M and B-_v[)a in a line-sequential manner. Since only one chromi-
nance subcarrier signal is present at a given time, there is no necessity to em-
ploy the NTSC two-phase subcarrier modulation technique. Instead, the chromi-
nance signal is caused to frequency-modulate a single subcarrier, thus pro-
viding good immunity against signal phase-shift effects due to the nature of the
FM process.
Since SECAIV[ actually transmits less chrominance information than the NTSC
method, it might be expected that the chrominance fidelity of the reproduced
image would suffer. However, previously referenced subjective tests have
shown that the eye' s chrominance acuity is appreciably below its luminance
acuity. Where the NTSC system makes very effective use of this property along
the direction of scan (by band-limiting the chrominance data), the SECAM sys-
tem also takes advantage of the sands property in the direction normal to the
scan lines. This is accomplished by alternating on a line-to-line basis between
the transmission of the R-M and B-M signals. A one-line delay device is
used at the receiver, and--by synchronous line switching--a particular chromi-
nance signal is read out and then repeated on the next line before being updated
with new information. This effectively halves the chrominance resolution in
this normal direction; however, based on SECAM field-test results, the subjective
fidelity of the reproduced color image is essentially.equivalent to NTSC image
fidelity.
2. Z. 5 NTSC System Characteristics
Adva_
The NTSC system has two advantages:
1. The system has more than 10 years of operational ex-
perience behind it.
Z. The NTSC simultaneous color signals can be handled in
the TV studies in a manner similar to high quality mono-
chrome TV practice (switching, fades, etc. ).
Disadvantages
The disadvantages of the NTSC system are a_ follows:
l
a Since M is composed of R, G, B, the green signal component is also recover-
able at the receiver.
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i. Color distortion due to phase sensitivity of the quadrature-
modulation process.
a. "Static" phase shift--long-term shifts due to trans-
mission -path anomalies.
b. Differential phase shift--Generally caused by non-
linearities in transmission equipment.
Color subcarrier phase error should be held to _5 °. A
I0 ° error can produce a noticeable hue shift.
2. Color errors due to single..sideband distortion. This causes
colors to smear out from an edge in the direction of scan.
3. Operating complexity--Four interdependent operating controls
are required, namely, brightness, contrast, hue, and satura-
tion.
4. The phase sensitivity of the system causes magnetic tape re-
cording to be very critical. A complex, costly recorder is
required to achieve the required time base accuracy neces-
sary for maintenance of subcarrier phase precision. The
constancy of tape speed must be about an order of magnitude
better for recording of NTSC color signals than is required
for quality recording of monochrome TV signals. Color
recording requires a speed that is constant within ±0. 015g0.a
Both RCA and Ampex have suitable video recorders:
however, they cost approximately $I0, 000 more than
high quality monochrome TV recorders.
Z. 2.6 PAL System Characteristics
AdvantaGe s
Simple PAL. This system minimizes the effects of color subcarrier phase
shifts by using the eye to integrate between color errors of opposite sign which
are produced on successive scan lines. The PAL receiver in this simple ver-
sion is sirn_.lar to the NTSC receiver, except for the addition ol the electronic
switching circuitry to reverse the phase of the "I" demodulator on a line-by-
line basis.
awireless World, Vol. 69, No. 9, September 1963, pp. 421-425.
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This "eye averaging" process works well up to about 25° phase errors, at
which poinL the eye can perceive the difference in color between the two succes-
sive lines. This causes a condition known as the "venetian blind" effect, which
can be minimized by readjusting the phase of the local subcarrier (thiscontrol
corresponds to the hue control on the NTSC receiver).
Deluxe PAL. In this system, line-to-line phase errors are averaged electroni-
cally at the receiver. This is done by using aone-line delay device (similar to
the SECAM delay unit) to permit the delayed and "live" signals in successive
lines to be present simultaneously for purposes of averaging.
Here, the subjective effects which caused the eye to perceive the "venetian
blind" effect are eliminated; thus, the color errors associated with subcarrier
phase shiftsare minimized without the need for readjustment of local subcarrier
phase. Thus, there is no need for a phasing (hue) control in the deluxe PAL
system.
Common Advantages. The advantages of PAL that are common to the simple
and deluxe versions are:
i. Magnetic tape recording requirements relative to tape
speed control are less stringent than NTSC, but are be-
lieved to be well in excess of monochrome requirements.
2. The PAL signal, which is simultaneous in nature, can be
handled in the TV studies in a similar fashion to that em-
ployed with high quality monochrome TV.
!
i
i Dis advantage s!
I
L By averaging the chrominance signals associated with two successive lines, the
outputs (EI and EA) of the I and Q demodulators actually are E I cos e and E
is_he
o
cos t, where , subcarrier phase error. Thus, for a 30° phase error, the
demodulator outputs are only 87_0 of the correct output. This represents an
error in color-saturation values, since the subcarrier amplitude determines
saturation levels. Therefore, a saturation control is required on PAL receivers
' to compensate for this effect.
The PAL approach doesn' t eliminate the primary source of the phase sensitivity
problem, namely quadrature modulation of the chrominance signals, but instead
acts to minimize the chrominance errors which would otherwise result. Per-
haps this cannot be considered a real disadvantage of the system; however, it
D-8
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is believed that a more optimum approach would be one directed at removLng
the original source of the error rather than attempting to minimize its effect
once itoccurs. "
The subcarrier frequency must be shifted slightlyrelative to the NTSC standard "
to minimize an otherwise objectionable dot-crawl effect occurring on monochrome
receivers. This indicates that thc 180° phase reversal of the I subcarrier has
a detrimental effecton subcarrier signal cancellation on the TV display. The
shifted subcarrier frequency (equal to an odd multiple of one-quarter the line-
scan frequency plus 25 cps) is believed to represent a necessary but undesired
compromise operating condition for the system.
2.2.7 SECAMSystem Characteristics
Advantases
As previously stated, this system is designed to eliminate the phase-sensitivity
problems experienced with the NTSC method. This is accomplished by transmit-
ting the chrominance information in a sequential manner on a line-to-line basis.
Frequency modulation of a single subcarrier then is permissible, rather than
quadrature modulation of two subcarriers. This results in improved fidelity
of the chrominance data under transmission conditions which provide moderate-
to-high receiver input signals. As a result of this operation, neither hue nor
saturation controls are required on the SECAM receiver. This is indicative
of its operational simplicity compared with the NTSC system.
The SECAM signal can be satisfactorilyrecorded on standard quality monochrome
video tape recorders. The requirement on tape-speed constancy is in the range
of _0, 4%. a
D isadvanta _es
Since the chrominance data are frequency-modulated, the chrominance sub-
carrier amplitude does not vary wi_h changes in color saturation. Whereas
the subcarrierlevel goes to zero for a white (neutral)image with the NTSC
system, the fullsubcarrier amplitude would be transmitted in the SECAM sys-
tem (producing an undesired dot pattern on monochrome receivers) if special
provisions were not made to attenuate it. SECAM employs two methods of
reducing the effects of subcarrier interference. First, the chrominance sig- _.
nal is transmitted at only 16% of the peak amplitude of the luminance signal.
Second, the frequency-modulated chrominance signal is passed through a trans-
mitter filter with an inverted bell-shaped characteristic, the greatest attenua- %
tion being located at the center frequency of the subcarrier (neutral color con-
dition). This filter produces a corresponding reduction in the amplitude of the
a Wireless World_ Vo!. 69, No. 9, September 1963, pp. 421-425.
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transmitted subcarrier signal. At the SECAM color receiver, a complementary
filteris employed in the chrominance channel to boost the subcarrier amplitude
back to the required level.
The above techniques, although effective in reducing the subcarrier interface
level to an acceptable point for monochrome receiver operation, produce the
undesired result of lowering the signal-to-noise ratio in the chrominance chan-
nel. In moderate-to-high signal strength conditions, acceptable color fidelity
is achieved; however with fringe area reception, color fidelitycan be seriously
degraded--thus making this characteristic a major weakness ha the system.
Since chromi_&nce information is only updated on an every-other-line basis,
color detail in the vertical direction is appro_inuately one-half th&t obtained in
the NTSC system. However, as indicated previously, SECAM proponents claim
(and have demonstrated in a number of fieldtests) that the resolution of the com-
posite SECAM image (luminance plus chrominance signals) is subjectively equi-
valent to NTSC image resolution.
For signal handling within TV studios, there are indications that best per-
formance is achieved by operating with the basic R, G, B camera signals in par-
allelrather than with the composite color signal. This presumably is due to
the sequential nature of the chrominance data, which could produce some trans-
ient error effects depending upon signal switching times.
Z.3 COLOR TELEVISION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND TYPICAL OPERaTiNG
PARA/v[ETERS FOR MSC MISSIONS
2.3. 1 Discussion of System Functions
Based on a review of the literature sources available during this study, it is
EMR' s understanding that specific, d_tailed requirements for the use of color-
TV in MSC missions have not been established to date. However, by consider-
ing those applications _.;orwhich there is presently a requirement for monochrome
video transmission, EMR has selected certain of these functions as the basis
for defining probable future functional requirements of color-TV systems. The
principal criterion used in this selection process was whether the addition of the
color capability would significantly enhance the value and/or effectiveness of
the function being performed. Two general, functional, color-TV categories
evolved from this process; namely, (1) real-time dynamic monitoring and (2)
non-real-time, static monitoring.
Category 1 encompasses the important biomedical monitoring functions in which
facial and other body movements of the crewmen are remotely monitored by
medical specialists. The color-TV system used for this purpose should have
reasonable motion-rendition capability. Also, in order to maintain color-image
fidelity, the system should not be subject to serious color "fringing" and color
,,breakup" effects in the presence of object motion.
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The category 2 function encompasscs _h_ +......_4,,_ to earth of static pictorial
data in which the accurate rendering of color detailis of primary importance.
input pictorialmaterial may include color photographs, color sketches, and live
i subjects in a nondynarnic condition.
i
2. 3.2. Typical System Operating Parametersi
I
Category I functions can be pe:formed with a medium-resolution system operating
' at moderate !rame rates. Typical parameters would be:
Resolution--300 TV lines
Frame rate--10 to 15 per second
I a
Category 2 functional requirements can be satisfied by employing single-frame
recordings of higher resolution. Typical parameters would be:
J
i Resolution--500 lines
' Frame period--As dictated by transmission-bandwidth con-
siderations
2..4 GROUND RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF COLOR TELEVISION TO
MSC MISSIONS
1. The color system shall be capable of reproducing a wide
color gamut (generally" equivalent to NTSC).
2., There is no requirement for compatibility with monochrome
t broadcast TV transmission standards.
3. The system shall exhibit a high degree of operational stability
(maintenance of color fidelity) under expected signal-trans-
rnis sion conditions.
4. The system shall employ nonexotic TV sensors of the general
type in use with or under development for monochrome space
TV applications. "
5. The system shall produce color-TV signals suitable fo_:
magnetic-tape recording in the spacecraft (for delayed
readout) and for similar recording at the ground stations. ,,
i
r a
: As used herein, a frame refers to a complete color frame.I
I
!
I
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6. Performance must be evaluated relative to system
complexity, reliability,weight, size and power re-
quirements.
7. Any proposed digitalcolor-TV system must offer a
significantpotentialadvantage over possible analog
methods.
2.5 SELECTION OF PROMISING COLOR-TV APPROACHES FOR MSC APPLI-
CATIONS
2.5.1 Real-Time Monitoring Function
Most-Promising Analo_ Systems
The real-time monitoring function associated with the previously defined Category
1 system could be achieved with any o_ the t_:ree basic analog color methods.
However, since the f_mctional requirements are not unlike those for commercial
color reproduction, there should be some benefit from She results o_. that develop-
ment work in selecting the best method. With tae requi_emen_ for mininaum
color "fringing" and color "breakup" and in the hlterest of efficient utilization
of transmission bandwidth, the NTSC and PAL simultaneous system_ and the
SECAM hybrid system have been shown to have definite advantages over the field-
sequential m,_thod (for a given frame rate and given image resolution). Also,
based on the known phase-sensitivity of th_ NTSC chrominanc_ signal, the SECAM
method might prove generally superior to the NTSC method for transmission con-
ditions which may exist in the MSC mission. However, note that the basic SECAM
technique also suffers from certain previously discussed problems. Also, the
PAL approach would warrant consideration.
Most-Promising Digital System
By employing digital techniques in conj_mction with essential analog color-TV
processes, a color system concept evolves which overcomes the major operational
limitations of the basic analog system. Of the several feasible system combinations,
the digital version of the SECAM method l_oks most promising. Figure D. 2-10
is a block diagram of the proposed approach. The system is essentially analog
SECAM up to the output of the luminance and chrominance low-pass filters. At
this point, the wide-band luminance signal is digitally encoded (probably wi_h
3/4 Roberts} at an appropriate rate and the narrow-band chrominance data are
similarly encoded at a correspondingly lower rate. These s_.gnals are then com-
bined by time-multiplexing them prior to transmission. At the receiver output, the
demodulated composite color signal is fed to a demul_iplexer, which provides
separate luminance and line-sequential chrominance outputs. These digital signals
then feed individual (Roberts} decoders whose analog outputs are coupled through
1966028000-215
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SECAM-type switching and matrixing elements to the tricolor display.
Comparison of Best Digital and Analog Approaches
Digital SECAM. The principal advantages of the digital SECAM system over the
conventional SECAM and other analog color techniques are: (i) the chrominance
data are transmitted with the same stability and accuracy as the luminance data,
and (2) the composite transmitted-color-signal stability and accuracy are en-
hanced by virtue of the digital nature of the video data.
Bit-rate requirements are rather high, however. Assuming a nominal 2 Mc lum-
inance bandwidth and a chrominance bandwidth of 0.5 Mc (for 15-frame-per-
second TV with approximately 400-1ine resolution), the required bit rate for
three-bit Roberts coding of luminance and chrominance signals is:
Luminance--Z I%_cx Z samples per
cycle x 3 bits per sample =12 megabits per second
Chrominance--0.5 ik4cx 2 samples
per cycle x 3 bits per sample = 3 megabits per second
Total 15 megabits per second
Modified Analog SECAM. If the "compatibility with monochrome TV standards"
is not a requirement (and the ground rules have indicated that it is not for ex-
pected MSC missions), the door is wide open for a very significant improvement
in SECAM system operation.
The principal modification to the system would involve relocation of the center
frequency of the FM subcarrier. The major known weakness of the present
SECAM system (namely, unsatisfactory color fidelity on marginal receiver
input signal levels) can be eliminated by raising the subcarrier frequency to a
': location above the high end of the luminance channel. This improvement results
l from transmitting the frequency-modulated chrominance information at fulli
amplitude. Since there is no monochrome TV compatibility requirement, no|
I subcarrier attenuation is necessary. There is a requirement to keep the chromi-
! nance signal from interfering with the luminance signal. This can be achieved
I by spacing the subcarrier center frequency a sufficient distance above the lumi-
i nance signal spectrum to accommodate the maximum frequency deviation of the
subcarrier without objectionable interaction with the luminance-signal components.
= Use of a low-pass filter that rolls off at the top of the luminance band in the color
receiver luminance channel will assure that this interaction is held to an accept-
ably low level.
Figure D. 2-11 shows that the center frequency of the subcarrier might be raised
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to Z.75 Mc with the bandwidth parameters assumed for the digital SECAM sys-
tem, permitting a frequency deviation of ±0.5 Mc to convey the chrominance
information. Thus, the total video-bandwidth requirements would be increased
approximately 60_0 to 3.25 Mc in order to contain the Z. 0-Mc luminance signal
plus the 0.5-Mc FM chrorninance subcarrier signal.
As previously stated, the above modifications would be expected to eliminate
' the major known weakness of the SECAM system. In addition, any requirement
for additional vertical resolution could be achieved by using additional scan lines
i per TV frame (at the expense of increased bandwidth and/or reduced frame rate).
Modified PAL System. The subcarrier frequency used in PAL could be raised
above the luminance pass band to minimize crosstalk between luminance and
' chrominance signals. However, the PAL _pproach stilloperates within the con-L
i straints imposed by the basic chrominance subcarrier quadrature modulation
process. Also, magnetic-tape-recording requirements would not be lessened
. by this modification, and color desaturation effects would be encountered in the
line-to-line chrominance error averaging process.
• It is concluded therefore that the modified PAL system offers fewer advantages
I than does the modified analog SECAM system for MSC applications.
I
I
i
] Selection of the Most Promising Real-Time-Monitorin_, Color-TV System
I
I It is concluded that both the digital version and the modified analog version of
I SECAM can satisfy the expected MSC real-time mission requirements. Each of
these techniques is believed to be superior to other color-TV coding methods
considered in this study.
Although the digital SECAM system offers certain operational advantages in the
area of signal stability and accuracy, it is believed that the performance of the
modified analog SECAM system will be satisfactory for the great majority of
near-future MSC real-time color TV monitoring applications involving earth-
orbital and lunar reconnaissance missions. Since implementation of the analog
system is simpler than the digital version, the modified analog SECAM syste_u
is considered to be the best overall choice for this function.
Z. 5.2 Non-Real-Time Monitoring Function
Basic System Selection
The modified analog SECAM approach could be employed for this function as well
as for real-time monitoring. However, the field-sequential a approach is
a
Also known as frame-sequential where noninterlaced scanuing is employed,
D-14
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considered to be the best choice for very low-frame-rate or single -f:ame trans-
mission because it offers several outstanding advantages. Since it e:nploys only a
single camera plus a filter disc assembly (as contrasted with the three or four
cameras used in the simultaneous SECAM system), it is significantly simpler and
cheaper, requires less input power, and is smaller and lighter in weight.
Comparison of Digital and Analog Approaches
The choice of the optimum approach (from the above standpoint) is between the
pure analog field-sequential system and the digit&[ version of this same system.
Figure D. Z-lZ depicts this digital system, the relative simplicity of which is
evident from the block diagram.
As to the choice between the analog and the digital versions, one particular
operational feature of the digital system is believed to be of sufficient importance
in sequential color-TV transmission to warrant its selection as the best system
choice. This feature relates to the high degree of tin%e-base stability and pre-
cision obtainable in a digital-TV system. For accurate registration of the three
time-sequential, primary-color-image fields which constitute the complete color
fran_, time-base stability and precision is essential. The digital frame-sequential
system can provide the required data accuracy on an element=by=element, line-
by-line, and field-by-field basis. The feasibility of achieving comparable time-
sequential data accuracy with a pure analog system is in considerable doubt, parti-
cularly where magnetic recording of the data is employed for delayed readout pur-
poses.
Selection of Most Promisin_ Non-Real-Time Monitorin$ System
It is concluded that the digital frame-sequential color system, can best satisfy
this application. It is a relatively simple system and yet offers good perform-
ance capability in terms of precision and stability of color data transmission.
D-15
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i SECTION 3
L
DIGITAL COLOR-TV EXPERIMENTAL r_FFORT
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
The experimental color-TV work performed during this study can be divided into
five phases:
i. Modification of the EDITS system for color reproduc-
tion
2. Preliminary full-color frame-sequential recording
3. Gamma measurement and adjustment
4. Final color reproduction and fidelity assessment
5. Measurement of primary color signal statistics and
compr ession potential
3.2 MO];IFICATION OF THE EDITS SYSTEM FOR COLOR REPRODUCTION
3.2.1 Investigation of the Properties of Polacolor Film
It was decided at the outset of this study to use Polacolor film as the medium for
recording displayed color images. With a print-development time of approxi-
mately 60 seconds, this was seen to be by far the best method available for rapid
assessment of TV image quality as equipment operating parameters were varied.
Initially, however, EMR was doubtful that acceptable results could be achieved by
sequentially recording three separate primary color images on a single piece of
color film. Therefore, the minimum initial objective of the experimental phase
was to obtain single primary-color reproductions of TV display images by using
matched sets of color filters in front of the TV camera and the film camera.
Through examination of the separate primary color images produced by various
digital coding methods, it was hoped that a subjective assessment could be made
of the relative fidelities of the resulting TV images.
Based on initial single-color exposures of the Folacolor film, it became clear
early in the program that this method of image assessment was not desirable.
The major problem results from the basic nature of the subtractive color processes
used in photography (a general color-film characteristic, not limited to Polacolor).
The maximum transmission densities of three typical photographic dyes are shown
in Figure D. 3-1. Rather than having ideal, independent spectral "passbands, "
where exposure to blue light (for example) would decrease the density of the yel-
low dye and thus correspondingly increase blue light transmission, there is a
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substantial amount of "crosstalk" or overlap between the dye characteristics.
Therefore, when the developed photographic print is exposed only to blue light,
the absorption characteristics of the magenta and cyan dyes affect the blue image.
They distort the photometric values of this image, making itvery difficultto
i obtain any meaningful results from such an assessment. Similar effects exist
i' to varying degrees with exposure to other colored light. Itwas therefore deter-
' mined that this was not a desirable image-assessment method, and emphasis
..
._ was then shifted to the investigation of the sequential exposure of Polacolor film to
three primary colors to produce full-color reproductions.
"i
3.2.2 Sequential R, G, B Exposure Experiments
Kodak filtersof the WrattenType No. 29 (Red), No. 61 (Green) and No. 47B (Blue_ %
: were employed as the color-separation filtersin these tests. Through a series
i of outdoor measurements conducted on a trial-and-error basis, itws_ determined
that Polacolor film could be sequentially exposed to red-, green-, and blue-filtered
lightfrom the selected object to produce (with the proper R, G, B exposure ratio)
; a well-balanced full-color print. The exposure ratios determined from these out-
door tests were:
R to Gto B = 1 to 5 to7
3.2.3 TV-Display Color- Balance Tests
j1
The feasibilityof sequential R, G, B exposure of Polacolor having been determined
from outdoor tests, color photographs were made with the EDITS TV raster (P-4 '
phosphor) as the self-ltunincus test object. The initialobjective of these mea-
surements was to determine the proper relative R, G, B exposures to cause the
normally bluish raster to appeur as a neutral (gray) source when recorded on Pola-
color film. Figure D. 3-2(A) shows the spectral characteristics of the color filters
and the TV display. Due to the much lower speed of Polacolor compared with the
black-and-white Polaroid film normally employed (ASA 7 5 compared with ASA
3000), the maximum film camera aperture size was used for recording red, green,
and blue images; the display brightness remained fixed (ata point suitably below
excessive phosphor saturation and beam defocussing). Exposures were varied by
repeating the TV frame scan sequence a selected number of times for each primary
color,b The exposure ratios resulting from these tests were:
W
R to Gto B = 63 to 37 to 21 = 5 to Z.9 to 1.7
TV Frames
aThe chromaticity coordinates of these filters are shown in Fugure D. Z-i as
points R', G' and B'.
bA multiple-frame counter unit was designed and incorporated into EDITS to
facilitate selection of multiple-frame exposures.
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Following the above "static" display color balance measurements, tests were
performed to select the proper combination of display drive voltage (peak to
peak) and dc bias voltage (brightness setting) to dynamically record over the
full contrast range of the Polacolor film.
/'
3. Z.4 TV Camera Color Balance Tests
The choice of vidicon tube type for the color experiments actually was made
prior to the start of this contract. Since the basic monochrome EDITS system
is designed to use a slow-scan, all-electrostatic vidicon sensor, the choice was
restricted to a tube of this general type possesshlg adequate spectral response
throughout the visible spectrum (400 to 700 millimicrons) and having proper
slow-scan characteristics. Through discussions with Westinghouse, it was deter-
mined that their type WX-4915 tube should prove suitable for this prupose. Ac ±_
cordingly, two vidicons of this type were purchased (on zompany funds) and were
employed throughout the experimental color program, a Figure D. 3-2(B) shows
the spectral characteristics of the WX-4915 and the Kodak color filters, which
are identical to those used at the display. Also shown is the spectral character-
istic of the 3200 ° Kelvin incandescent lamp source used to illuminate the colored
test objects.
Camera color balance measurerr.ents were made with the camera viewing a
neutral (white) test object. Color balance was obtained by selecting the proper
values of neutral-density filters for use in series with the two '_higher gain"
colnr channels (which are red. and green, due to the relatively sm_dl amount of
blue energy avai_able from the 3200 ° Kelvin source) to produce c&mera signal
output levels equal to the lower _'n (blue) channel.
The approximate camera channel "sensitivities" wer¢ found to be::
R to Gto B -- "_to 3 to 1
3.3 PRELIMINARY FULL-COLOR FP,_.&ME-SEQUENTIA_., RECORDING
Following the above color balance tests, a series of prelg.rninaryfull-color
digital pictures were made in the frame-sequential man,_ter by means of the
color-adapted EDITS system. PCM, Roberts, and Delta coding methods were
employed in this series.
Assessment of the reproductions pointed out several problem areas in the system.
Prominent among these were (1) an appreciable increase in image contrast, com-
pared with the original test object, combined with a restricted photographic con-
trast range, (2) noticeable hue errors in reproduced colors of low saturation
aone WX-4915 failed during the course of the study; however, the second tube
performed satisfactorily for the remainder of the program.
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(pastels),and (3) a mechanical problem of accurate registration of the three
primary images sequentially recorded on Polacolor film. In the interest of
simplicity, the changing cf film camera filterswas done by physically detaching
the film-chamber section of the Polsroid camera from the lens iris and sb_tter
section and then placing the appropriate filter(3- by 3-inch size) between the
film plane and the lens assembly. This is not a problem in an operational-type
fieldor frame-sequential color system, since color-filter switching can be
achieved with a rotating, segmented filterwheel. In tke present case, the prob-
lem was minimized by repositioning the film chamber section with extreme care
after each filterchange.
Problems (1)and(2) were known to be the result of e_ther the operating characteris-
tics of EDITS, of the Polacolor recording characteristic associated with the se-
quential, multiple-frame-exposure method employed; or both sources. The fol-
lowing paragraph summarizes the tests performed in resolving these problems.
3.4 GAMMA MEASUREMENT AND ADJUSTMENT
3.4.1 General
Both the observed high image contrast and hue errors were indicativ', of gamma
distortion in the system. This was confirmed when measurements indicated a
midrange system gamma in excess of 3.0 and severe compression in the low-
light region.
In order to locate the principal sources of these distortions, a series of tests
were conduc,_ed as described below.
3.4. Z Polacolor Outdoor Tests
Color photos were made of a standard gray scale using: (1) single, unfiltered
(normal) exp_eures; (2) single, sequential R, G, B exposures; and (3)multiple,
sequential R, B, G exposures. A densitometer then was used to measure the
reflection densities of the gray scale steps on the reproduced Po!acolor prints,
and these step density values were plotted against corresponding step densitiesI
of the standard gray scale chart. From this plot, it was d_termined that Pola-
color in the normal exposure mode and in the single, sequential R, G, B ex-
posure mode has approximately a unity gamma characteristic over the major
', portion of its dynamic range. However, midrange gamma was found, to increase
• to ,1. Z when 10 repetitive exposures of each primary color were used. Also,
i there was an increased tendancy toward white saturation under this condition. It
was therefore concluded that multiple-frame ex,posure of Polacolor was partially
responsible for the high system gamma, but the J.n._jor effect appeared to be re-
lated to EDITS operating characteristics.
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3.4.3 EDITS-Equipment Transfer-Characteristic Measurements
First, photometric measuremonts were made on the TV display to determine its
transfer characteristic. These tests showed that at relatively low drive levels
(three volts into the display) an approximate square-law characteristic prevailed.
At higher drive levels (eight-volts input), the transfer characteristic more near-
ly approximated a linear function because of display saturation effects°
; Next, the vidicon camera transfer function was measured using several illumina-
tion levels. It was found that the vidicon exhibited a low-light level "cutoff" ef-
fect when operating under reduced illumination conditions. This condition was
essenti[_lly _liminated by raising the illumination to a value just below the level
which caused camera highlight saturation.
With these variables known, a series of system gamma measurements were made
with the equipment operating over the range of conditions previously considered.
Figure D. 3-3 summarizes the test results obtained. Curve No. i, resulting from
the use of low camera illumination and low display drive, essentially duplicates
the operating conditions under which the initialEDITS color photos were made.
Curve No. 2 shows a significant reduction in low-light-level saturation result-
ing from the use of optimum TV camera illumination. Curve No. 3 represents
i the most linear transfer characteristic obtained in the tests. Itwas achieved by
_ combining a high display drive condition with an optimum camera-illumination
condition. It was subsequently found that this display drive condition caused
i excessive display beam defocussing. Curve No. 4 then represents the final
compromise condition arrived at for Polacolor recording. This was achieved
with multiframe, sequential R, G, B exposure, using optimum camera illumina-
I tion and a medium level of display drive input (approximately five volts). The|
[ residual effects of highlight saturation limited the maximum contrast range
[ (approximately 15 to i), and the moderately high nlidrange gamma (approxi-
mately Z. 0) is the result of the nonoptimum characteristics of tI.6Polacolor
! film and the EDITS electronics as employed in the TV color-recordir _ mode.
Finally, Curve No. 5 represents tLe similar compromise operating conditions
employed for EDITS n_onochrome recording using Polaroid type 3000 film.
i
3.5 FINAL COLOR REPRODUCTIONS AND FIDELITY ASSESSMENT
[ 3.5. 1 Test Objects
[ a
I Two full-color magazine covers were selected as test objects for the final
r color reproduction series. These photographs include a reasonably wide range
i uf pictorial characteristics in terms of the imag_ detail and the chrominance
< values represented.
L
!
I aApollo Mockup, Aviation Week, May 7, 1962.
I Mercury Periscope, Product Engineering, August l, 1960.
I
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3. 5.2 Assessment of Series No. 1--Apollo Mock-Up _
C odin_ Conditions
Polacolor reproductions of the sequential-frame digital color TV images pro-
duced on EDITS are shown in Figure D. 3P-l. a Four digital coding conditioDns
are represented, namely, six-bit PCM, three-bit PCM, 3/4 Roberts coding
and two-bit delta modulation.
Fidelity As sessment
Six-Bit PCM. Although the primary objective of this photographic series is to
obtain a relative assessment of image fidelities of the several digital coding con-
ditions, it is interesting to compare the six-bit PCM image fidelity with the
original test object.
The most noticeable difference observed is image resolution. The optical scale
factor employed here (in order to include all object dimensions of interest) re-
sults in 240 active scan elements (and lines) coveling a 7- by 7-inch test object
area. Thus, relative to the test-object dimensions, there are approximately
34 scan elements (or lines) per inch. Since this resolution is appreciably below
normal newspaper resolution, the resolution degradation is to be expected.
Relative to overall fidelity, the reproduced chrominance values in the central
area of the six-bit photo are surprisingly close to the original, considering the
fact that the system has a gamma of approximately 2.0. However, the limited
dynamic z zcording range does introduce certain luminance and color saturation
errors. Also, edge and corner shading effects in the camera and the display
degrade image fidelity in these areas.
Random noise from the vidicon preamplifier is not seen in the six-bit or other
EDITS color photos due to the noise-averaging effects produced in the multiframe
exposure method employed.
Three-Bit PCM. Errors are noticeable both in chrominance values and luminance
values as a result of the coarseness of signal quantization. However, note that
the three..bit sequential-frame color systen% exhibits considerably less "contour-
ing" than does a three-bit monochrome TV system. The explanation for this is
that the full-color TV image is actually the composite of three individual three-
aFigure numbers containing P refer to photographs in Volume II of this report.
bThe 3/4 Roberts signal is made up of s small-amplitude, 16-1evel, pseudo-
random noise signal which is added to the analog video signal (and subsc,quently
subtracted from the video at the receiver) prior to encoding as a three-bit PCM
signal.
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bit primary color images. Since the eight possible levels of each color signal
are combined in various proportions with the othe_ signals to reproduce all
possible hues and saturations, appreciably more than eight levels will be dis-
played and recorded. Thus, contouring effects are minimized on normal, color-
ed scenes. However, in the case of aneutral-colored image reproduction,which
is made up of equal proportions of R, G, B signals, luminance gradations in the
neutral scene would exhibit contouring effects equivalent to those produced by a
digital monochrome TV system.
The 3/4 Roberts Coding. The Roberts method essentially eliminates all visual
evidence of three-bit contouring effects at the expense of a slight increase in
fine-grain noise. Except for this noise effect, the overall picture fidelity is
judged to be essentially equivalent to six-bit PCM.
Two-Bit Delta Modulation. Two principal deficiencies are noted in the delta
photograph. First, the image is noticeably "softer, " resulting from the limited
step function response of the system. Second, pronounced chrominance errors
are observed along the direction of scan (bottom to top in this photograph) on
dark-to-light transitions of high contrast. This again appears to result from
limited step-function response, but the additional effect of a variable delta re-
sponse to the three primary-color signal transitions (generally of different
amplitudes) produces the hue errors which show up as smearing following such
transitions.
3. 5.3 Assessment of Series No. 2(a)--Mercury Periscope
Coding Conditions
Figure D. 3P-2 shows the group of photographs reproduced by the same digital
coding techniques used with the Series No. 1 Apollo pictures.
Fidelity As ses sment
Six Bit PCM. The resolution on the test object in this series is equal to approxi-
mately 4Z scan element_ (or lines) per inch. Although this represents a Z5_/0
increase in linear resolution over the Apollo pictures, the reproduced image
would be expected to appear rather "soft" compared with the original test object.
Other comments made with respect to the six-bit Apollo picture fidelity gener-
ally apply here also.
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Three-Bit PCM. The fidelity assessment made on the three-bit PCM Apollo
reproduction also applies here.
The 3/4 Roberts Coding. The fidelity assessment made on the 3/4 Roberts
Apollo reproduction also applies here.
Two-Bit Delta Modulation. The fidelity assessment made on the two-bit delta
Apollo reproduction also applies here.
3.5.4 Assessment of Series No. 2(b)--Mercury Periscope
Coding Conditions and Equalization of Bit Densities
Two coding conditions are shown in Figure D. 3P-3, namely, four-bit PCM and
two-bit delta. Note that the two-bit delta picture is taken with increased magni-
ficatio_lrelative to the four-bit picture.
this magnification difference avas produced to provide a direct comparison of T
; PCM and delta image fidelities when an equal number of digital data bits are
" employed to encode equal-size areas of the test object. To make the two-bit
i delta "bit density" equivalent of that of the four-bit PCM, it was necessary to
reduce the viewed area of the delta-coded area by 50%. This was acco_iplished
by viewing and coding only 70% of the linear dimension of the test object coded
with four-bit PCM.
,,
Fidelity As s e s sment
With equal bit densities, the four-bit PCM photograph is noticeably sharper than
the two-bit delta picture. This difference is not due to the difference in reproducedr
image sizes, but is the result of the limited step-function response of the delta
: system. In addition, the four-bit PCM picture does not exhibit the objectionable
i streaking effects following dark-to-light transitions which are seen on the delta
reproduction (scanning is still from bottom to top in this series).
Comparing the 3/4 Roberts picture from Series 2(a) with the enlarged delta pic-
i ture, it is concluded that 3/4 Roberts fidelity is subjectively superior to delta.
| In this case, the bit density of the Roberts picture is 25% lower than the bit den-
. sity of the enlarged delta picture.
D-Z3
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3.6 MEASUREMENT OF PRIMARY COLOR SIGNAL STATISTICS AND COM-
PRESSION POTENTIAL
3.6. 1 Measurement Conditions
The EDITS statistics-taking capability was utilized to obtain previous-element
(PE) statistics on frames of red, green, and blue video data derived from the
two test objects used in the previous photographic series.
The statistics measurements were performed on video signals produced by four
digital coding system variations; namely, six-bit PCM, four-bit PCM, three-
bit PCM, and 3/4 Roberts. Data were taken at video signal-to-noise ratios of 40
db, 30 db, and Z0 db.
3.6.2 Summary of Statistical Measurements
Tables D-I and D-2 show the measured PE counts per frame and the com-
puted PE ratios (PE measured count/Number of elements per frame) for the
various conditions described above.
Examination of these data reveals that in the majority of cases, the PE statis-
tics are approximately equal for all primary color signals at a given video S/N
ratio and with a given coding condition. The only real departure from this occurs
with six-bit and four-bit coding of the Mercury Periscope test object at S/N' s
of 40 db and 30 db. Here, the low levels of green and blue energy in the pre-
dominantly red background area cause the G and B video signals corresponding
to this scanned area to fall at or near the zero level at the analog-to-digital
encoder input. This results in increased PE readings on these particular frames.
In general, however, sensor noise is the principal factor controlling PE statistics
for a given coding condition.
3.6.3 Compression Potential of Sequential-Frame, Color-TV Signals
, The basic six-bit PCM sequential-frame color pictures require a total of 18
[ data bits to specify the brightness, hue, and saturation values of each picture
element. If efficient, previous-element coding (PEC/Huffman type) is employedI
to effect data compression, the average gross compression, CpEC, relative
to the six-bit reference picture is calculated from the formula:i
; - 6 (i)
I CpE C = 1 + N (I - PE) '
I where N is the number of assigned bits per element with the selected coding
method.
D -Z4
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TABLE D-I
PRIMARY COLOR SIGNAL PE STATISTICS
USING APOLLO CAPSULE TEST OBJECT
. ,|.
PE (Frame)
Video
S/N Red Green Blue
, Coding Condition (db) PE Count Ratio PE Count Ratio PE Count Ratio
Six-Bit PCM 40 14,600 0.265 15,000 0.27 15,700 0.28
30 6,800 0.12 7,400 0.13 7,800 0.14
20 2,700 0. 049 3,000 0. 054 3,200 0. 058
Four-Bit PCM 40 34,300 0.62 35,200 0.64 36,100 0.65
30 23,300 0.42 24, 100 0.44 25, 100 0.45
20 10,300 0.19 i0,700 0.19 11,200 0.20!
Three-Bit PCM 40 41,400 0.75 41,900 0.76 42,500 0.77
30 35. 000 0.63 35, 100 0.63 36, 100 0.65
20 18,600 0.34 19,200 0.35 19,800 0.36
Three-Quarter 40 34,900 0.63 35,000 0.63 35,800 0.65
Roberts <
30 31,900 0.58 32, 100 0.58 32,500 0.59
Z0 19,200 0.35 19,600 0.35 19,900 0.36
D-25
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TABLE D-2
PRIMARY COLOR SIGNAL PE STATISTICS
USING MERCURY PERISCOPE TEST OBJECT
i . i .....
',
I PE (Frame)
i Video , .
S/N Red Green Blue
: Coding Conditiol. (db) PE Count Ratio PE Count Ratio PE Count Ratio
Six-Bit PCM 40 14,400 0.27 24,200 0.44 28,300 0.51
30 7,200 0.13 10,400 0.19 11,200 0.20
ZO 3,Z00 O. 058 3,600 O.065 3,700 O.067
. Four-Bit PCM 40 35,700 0.65 4Z, 900 0.78 45,000 0.82
; 30 24,700 0.45 32,200 0.58 33,700 0.61
20 1I,300 0.20 13,000 0.24 13,700 0.25
i
: Three-Bit PCM 40 43,900 0.79 47,800 0.86 49,300 0.89
30 37,000 0.67 40,700 0.73 40,800 0.73
20 Z0,000 0.36 2Z, 900 0.4] 23,300 0.42
l_hree-Quarter 40 37,500 0.68 38,900 0.70 41,200 0.74
Roberts
30 33,900 0.61 35,700 0.65 37,800 0.68
Z0 20,500 0.37 22,200 0.40 Z2,800 0.41
i
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By employing the PEQ (previous element qualifier) operation (see Appendix B,
Section 4, paragraph 4. Z) prior to the PEC function, the realizable compressions
can be increased due to increased signal redundancy. The calculated percent in-
crease in PE ratios using 5/4 Roberts coding are 4. 5%, Z5% and 70% for 40-db,
30-db, and Z0-db video S/N ratios respectively.
Based on the average of 3/4 Roberts R, G0 and B signal PE values for the two
test objects, average compression, CpEC, was computed for the three S/N
conditions, using Equation 1. In additi6_, similar calculations were made for
the PEQ' d color signals. The results of these calculations are given in Table
D-3.
TABLE D-3
AVERAGE 3/4 ROBERTS COLOR SIGNAL COMPRESSION
USING PEC/HUFFMAN CODING
Average Gross Compression CpE C
No. Coding condition S/N = 40 db S/N = 30 db S/N = 20 db
I. 3/4 Roberts + YEC/Huffman 3.1 Z.7 Z. 1
i 2. Same as No. 1 + PEQ 3.Z 3.2 2.8
SRelative to six-bit PCM
This table shows that the average gross compression for 3/4 Robert_ + PEC/-
Huffman coding varies from 3. 1 to Z. 1 when the video S/N is varied from 40 to
Z0 db. When the PEQ operation is performed in addition to the above coding
processes, the average gross compression figures remain more nearly constant
with varying video S/N ratios (ranging from 3.2 to 2.8).
The number of bits per full-color picture element for a nominal compression of
3.0 equals:
18 bits (for 6-bit PCM) = 6 bits per element3
3.6.4 Conclusions Relative to Compression of Sequential Color Signals
The basic 3/4 Roberts sequential-frame color _ystem provides a compression
of two to one relative to six-bi_ PCM (or nine bits per full-color picture element) ,,
independent of video S/N. Therefore, unless there is an urgent requirement
to pack the maximum possible amount of data in a given transmission bandwidth,
the use of PEC/Huffman compression coding of the signals probably is not
warranted, due to the considerable resulting increase in equipment complexity.
D-Z7
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SECTION 1
OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF MONOCHROME DIGITAL TV
FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS
I. 1 INTRODUCTION
' A preliminary review has been made of literature dealing with anticipated near-
future operational and equipment requirements for manned spacecraft applications,
with particular emphasis on monochrome television applications. Relative to the
NASA orbiting research laboratory (ORL) programs presently being defined, certain
desired and/or required spacecraft television fun. _ions and operating characteristics
are emerging.
Spacecraft television for initial ORL missions may be divided into two functional
categories, namely:
i. Transmission-Type Television--The primary function of
this equipment is to enable specialists at the ground station
to monitor the crewmen in real-time for purposes of bio-
medical and behavioral assessments.
2. Closed-Circuit Television--This equipment will be employed
for various spacecraft monitoring functions, such as viewing
inaccessible areas and remote monitoring of operations which
could create excessive hazards to the crewmen if direct ob-
servations were attempted.
1.2 TRANSMISSION-TYPE TELEVISION CHARACTERISTICS
Relative to the transmission-type TV equipment requirements, one significant
characteristic is noted in addition to the normal requirements for reliable, space-
qualified hardware of minimum size, weight, and power. This characteristic
-elates to the wide variation in minimum video data rates which may be acceptable
._ the various remote monitoring functions. It appears that the highest data rate
requirements will be associated with real-time biomedical monitoring. Typical
TV parameters are expected to be:
i. Frame rate--10 to 15/sec.
Z. Resolution--500 TV lines
Certain other remote monitoring functions related to behavioral experiments
(such as gross observation of crewmen performing specified operations) may
require only one-third of the above horizontal and vertical resolution at the same
E-l
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frame rates. A nine-to-one variation in required video basebands exists between
these two conditions, and this very probably does not represent the extremes
which are possible for this application.
In the interest of video transmission efficiency, itwould be very desirable to
employ a television system which incorporates the flexibilityto operate effectively
over wide parametric extremes. From the standpoint of spacecraft video-camera
equipment design, digitalTV hardware based on the EMR-EDITS operating prin-
ciples is believed to be uniquely suited for this application. This type equipment
incorporates a large degree of operational flexibilitywhile maintaining basic data
accuracy and operating stability.
In order to make most effectiveuse of the variable-parameter digitalvideo data,
the TV transmission link also must incorporate operational flexibility. The ground-
based video receiver should be designed to provide selectable bandwidths which
are compatible with the transmitted video data rates. Thus, for fixed transmitter
power, the video signal-to-noise ratio in the receiver will be improved as the
data rate is lowered. Or, if a constant receiver signal-to-noise is desired over
the entire range of data rates, the video transmitter power may be correspondingly
reduced as the data rate is lowered. This mode of operation could effecta sig-
nificant reduction in the total energy requirement of the spacecraft prime power
source on ORL missions of long duration.
i. 3 CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION CHARACTERISTICS
There is no compelling reason known to restrict the closed-circuit television
data rates since transmission economy is not a factor. Pictorial quality (and
data rates) approximating normal broadcast TV operation should prove generally
satisfactory for presently envisioned monitoring functions.
In the interest of TV equipment interchangeability, it seems desirable to utilize
similar TV camera equipment designs for both the transmission and closed-circuit
functions. This will provide a good back-up for el+her system.
i. 4 PRIMARY APPLICATIONS FOR MONOCHROME DIGITAL TELEVISION
Primary advantages of monochrome digitalTV systems for MSC functions center
around the following operational factors:
i. Ease of adjusting equipment for operation over a wide
range of parameters. (Resolution, frame rate, quanti-
zations)
E'2
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2. Accuracy of the video data generation and processing
functions.
3. Short-term and long-term operational stabilityof the
D-TV equipment.
With this performance capability, a D-TV system can efficientlyfulfilla variety
of important image reproduction and transmission functions on MSC missions.
E-3
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SECTION 2
DIGITAL TELEVISION SENSOR INVESTIGATION
At the outset of this study program E/_R was of the opinion that a high resolution
capability would be one of the principal requirements of a television sensor employed
in future manned spacecraft applications. In addition, there v ere questions re-
garding the suitability of certain TV sensors, notably magnetic-deflection types,
for digital TV operation because of possible limitations in response time in the
deflection circuits.
Based on information obtained during this study program, neither of these con-
siderations now appear to be a valid basis for selection or rejection of a particular
sensor type. From the study of future NASA orbiting research laboratory oper-
ational and equipment requirements it is not apparent that TV sensor resolution
requirements will be in excess of the capabilities of present vidicon and image-
orthicon-type devices. Also, based on recent studies, no fundamental limitation
to the application of magnetic deflection sensors to digital TV systems are fore-
seen. (See Section 3, paragraph 3.2.)
On this basis, it is concluded that digital television camera equipment designs
impose no unique set of requirements on TV sensors. Therefore, sensor selection
for digital TV will be based on the same operational and physical requirements
and constraints that would apply to analog TV equipment.
Since there was no intent within the scope of this program to undertake a gener-
i alized study of sensor types suitable for future MSC television system applications,|
i determination of the "non-uniqueness" of digital TV sensor requirements constituted
I
j completion of this study subtask.
E-4
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SECTION 3
DIGITAL T ELEVISION SENSOR S CANNING INVESTIGAT ION
3. i IMPROVED DIGITAL SCAN OPERATION WITH ELECTROSTATIC VIDICONS
l 3. i. i Problem
At the outset of this study program, EMR experienced difficulty in arriving
at an optimum set of operating conditions when using the Westinghouse Electro-
static Vidicon [type WX-4384 (WL807_)) slow-scan type]. EMR had not been
L successful in simultaneously achieving satisfactory levels of performance in
several important areas listed below:
[ i. Satisfactory center resolution (400-500 TV lines nominal)
2. Satisfactory corner resolution (300 TV lines nominal)
E
3. Approximate equal corner resolutions
[
' 4. Satisfactory shading characteristic
!
[
i 3. i. 2 Solution
b
i
Ithas now been determined that the major problem was not directly associated
with the digital scanning operation but was associated with the basic vidicon
I tube operation itself. Two major changes were instituted in the course of the
[ investigations leading to the solution of the problem_
I
I
, i. The WX-4384 vidicon was replaced with a WX-4915 type in
i order to obtain the panchromatic response characteristic re-
quired for the color TV reproduction work. , >
:- 2. A thorough adjustment procedure was carried out in which all
, reasonable combinations of vidicon control-element voltages
were evaluated in terms of the above desired performance
factors. Figure E.3-1 is apictorial view of the electro-
static vidicon. The most critical elements in terms of the
: above factors are--
i
I a. G-3 focus
i
i
I
I
I
! E-5
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b. Horizontal Astigmatism a
c. Vertical Astigmatism a
._ The optimum astigmatism voltages determined for the particular WX-49_5 in
present use are as follows:
i. Horizontal Deflection dc voltages b = +4. 8 v. and +7.4 v.
% v /
2.6 v. differential
Z. Vertical Deflection dc voltages b = _10.5 v. and +iZ v./V
i. 5 v. differentJ'_l
3. I. 3 Conclusions
A detailed alignment procedure has not been attempted on any other vidicons,
since the WX-4915 was required for the color study. Therefore, the solution
applied to other vidicons may re. uire the combination of precise electrical
alignment plus the proper vidicon design to alleviate these problems.
3.2 DIGITAL SCANNING CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO MAGNETIC-
DEFLECTION SENSOI_S
The use of digital scanning techniques for an image sensor requires a wider-
bandwidth deflection system than is required by analog systems. The analog
bandwidth requirement is generally determined by the maximum horizontal
retrace time available. Commercial scanning rates which allow 8 microseconds
for horizontal retrace need a horizontal deflection bandwidth of approximately
500 kc. This provides _0 risetirnes (of 0.8 microsecond) for the retrace. There-
fore, the beam will be repositioned with reasonable accuracy by the time the
next horizontal line-scan begins.
aThe deflection plate dc voltage normally is set equal to G-4 voltage except for
a small differential voltage between the Ho____r.plates and between the Vert. plates
for astigmatism correction.
bwith reference to G-4 voltage (nominally ZS0 volts)
E-6
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Digital.scanning techniques require a wider bandwidth since the beam is de-
flected at the element rate. A reasonably good reproduction of the incremental-
scan requires approximately five harmonics of the element rate. For EDITS,
with anormal 100kc element rate, a500kcbandwidth is satisfactory. Of course
for any system slower than this,500 kc is better (although the operation will not
be noticeably different)
Since the yoke is the limiting factor in deflection bandwidth, EMP_ discussed
yoke characteristics with manufacturers of these components. For an uncom-
pensated yoke the firstlimiting factor is the self-resonant frequency (fr)of the
yoke inductance and the stray capacity. The resonant frequencies for two high-
: speed yokes with the following parameters are:
[
, i. 240 microhenry push-pull yoke fr= i.4 Mc|
[
iE 2. 270 microhenry single-ended yoke fr = 2. i Mc
For element rates in the region of 400 kc,this straightforward approach of using
standard yokes is satisfactory. The self-resonant frequency limit can be ex-
tended somewhat beyond the self-resonant frequency by experimentally com-
pensating the yoke and/or the driving waveform.
For higher frequencies where the previous techniques are not applicable, an
i alternate technique is recommended. This is the addition of a small, veryhigh frequen y "tickle " coil. This coil would ave few turns since it onl has
E
i to deflect the beam an incremental distance (compared to a full-lineretrace)
[ and consequently itwould have a very high self-resonant frequency. The main
[ deflection stillwould be furnished by conventional deflection coils. This tech-
nique has been u_ed for writing characters on conventional ClOT displays where
the deflection coils are not capable of sufficientlyhigh frequency response.
!
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SECTION 4
HIGH-SPEED ROBERTS SIIVIULATOR
4. i INTRODUCTION
I A review was made of various possible high-speed digital circuit techniques
which could be investigated during this study program. It was concluded that
the most meaningful results would be obtained by design and construction of
a representative digital coding method which could be applied to commercial$
analog television signals for demonstration of high operating speeds and for
ease of relative assessment of the quality of coded versus uncoded pictures.
Also, it was decided that the selected design would employ microcircuit com-
ponents where availability, cost, and performance consiSerations permitted.
The Roberts coding method was selected for this purpose. Based on previous
study results, 3-bit PCM plus 4 bits Roberts pseudorandom noise were chosen
as the desired coding parameters.
, 4. 2 DESIGN APPROACH
i Atransistorized, portable television set was purchased to provide the standard
; analog video signals and for the purpose of image display. The Roberts coding
simulator design permits rapid switching from the standard analog signal mode
, to the display of straight 3-bit PCM video oi" the display of 3-hit PCM videoi'
with the 4-bits of Roberts noise.
I
Figure E. 4-i is a block diagram of the simulator. System timing is provided
by a 10-Mc crystal oscillator. The digital section of the device is implemented
by Motorola MECL integrated circuits. It consists of a pseudonoise generator
[ running at the 10-Mc clock rate and certain sections of the quantizing circuits.
!
?
I The analog signal is added to the pseudonoise signal by a resistance adder (in
, the initialbreadboard model, a Fairchild microcircuit operational amplifier
was tried, but it was found to be only conditionally stable at best and produced
, large amounts of ringing on the video steps). This video signal, with or with-
out noise (switch-selectable), is then applied to seven parallel threshold cir-
i cults which quantize the video to eight levels. The circuit diagram for the
i Schmitt triggers, gates, and storage flip-flops is shown in Figure E.4-Z.
The binary levels out of the Schmitt triggers are adjusted to dc level and signal
amplitude to be compatible with Motorola MECL logic. An AND gate is used to
generate both the quantized level and its complement which are then shifted
into the flip-flop by the clock pulse. This effectively quantizes the signal in
time. The signal is quantized in amplitude by the threshold circuits. The
E-8
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outputs of the flip-flops are summed by a resistive adder which can also add
the complement of the pseudonoise signal F,-evio'_sly added. This eo,-r, ple-
mented noise is delayed one element-time _i00 ns) because it is generated by
the 2nd through the 5th stages of the shift register. The added noise at the
input is generated by the ist through 4th stages. The result is that the same
noise that was added at the input is subtracted at the output.
The reconstructed video then is amplified and fed back into the television set
for di.splay on the CRT screen. The quantized video (with or without noise)
then can be compared with the analog picture by switching between the two.
This switching is done by relays to minimi_ the video path length.
4.3 RESULTS
On low signal-to-noise ratio pictures (less than Z0-Z5 db) it is very difficult to
tell which s_rstem is being used. At high signal-to-noise ratios the analog
signal is definitely more pleasing than the 3/4 Roberts (due primarily to the
residual Robert's noise), but it does not contain more information. The 3-bit
PCM signal _auses some detail to be lost between the quantizing levels but it
sti]l retains the coarse features of the image and would be adequate for some
applications. In the mid-range of about 30-db signal-to-noise ratio, the ana-
log signal appears approximately as noisy &s the 3/4 Roberts. The 3-bit PCM
pic%ure is stillslightly inferior due to t_;ecoarse quantizing effects.
E-9
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I SECTION 1
L,
INTRODUCTION
[
i During the early months of this MSC study program, a company-sponsored
linear-approximation-coder design effort was pursued in parallel with tAe
direct study tasks. The initial objective of this effort was to develop operating
linear-approximation hardware to support (by means of pictorial results)
the theoretical work performed on this compression technique.
As the program progressed, it became clear that the physical hardwa_'e could
not be designed and built with the desired parametric flexibility in time to
obtain experimental results for the MSC study. At this point, the decision
was made to defer further linear-approximation-coder design effort and to
place heavy emphasis on (1) developing and checking out EDITS/ASI-2i0
digital-computer interface hardware and (2) preparing a flexible linear-
approximation computer program.
The above combined efforts (1) and (2) provided the experimental pictorial
results needed to complete the linear-approximation coding study for MSC.
However, in the interest of completeness, a description of the actual coder
design effort accomplished to date is included in the following section.
F-I
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SECTION 2
HARDWARE DESIGN DESCRIPTION
A logical block diagram of the linear-appro:_ nation encoder is shown in
Figure F. 2-i, the timing generator is shown in Figure F. Z-Z, and a timing
diagram is shown in Figure F. 2-3. Initially all switches (el through C16)
are closed. The sampling-pulse Sample 1 causes sample-and-hold circuit
1 to sample the video. Since switch C1 is closed, the first junction of the
resistive divider is driven to the held value of sample I. Sample-pulse 2
samples the video and holds this value as element 2. Sample-pulse 2 also
opens switch CI. The last good element is held in sample-and-hold 16. There-
fore, junction 16 and junction Z of the resistor ladder are driven to the values
held as element 16 and element 2, respectively.
At this point, only switch C1 has been opened. Therefore, if the held value
of element 1 is not sufficiently close to the interpolated value of element 1
which is present at junction l of the divider, the amplitude of element
1 is transmitted and a code word describing the run-length is generated and
transmitted. If the two compared values agree within the allowable
tolerance, the encoding process continues. Sample-and-hold pulse 3 samples
element 3 and opens switch C2. This generates a new interpolated value for
element 1 and an interpolated value for element 2. These are compared with
the actual values held in the respective sample-and-hold circuits. The
process continues in this manner until one or more (depending upon the
criterion employed) interpolated elements are in error. The amplitude of the
last good element then is transmitted along with the run-length code.
Either a horizontal blank, a transmit gate, or a length-16 count will reset
the timing registers and the process will begin again. A length-16 pulse is
generated whenever 16 elements have been coded without an element having
been transmitted.
F-Z
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The previous end-point amplitude coded to six bits is stored in a register
in the code generator. Als_,the run-length count coded to four bits is fed
into the code generator. The code generator combines these two digital
words into one 10-bit word and generates a (14-10) Hamming word which
is 14 bits in length. This coding technique is described in greater detail
in Appendix B, Paragraph 5.4.
F-3
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